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Abstract

Understanding biological radiation damage on the nanoscale is a major goal in Chemical
Physics/Physical Chemistry, with implications in medicine and elucidating the molecular
origins of life. A valuable tool for developing new insights involves drawing comparisons
between the radiation responses of progressively more complex gas-phase biomolecules.
While experimental studies of neutral nucleobases are prevalent, the literature dimin-
ishes sharply with increasing molecular complexity. This is linked to escalating thermal
lability. In response, this thesis characterises, exploits, and develops a relatively new
method, indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD), for the study of neutral gas-
phase RNA/DNA constituents.

We present the first in-depth study of ILTD for the production of pure targets of the
nucleobase guanine and the nucleosides uridine, thymidine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-
methyluridine. Except for thymidine, UV multi-photon ionisation (MPI) experiments
demonstrated the efficacy of ILTD to produce viable targets without thermal decomposi-
tion. This inspired us to design and build a unique set-up for probing dissociative electron
attachment (DEA), an important process in radiation damage of nucleic acids, to ILTD
targets.

The MPI experiments on uridine showed evidence for changes in isomeric populations
as a function of ILTD conditions. Furthermore, they provided the first experimental evi-
dence for the electronic excited state dynamics of uridine being sensitive to the molecule’s
isomeric form prior to photo-excitation. This highlights the importance of developing
methods to produce gas-phase targets that are structurally pure as well as unfragmented.

Finally, the thesis presents an adapted reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry tech-
nique to analyse the metastable fragmentation and sequential fragmentation pathways.
This revealed exceptionally rich metastable dissociation patterns of excited 3-aminophenol
ions. We expect MPI-induced metastable dissociation to be highly sensitive to isomeric
form, and hence to be a valuable tool in the future development of our research programme.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The overall aim of this PhD thesis is to enhance our understanding of the fundamental

processes by which radiation, notably UV photons and electrons, can initiate structural

and chemical changes in key biological macromolecules and their subunits. In particular,

DNA lesions are understood to be key precursors of lasting biological damage (muta-

tions, cell death and cancer) and a major research effort is currently dedicated to applying

nanoscale insights to improve radiotherapies [1, 2]. Elucidating the radiation response of

RNA and DNA can have implications for understanding molecular origins and evolution

of life on Earth [3–5]. Despite this, the fundamental nanoscale processes by which UV

irradiation initiates damage in biological material have not yet been fully elucidated [6].

A bottom-up approach is required to link nanoscale chemical physics/physical chemistry

to effects in complex biological systems [7–9]. This generally starts with experiments

and/or calculations on fundamental building blocks in the gas-phase and then compares

the radiation response of sequentially more complex biomolecules.

This PhD thesis tackles the problem of thermal lability of neutral RNA/DNA constituents

of greater complexity than nucleobases. This is a great experimental challenge of the

bottom-up approach and we focus on exploiting and characterising a relatively new va-

porisation method, indirect laser-induced thermal desorption, for this purpose. Indeed, a

key outcome of this work is the development of a unique experimental system for probing

dissociative electron attachment processes to relatively large biological molecules such

as nucleosides released by indirect laser-induced thermal desorption. Furthermore, the

experiments presented in this thesis provide new evidence for the excited state dynamics

and photostability of specific biomolecules being sensitive to isomeric form. This high-

lights the importance of building experiments which can produce targets that are pure
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not only in terms of thermal decomposition, but also in terms of structure. In addition

to our experiments on RNA/DNA constituents, we have adapted an existing concept in

reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry to analyse complex metastable fragmentation

patterns and identify sequential fragmentation pathways of photo-excited molecular ions

and applied it to the biomolecule 3-aminophenol. This chapter introduces the motivations

for the research presented in the thesis.

1.2 Informational building blocks of life

From the standpoint of biological function, we can distinguish between two classes of

informational biopolymers: nucleic acids and proteins. Nucleic acids are responsible for

the storage and transmission of genetic information as well as the synthesis of proteins

(discussed in the next paragraph). There are two types of nucleic acids: ribonucleic

acid (RNA) formed by a single polynucleotide strand and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

formed by two strands as indicated in Fig. 1.1. Their nucleotide subunits are composed

of a nucleoside and a phosphate group. RNA/DNA nucleosides comprise one of five

nucleobase units and a sugar unit (riboseminusOH in RNA and 2′-deoxyribose minusOH

in DNA). There are four types of nucleobases in DNA: adenine and guanine (classed as

purine bases as they share its double-ring structure), and cytosine and thymine (pyrimidine

bases). In single-stranded RNA, thymine is replaced by uracil (also a pyrimidine base).

DNA has coding regions, exons, that determine the order of amino acids in proteins as

well as non-coding regions, introns, that perform checking and regulatory functions in the

transcription and translation of genes. RNA also plays a crucial role in the coding, reg-

ulation and expression of genes. Messenger RNA (mRNA) conveys genetic information

from DNA to a ribosome. The genetic information is encoded in the nucleotide sequence

of mRNA which is complementary to the DNA strand template. This genetic information

specifies the amino acid sequence of the protein products of gene expression. Transfer

RNA (tRNA) transfers amino acids to the ribosome and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) links the

amino acids to form proteins [10].

Whereas nucleic acids determine the genotype (genetic constitution), proteins determine

the phenotype (observable characteristics) of cells and consequently the whole organism.

They consist of polypeptide chains, i.e. amino acids bound together by peptide bonds.

The sequence of amino acids in proteins is dictated by the sequence of nucleotides in DNA

coded in triplets. Polypeptide chains fold into complex three-dimensional structures, which

then determine their function. Proteins are not only fundamental structural biopolymers,

but are also responsible for transmission of information, regulation of the body’s tissues and
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organs, intracellular and extracellular transport, growth and many other vitally important

processes. Therefore, any disruption of RNA/DNA induces a risk of disturbing the normal

process of cell cycle which can then result in cell death. Alternatively, introducing mistakes

in the transcription and translation of genes can lead to mutations, genomic instability and

eventually carcinogenesis. DNA is particularly radiosensitive during its replication phase,

when it splits into two separate strands, inviting analogies with single-stranded RNA.

This is when the nucleosides themselves are most exposed to reactive species. By this

rationale, RNA is expected to be more radiosensitive than DNA and hence its damage

may be more important than generally assumed in determining the long-term effect of

radiation on living systems. Cells have evolved repair mechanisms to maintain RNA and

DNA integrity, however, these become markedly less effective as damage sites become

more complex and concentrated (often referred to as a clustered lesion) or if the disruptive

agent acts repeatedly for a longer period of time [10]. Mutations can cause uncontrolled

cell division and hence lead to formation of tumours. Martincorena et al. [11] estimated

the average number of driver mutations needed to develop tumours in different parts of

human body to be in the range 1 − 10. On the other hand, mutations can have positive

effects as they are responsible for driving evolution.

Fig. 1.1: Schematic diagram showing a double helix of DNA (left-hand side) with a de-
tailed view of a part of the helix (right-hand side). Nucleobase units (A - adenine, G - gua-
nine, C - cytosine and T - thymine) are bound to sugar units (2′−deoxyriboseminusOH)
via N-glycosidic bonds to form nucleoside units. These have phosphate groups bound
at 3′-C atoms of sugar units to form nucleotide units. Within the same strand of DNA,
nucleotide units are bound via phosphodiester bonds, while hydrogen bonds between nu-
cleotide units bind the two strands together (two hydrogen bonds between A and T, three
hydrogen bonds between G and C). Adapted from [12].
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One of the most common causes of RNA/DNA damage is radiation [10]. Radiation-

induced damage to nucleic acids, but also other important biomolecules such as proteins,

has therefore attracted considerable attention in different scientific communities in the past

years. Huge efforts have been made in the field of physical chemistry/chemical physics with

the central aim to understand the underlying mechanisms responsible for radiation-induced

damage on the molecular level [7, 13–15, and references therein]. However, biomolecules

such as nucleic acids are very complex species on their own, while furthermore they

interact with a number of other molecules (e.g. histones and water). This complexity

creates a barrier for pinning down the exact mechanisms responsible for a particular

radiation-induced action. In addition, treating such a big molecular system theoretically

at a high level becomes unattainable within the current practical limits of computational

power. To tackle this complexity issue, many research groups apply a bottom-up approach

[8, 16–18]. The essential idea is to first focus on isolated fundamental building blocks in

the gas-phase and then systematically develop insights into radiation-induced processes

with increasing complexity. This PhD thesis focuses on the application of the bottom-up

approach for the study of radiation-induced processes in nucleic acids and addresses some

of its problems. The next section provides a brief overview of the processes initiated when

radiation interacts with biomolecular systems, notably nucleic acids and proteins, which

will help the reader understand the importance of the experiments presented later in the

thesis as well as to appreciate the contribution of this thesis within the broader field.

1.3 Radiation interactions with biomolecular systems

1.3.1 Radiation-induced damage of RNA/DNA

The nanoscale processes responsible for radiation damage in cellular material are often

divided into two classes of effect upon DNA and other critical biomolecules. Primary

processes are those initiated by direct interactions with incident energetic particles. Sec-

ondary processes are those initiated by low-energy radicals, ions, or electrons released by

the dissociation and/or ionisation of neighbouring molecules. Water molecules represent

the major source of these secondary reactive species in cells. Both the production of

local OH radicals [19] and low-energy electrons (< 20eV ) [20] have been demonstrated

to increase the occurrence of single and double strand breaks in DNA. The schematic in

Fig. 1.2 shows examples that illustrate the difference between the primary and secondary

radiation-induced damage of DNA [13].
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Fig. 1.2: Schematic diagram illustrating examples of primary and secondary radiation-
induced damage of DNA (adapted from [13]).

It has been estimated that approximately 2/3 of all radiation-induced damage to DNA is

due to secondary processes [13]. Note that DNA comprises only a negligible part of the

cell, and that ionisation of the surrounding medium has to happen in a close proximity

to DNA (1 to 10nm is an estimate based on the mean free path of electrons in water) in

order to induce damage through the production of low-energy secondary electrons [13].

However, some radiation damage mechanisms do not fall easily within this classification

of primary or secondary actions. In particular, multiscale modelling of ion beam cancer

therapy has revealed a new damage mechanism: thermochemical DNA damage which

arises from shock waves produced on the nanometer scale around the swift ion path [21].

1.3.1.1 Primary radiation-induced damage of RNA/DNA

In the case of primary damage, radiation (e.g. energetic electrons, ions, or photons)

directly hits the RNA/DNA molecule causing ionisation and hence creation of electron

holes which weaken the backbone and disrupt the molecular structure [13, 22]. It has been

shown that electron holes can migrate from the locus of formation to trapping sites [23].

The energetics of hole trapping is determined in the first place by the ionisation energy

of the base. As the ionisation energy of guanine is lowest amongst all nucleobases, it is

considered to be the preferential site for such trapping [24]. Yun et al.’s study of oxidatively

generated damage to DNA in aerated solutions [25] revealed clear evidence that single- and

double-strand breaks occur in DNA containing holes [13, 22]. In addition to ionisation, a

neutral electronic excitation initiating unimolecular or intermolecular reactivity and bond

breaking represents another important potential radiation damage pathway in RNA and

DNA [18, 26].
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1.3.1.1.1 Photodamage of RNA/DNA induced by UV radiation
As the majority of the experiments presented in this thesis are multi-photon ionisation ex-

periments in the ultraviolet (UV) range of the electromagnetic spectrum (265 − 220nm),

we will devote special attention to explaining the motivation and applied context behind

these experiments. We normally categorise UV radiation as follows: UVA (400− 315nm,

corresponding to 3.10− 3.94eV ), UVB (315− 280nm, corresponding to 3.94− 4.43eV )

and UVC (280 − 200nm, corresponding to 4.43 − 6.20eV ). It is well known that UV

radiation acts as a mutagen, with UVC naturally being the most damaging of these three

classes due to its high energy. The first experiments indicating the destructive effect of

UV radiation on living organisms were conducted in 1929 by Gates [27], who studied its

bactericidal effect. He related the lethal action of UV radiation on living cells to the ab-

sorption of UV energy by the molecules responsible for reproduction and growth, and later

on it was discovered that nucleic acids are critically important in these processes. Since

then, numerous experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out to investigate

the photophysical properties of nucleic acids and their constituents to better understand

the cell killing and mutagenic effects of UV radiation [28]. The most important ones with

respect to this thesis are discussed below.

Nucleobases are the key UV chromophores in nucleic acids. They absorb radiation in the

UVC region of the electromagnetic spectrum (see Fig. 1.3), most notably via transitions

from the electronic ground state (S0) to the molecules’ second-lowest singlet excited

states (S2) with ππ∗ character, i.e. S2 ← S0 transitions with oscillator strengths that are

several orders of magnitude greater than S1 ← S0 transitions [29]. Electronically excited

nucleobases can then initiate damaging photochemical reactions, which may result in

photolesions, e.g. the formation of thymine dimers [6]. The second strong absorption

band of nucleobases (S0 to S3) also peaks at about 200 − 180nm, just within the vacuum-

ultraviolet (VUV) range of the electromagnetic radiation (200 − 10nm). The sugar-

phosphate backbone absorbs radiation only at wavelengths below ∼ 220nm [28]. The

laser system used for multi-photon ionisation in this thesis can access the UV wavelength

range 277 − 220nm, coinciding with the lowest-energy singlet transitions of RNA/DNA

nucleobases (see the red bands in Fig. 1.3, note the resultant colour is purple due to

overlap with the blue bands).
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Fig. 1.3: Absorption spectra of isolated nucleobases: a) adenine; b) guanine; c) thymine;
d) uracil and e) cytosine. f) Ultraviolet (UV) part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Solid
lines represent simulated spectra, the circles transition energies and oscillator strengths
(height) of the vertical excitations at ground state minima. Broken lines in e) represent
individual state contributions to the final absorption spectrum (note that wavelength scale
is not shown here for panel e) because it was presented incorrectly in the original source
[29]). The red band (note the resultant colour is purple due to overlap with the blue bands)
shows UV laser wavelength/energy range (277 − 220nm, corresponds to 4.48 − 5.64eV )
in the multi-photon ionisation experiments at the Open University (adapted from [29]). The
light grey, grey and blue bands indicate different ranges of UV part of the electromagnetic
spectrum and white band indicates VUV part of the electromagnetic spectrum (as shown
in f)).
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VUV radiation is strongly absorbed by atmospheric gasses (mainly oxygen and nitrogen)

and therefore solar VUV does not harm biological systems on the present-day Earth [30].

UVC radiation is absorbed by oxygen and ozone in the stratospheric layer of Earth’s

atmosphere. Solar UVC radiation therefore reaches the biosphere with negligible flux.

Although solar UVB radiation is also to a great extent absorbed by the ozone layer, a not

negligible part of it reaches Earth’s surface. UVB represents about 5% of the total terres-

trial (at the Earth’s surface) UV radiation [31]. The long-wavelength band of nucleobases

has an overlap with the UVB wavelength range and therefore its absorption can cause

direct excitation of nucleobases and subsequently their damage. On the contrary, UVA is

not absorbed by the ozone layer and most of it reaches ground level. Solar UVA therefore

represents around 95% of the total terrestrial UV radiation [31]. As UVA is extremely

weakly absorbed by RNA/DNA, its contribution to primary RNA/DNA damage is zero to

any reasonable approximation [28, 32–34].

As discussed above, the ozone layer in the stratosphere acts as a barrier which protects all

living organisms on Earth from destructive UV radiation. However, the early Earth did

not have an ozone layer and thus was exposed to roughly 100-times higher flux of UV

radiation compared with the surface of the present-day Earth [35]. This suggests that UV

radiation presented a challenge to life on the early Earth and its actions as a mutagen and

a selective agent might have played critical roles in the evolution of the molecular basis

for life as we see it today [35–37].

Considerably more attention has been paid to the investigation of radiation-induced pro-

cesses in DNA and its constituents than to RNA. This is clearly due to the essential role

of DNA in coding genetic information. However, when it comes to the molecular origins

of life, the importance of RNA escalates. In 1986 Gilbert [38] proposed a hypothesis that

RNA initially acted as the only informational biopolymer, being responsible for storing the

genetic information as well as performing basic cellular operations, including RNA repli-

cation. The main arguments in support of the RNA world hypothesis are that present-day

life appears to have originated from heavily RNA-based organisms. Furthermore, it has

been shown that RNA catalysts can perform many of the functions which are nowadays

carried out by proteins [39–42]. According to this model, the diversification and evolution

of RNA led to the RNA organisms developing the ability to synthesise polypeptides which

then replaced RNA in most catalytic tasks. The role of RNA in storing genetic information

was subsequently replaced by DNA, the more chemically stable nucleic acid [10, 39–42].

RNA and DNA feature effective mechanisms to convert absorbed energy from electronic
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modes to vibrational modes on short timescales (ps-order or less), helping to minimise

the generation of photolesions due to UV exposure. This property may have been one

of the evolutionary drivers that led to the selection of DNA and RNA to perform their

current biological functions. This rapid dissipation (or thermalisation) of absorbed energy

happens via conical intersections of the potential energy surfaces of different electronic

excited states of the nucleobase sub-units of DNA and RNA with the molecules’ electronic

ground states [43]. The electronic excited state dynamics of nucleobases have been ex-

tensively studied both experimentally and using theoretical methods [18, 44–46], however

this work is far from complete. For example, the great majority of ultrafast time-resolved

pump-probe experiments on gas-phase nucleobases have been carried out by pumping at

267nm, close to the origin of the S2 band [47]. Very few experiments have been carried

out to investigate the relaxation pathways from high vibrational levels of the S2 excited

state and/or from S3 [9].

One of the main approaches applied by the Molecular Clusters Group at the Open Uni-

versity (OU) for investigating processes happening in neutral electronic excited states

of biomolecules involves comparing ion production by multi-photon ionisation (MPI,

step-wise ionisation via one or more electronic excited states in the present laser fluence

regime) and electron impact ionisation (EII, direct access to ionic states). Observations

of differences in fragment ion production by MPI and EII can provide experimental ev-

idence of structural changes (isomeric transitions) or dissociation processes in neutral

electronic excited states. In particular, the group has carried out an extensive set of MPI

(270− 220nm) and EII (200eV ) experiments to investigate neutral excited state dynamics

and fragmentation pathways of RNA base uracil, the only nucleobase in RNA which is

distinct from the ones present in DNA [18, 26]. Investigating the response of RNA con-

stituents and their derivatives at different levels of complexity might help to understand

the selection criteria which determined the molecular architecture of life at the early stages

of life evolution. Uridine, the RNA nucleoside that features a dehydrogenated uracil unit,

has been much less studied compared with the isolated base. It should be noted that the

replacement of thymidine in DNA with uridine or its fluorinated derivatives is exploited

in chemotherapy. Chemotherapy is often combined with radiotherapy so this provides an

extra motivation for understanding the radiation response of uridine and its derivatives.

To shed more light on the response of uridine upon interaction with UV radiation, a new

MPI (265 − 220nm) study of this molecule and a selection of closely-related nucleosides

is presented in Chapter 6 of this PhD thesis.
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1.3.1.2 Secondary radiation damage of RNA/DNA

The reader should keep in mind that there are a great number of different secondary

DNA/RNA damage processes and this short summary section only highlights a few which

are particularly relevant to the studies in this thesis. To find out more, we recommend

[48, 49]. In their natural environment within cells, RNA and DNA are surrounded by other

molecules, mainly water and proteins. Therefore, any incident radiation is likely to interact

with these molecules before reaching the nucleic acids. Such interactions can result in their

ionisation and hence in the generation of secondary species, notably secondary electrons

and radical neutrals and ions (mainly hydroxyl HO• and alkoxy RO2
• radicals). As noted

above, RNA/DNA reactions with these species can be called secondary processes and the

importance of secondary radicals in biological radiation damage has been recognised for

many years. Free radicals are very reactive and therefore attack RNA/DNA, disrupting

their molecular structure. Secondary electrons undergo inelastic collisions with biological

medium causing further excitation and ionisation. The overall result is a radiation cascade

in which most electrons have energies < 30eV , with the mean electron energy at around

9 − 10eV [13, 50, 51]. These electrons are called low energy electrons (LEEs) and they

can cause damage to RNA/DNA as described below [13, 22].

LEEs propagate through the medium interacting elastically and, more importantly, inelas-

tically with molecules, losing their energy by transferring it to electronic and vibrational

excitations and hence creating numerous potentially damaging species (radicals) before

becoming thermalised. Moreover, in 2000 Sanche and co-workers [20] demonstrated for

the first time that LEEs with energies below the ionisation threshold can induce single-

and double-strand breaks by resonantly attaching at particular sites of DNA, forming

transient negative ions (TNIs) which can subsequently dissociate via the process of disso-

ciative electron attachment (DEA) [13, 17, 50]. As a large proportion of any cell (about

70 − 80%) comprises water, LEEs with energies close to 7eV [52] can also resonantly

attach to water molecules and cause dissociation which results in the formation of a hy-

droxyl radical HO• and a hydride anion H−. However, it should be noted that radicals are

also produced in metabolic processes and therefore radical-driven damage is very likely

to be more readily repaired by the cell than structural damage induced by LEEs attaching

directly to RNA/DNA [13]. In addition, secondary electron scattering can be an efficient

mechanism for neutral electronic excitation of DNA and RNA. This provides a mechanism

for direct access to long-lived triplet states and other optically-forbidden transitions that

may be important from a radiation damage standpoint.

LEEs-induced damage to DNA can be enhanced by covalently binding radiosensitisers
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and chemotherapeutic agents to the molecule. The higher propensity for dissociation

can be either a result of the appearance of new TNIs near the binding sites or due to

the enhancement of already existing DEA channels. Weakening of the bonds within the

molecule can also contribute to higher dissociation rate. Understanding these processes in

depth has great potential to inspire the development of new techniques in cancer treatment

radiotherapy [50].

Despite the great interest in DEA, the current understanding of low-energy electron driven

processes in biologically relevant targets is limited by the scarcity of DEA experiments

on gas-phase molecules larger than nucleobases or simple sugars. This is related to in-

creased propensity of biomolecules for thermal degradation with their increasing size and

therefore difficulties for bringing them intact into the gas-phase. Whereas it can be highly

relevant to study various radiation-induced processes in large intact biomolecular ions

produced by electrospray ionisation (ESI, discussed further in Chapter 5), DEA can only

be studied meaningfully using neutral targets. To tackle this problem, we have developed a

new experimental system for studying DEA processes to neutral nucleosides. The design,

the principles of operation, and the preliminary optimisation of this set-up are described

in Chapter 7.

1.3.2 Radiation-induced damage of proteins

We have already discussed ways in which radiation can induce damage to nucleic acids

and this, in turn, can cause problems in the synthesis of new proteins. Analogously to

nucleic acids, proteins can be subject to both primary and secondary radiation-induced

damage. Due to their diverse roles in the biological systems (see Section 1.2), proteins

are highly abundant. In addition, they carry UV chromophores (aromatic amino acids)

and therefore they are major cellular targets for photooxidation [48]. In addition to neu-

tral electronic excitation, ionisation plays a crucial role in radiation damage induced by

primary interactions of UV photons with proteins. The break up of an excited amino acid

ion within a complex protein structure represents a damage site and the fragments (neutral

and ionic) can then react with adjacent molecules and hence escalate the destructive effect.

Although the ionisation and fragmentation pathways of amino acids and their derivatives

have been extensively studied [53–55], a number of details remains unresolved, including

the identification of specific fragmentation pathways. This provided part of the motivation

for our reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry experiments probing the metastable

fragmentation of excited 3-aminophenol (3-AP) ions (see Chapter 4). The main strength
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of the experiment is that it enables the identification of sequential fragmentation routes.

Studying fragmentation of 3-AP upon multi-photon ionisation is not only interesting due

to its biological relevance; the molecule has also proved to be valuable for testing the

capability of the metastable dissociation experiment at the OU as it reveals a very rich

metastable fragmentation pattern. The principles of operation of this experiment and

the new Matlab simulation which has been developed to analyse metastable dissociation

pathways are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

1.4 The bottom-up approach in the study of radiation-

induced damage of biomolecules

In the previous sections we have summarised a selection of key radiation interactions

with biomolecules that can lead to damage to biological systems. The study of individ-

ual radiation-induced processes on the molecular level often starts with relatively simple

isolated species with the central aim of developing detailed insights which can then help

to explain processes in more complex targets, i.e. by applying the bottom-up approach.

The starting points in the bottom-up approach in the study of radiation response of nu-

cleic acids are often nucleobases or sometimes even their subunits (e.g. pyrimidine or

imidazole). In addition to the studies of progressively more complex biomolecules, the

OU Molecular Clusters Group tries to link the insights from experiments on gas-phase

molecules to realistic biological systems by studying clustering effects, i.e. exploring

how the chemical environment affects the radiation response of isolated species (see, for

example, references [56–58]). This is, however, not addressed in this thesis and therefore

we will not pay special attention to it here.

Excitation, ionisation, dissociative ionisation, and DEA pathways have been investigated

extensively for most of the nucleobases isolated in the gas-phase [26, 47, 59–63]. Exper-

imental studies on guanine are, however, much more rare mainly due to its poor stability

with respect to thermal decomposition, when bringing a solid-state sample into the gas-

phase [64, 65]. This problem escalates quickly with increasing size of biomolecules and

even a single step in complexity to nucleosides has presented a significant experimental

challenge for the bottom-up approach. While the production of intact charged species of

complex biological molecules in the gas-phase has been successfully achieved thanks to

the development of electrospray ionisation, the production of analogous neutral targets

has not been fully resolved yet. In addition, despite the high thermal lability of nucleo-

sides and larger RNA/DNA constituents, an in-depth study of thermal decomposition of

these species is often absent in the literature. In this thesis indirect laser-induced thermal
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desorption (ILTD) has been chosen for bringing the nucleosides uridine, thymidine and

their derivatives 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine into the gas-phase. Although ILTD

has been previously applied for vaporising DNA nucleosides [8, 43, 66], to the best of our

knowledge no direct evidence of the lack of thermal decomposition has been presented.

Our experiments to address this gap in the literature are presented in Chapter 5.

Another important aspect to consider in the bottom-up approach is the biological rele-

vance of the isomeric forms of the molecules produced in the gas-phase. In general, with

increasing size of the molecules, the number of different isomeric forms increases rapidly.

Our MPI experiments on ILT-desorbed uridine in Chapter 6 provide, to the best of our

knowledge, the first experimental evidence supporting changes in the isomer population of

uridine as a function of desorption conditions. Moreover, these experiments provide the

first experimental evidence that supports theoretically-predicted isomer-specific neutral

excited state dynamics [67]. This suggests that in addition to developing methods for

the production of intact neutral gas-phase targets of increasingly large biomolecules, it

is important to develop methods which will enable experiments to probe only selected

isomers out of all of the structures produced in the gas-phase.

Irrespective of the above-mentioned difficulties associated with applying the bottom-up

approach in the study of radiation-induced processes in complex biomolecules such as

nucleic acids, an important question to ask is the true relevance of the approach. Can

the insights from experiments and theoretical calculations on simple building blocks pro-

vide relevant information which can be linked to processes happening in real biological

environments or are the perturbations due to bonding with other molecules and the sur-

rounding environment so big that the effects observed in simple building blocks become

untraceable? Chapter 6 includes an investigation of how previous studies of fragment

ion production from uracil and ribose (both closely related to the base and sugar units of

uridine) help to interpret fragment ion production from uridine. In order to provide more

insights with respect to answering the question above, we will briefly review a selection

of pivotal findings from the literature.

Starting with a step from nucleobases to nucleosides, both theoretical [68] as well as

experimental [43] studies comparing excited state dynamics of nucleobases and nucleo-

sides have shown a certain level of similarities, i.e. the lowest lying singlet excited states

(nπ∗ and ππ∗ with respective lifetimes of ps-order or < approximately 100 f s [9]) were

in both cases localised on the aromatic ring of nucleobases. However, binding to the

sugar units has turned out to significantly affect the nature of the upper two excited states
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(also when binding phosphate to form nucleotides [68]) as well as their decay rates which

were reduced by a factor of 2 in the experiments on adenosine, thymidine, and cytidine

[43]. The decay rates were unchanged in the case of guanine/guanosine, which could be

potentially linked to the presence of different isomers in the gas-phase, highlighting the

need to develop methods for the production of structurally pure targets.

Flosadóttir et al.’s studies [69] of the metastable decay of dehydrogenated anions pro-

duced by matrix assisted laser desorption/ionisation mass spectrometry (MALDI) yielded

insights into how the radiation response of DNA constituents evolves across the ex-

tended range of nucleobases up to oligonucleotides (short strands of DNA or RNA). They

concluded that the dominant metastable fragmentation channels of isolated components

continue to be observed when progressing one step in complexity, i.e. from isolated sug-

ars and nucleobases to nucleosides. However, the new dominant fragmentation channel

often becomes the rupture of the new bonds, which is then very likely to be the only one

persisting when one further component is added. It should be noted that MALDI sources

produce a wide range of different gas-phase cations, neutral, and anions. It was essential

for Flosadóttir et al. to focus on metastable dissociation channels in order to trace specific

fragment ions to specific precursor ions.

Kopyra [17] successfully applied the bottom-up approach in the analysis of ion yield curves

from DEA experiments on the nucleotide 2′-deoxycytidine 5′-monophosphate (dCMP).

She was able to link some of the features observed in the energy profile of the ion yields

observed for dCMP to processes previously observed in DEA to isolated phosphate and

sugar units. Kočišek et al. [70] subsequently carried out DEA experiments on micro-

hydrated dCMP which revealed that hydrogenation of the transient negative ion in the

water environment can significantly change the fragmentation and final charge localisa-

tion over the molecule. To our knowledge, these experiments by Kopyra, Kočišek, and

their co-workers are the only examples in the literature of bringing intact nucleotides into

the gas-phase successfully by conventional heating in an effusive oven (discussed further

in Chapter 5).

Stavros and Verlet’s 2016 review [7] looked into how the excited state dynamics of imi-

dazole (the isolated chromophore of adenine) evolves by increasing the complexity of its

molecular environment. They showed that site-specific chemical modification can be used

to mimic the way adenine binds to sugar and phosphate units, which can provide insights

into the excited state dynamics of nucleotides. After excitation at 260nm, nucleotide

deoxyadenine monophosphate anions decayed on similar timescales in the gas-phase and
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in solution, i.e. a fast initial decay followed by a channel with a time constant of 340 f s.

Although the dynamics of di- and trinucleotides in the gas-phase appeared to be similar

to those of mononucleotide, this was not the case for aqueous solutions, where a dramatic

increase in lifetimes was observed due to the formation of excimers. In light of these

similarities and differences in the excited state dynamics as a function of molecular com-

plexity and solvation, the review highlights the importance of the bottom-up approach and

suggests new routes for its development.

In a closely related field, the bottom-up approach has been successfully applied in the study

of ultrafast photodynamics of sunscreen molecules with the aim of uncovering an ideal

molecule, which will strongly absorb UVA and UVB radiation (see Section 1.3.1.1.1) and

quickly dissipate the excess energy in the form of heat without causing permanent change

to its original structure [32]. First, the sunscreen molecules were studied in isolation in the

gas-phase and the effect of changing their structure was examined. The key bottom-up step

was the transfer from the gas-phase to the liquid-phase, where the effect of the surrounding

environment (solvent polarity, pH, viscosity) on the photodynamics of isolated species

was also investigated. Interestingly, the change from the gas-phase to the solution does

not always affect the photodynamics of the molecules significantly [71]. An analogous

approach in the study of nucleic acids evolution on the early Earth has been employed with

aim to uncover which pathways have led to their evolution in their current form and why

those specific ones were favoured compared to the others. However, so far the experiments

on neutral gas-phase molecules and clusters have primarily been limited to the complexity

level of nucleobases and, much more rarely, nucleosides [72, and references therein].

In summary, the above-mentioned studies have clearly shown some very promising results

with respect to the value of the bottom-up approach for the study of radiation-induced

processes in biomolecular systems. It should be noted though that we are still at the

beginning of the long journey towards getting a complete picture of the nanoscale processes

initiated by radiation interacting with living tissue. Several experimental challenges

have to be tackled to enable further progress in the gas-phase experiments, notably the

production of high-density neutral targets which are pure firstly in terms of the absence

of any thermal decomposition and secondly in terms of molecular structure. The former

challenge is partially addressed in this thesis. A substantial research effort is still required

to fully understand how the radiation responses of key macromolecules are modified by

the aqueous environment, the specific sequencing of subunits, and secondary and tertiary

molecular structure.
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1.5 Summary

UV- and electron-induced processes play significant roles in radiation damage to nucleic

acids. Although they have been of great interest from astrobiological and radiation biology

standpoints for many years, understanding of the specific pathways remains incomplete.

Gas-phase experiments on relatively small components of RNA/DNA enable the most

direct comparisons with high-level calculations, while comparing the radiation response

of sequentially more complex biomolecules can provide a basis for linking insights from

gas-phase experiments to effects in real biological environments. This thesis tackles a

major experimental challenge of the so-called bottom-up approach, which is bringing pro-

gressively more complex neutral biomolecules intact into the gas-phase. This challenge

is particularly pertinent for the study of DEA processes to RNA/DNA components of

increasing complexity in the gas-phase because pure DEA experiments (observing dis-

sociation following the attachment of a free electron as opposed to the complementary

technique of analysing electron photodetachment from anions) rely on neutral targets.

Accordingly, this thesis reports on the development of a novel experiment to study DEA

to nucleosides, building on the extensive literature of DEA studies of nucleobases and

simple sugars. In addition, the thesis also provides insights into the excited state dynamics

of RNA nucleoside uridine and metastable fragmentation routes of excited 3-AP ions.

1.6 Layout of the thesis

Chapter 2 introduces the fundamental concepts that govern radiation interactions with

isolated molecules. Chapter 3 provides a description of the experimental set-up which

has been used for the multi-photon ionisation experiments presented in this thesis. An

emphasis is placed on the experimental approach supported by a new Matlab simulation

for studying metastable dissociation of excited ions. These have been applied in the

experiments on 3-aminophenol, which is the main topic of Chapter 4. Chapter 5 pro-

vides an in-depth literature review of the approaches applied for bringing thermally labile

biomolecules into the gas-phase and tests the suitability of indirect laser-induced thermal

desorption for the production of intact neutral gas-phase targets of nucleosides uridine,

thymidine and their derivatives 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine. The MPI experi-

ments in Chapter 6 bring new insights into the fragmentation pathways, electronic excited

state dynamics and photostability of uridine. A newly built experimental apparatus for

studying dissociative electron attachment processes to targets produced by indirect laser-

induced thermal desorption is introduced in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the

main outcomes of this thesis and proposes ideas for future research.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

This PhD thesis is aimed at enhancing our understanding of the nanoscale processes

by which radiation, notably UV photons and electrons, initiates chemical and structural

changes in RNA/DNA. The central aim of this chapter is therefore to introduce the gen-

eral theoretical basis for understanding photon and electron interactions with molecules.

It begins with Molecular orbital theory, then summarises different types of molecular

isomerisation before giving a brief overview of the interactions which lead to the aggre-

gation of molecules into molecular clusters. After this, it addresses the excitation and

relaxation of molecules drawing on key concepts such as potential energy surfaces, the

Franck-Condon principle, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and non-adiabatic pro-

cesses. These provide the basic framework for understanding photon-induced phenomena

in molecules, notably radiative and non-radiative decay mechanisms, photodissociation

and multi-photon ionisation, the key experimental tool applied in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Fur-

thermore, we discuss two collision-induced processes that play critical roles in biological

radiation damage: electron impact ionisation and dissociative electron attachment. Un-

derstanding of the former process is important to interpret the results presented in Chapter

6, while studying the latter is the main motivation behind building the new experimental

system presented in Chapter 7. This chapter also introduces the concept of metastable

dissociation which is the central topic of Chapter 4.

2.1 Molecular orbital theory

Molecular orbital theory describes the distribution of electrons in a molecule in terms of

molecular orbitals (MOs), mathematical descriptions of single electron quantum states.

Thence electrons in molecules are distributed among a set of MOs of discrete (quantised)

energies. They are not solely assigned to individual atoms, but can extend over the entire

molecule and their quantum states are determined by taking into account all nuclei as well
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as all other electrons. Molecular orbitals are typically represented pictorially as regions

of space with high probability of finding the electrons at any given time. Examples of

molecular orbitals of uridine, the molecule studied in Chapter 6, are illustrated in Fig.

2.1. Molecular orbital theory is based on quantum-mechanical principles, i.e. on the

Schrödinger equation:

H Ψ = E Ψ (2.1)

where H is the Hamiltonian operator, Ψ is a wave function of a MO describing the

interaction of the electron with all the nuclei and other electrons in the molecule and E is

the energy of an electron in a particular orbital.

Fig. 2.1: Electron density of a) highest occupied (π) and b) lowest unoccupied (π∗)
molecular orbitals of uridine (calculated by A. Rebelo, PhD student in the Molecular
Clusters Laboratory at the OU). The green and yellow colours are used to indicate opposite
phases of molecular orbital wave functions.

Full analytical solutions to the Schrödinger equation for molecular orbitals are beyond the

practical limits of current computing power for all the simplest molecules, notably simple

homo-nuclear diatomics. Therefore, molecular orbital wavefunctions are often treated as

a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO)

Ψ = c1 φ1 + c2 φ2 + ... + cn φn (2.2)

where ci is a weighting factor (atomic coefficient) for i-th atomic orbital wavefunction,

φi is a corresponding atomic orbital. A specific chosen combination of atomic orbital

wavefunctions φi chosen is called a basis set [73].

As noted above, some molecular orbitals are delocalised over more than one atom or even

the entire molecule. Formation of delocalised molecular orbitals in the so-called valence

shells of molecules leads to lowering of the total energy of the system and therefore its

stabilisation. As a result of delocalisation, these molecular orbitals result in much more

complex shapes than atomic orbitals. The highest occupied molecular orbital is normally

referred to as HOMO, while the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is referred to as
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LUMO. The HOMO and LUMO orbitals of uridine are depicted in Fig. 2.1. It should be

noted that experiments presented in this thesis probe only valence shell orbitals and that

valence orbital occupation is responsible for covalent bonding.

In general, valence molecular orbitals can be classified in the following ways:

1. According to their energy:

• A bonding molecular orbital

Electrons occupying bonding MOs lowers the energy of a system of two or

more atoms compared with those atoms being free. This favours the formation

of bonds and hence a stable molecule.

• An antibonding molecular orbital

Electrons occupying antibonding MOs raises the energy of a system of two or

more atoms compared with those atoms being free. This opposes formation of

bonds. These are typically denoted by ∗ next to the symbol describing orbital,

e.g. the σ∗.

• A non-bonding molecular orbital

Electrons occupying non-bonding molecular orbitals does not change the en-

ergy of a system of two or more atoms compared with those atoms being free,

therefore occupation of non-bonding MO by electrons neither favours nor op-

poses the formation of bonds in the molecule. These are typically denoted by

n.

2. According to their shape (symmetry):

• Sigma (σ ) - their electron probability is perfectly centred about the internuclear

axis, i.e. the line passing through two nuclei.

• Pi (π) - their electron probability is concentrated above and below the inter-

nuclear axis. They are formed by sideways overlap of two adjacent p orbitals

[74, 75].

Although this is a well-established classification, some molecular orbitals are of a more

complex character. They can be described by two letters, e.g. dark nπ∗ and bright ππ∗

orbitals in nucleobases. Furthermore, some delocalised orbitals have mixed valence and

Rydberg character. A Rydberg orbital is one which is sufficiently large and diffuse that it

bares analogy to the atomic orbitals of hydrogen. In this case, all the other electrons as

well as the nuclei in the molecule are encompassed within the Rydberg orbital and can be

considered to analogise a hydrogen nucleus.
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2.2 Molecular isomers

Polyatomic molecules (comprising more than two atoms) can have linear, planar or non-

planar, i.e. three-dimensional structures. As molecules get larger, so the possibilities

increase for isomerisation, i.e. the transformation of a molecule from one structure

to another. Isomers are molecules with the same type and number of atoms but the

arrangement of the atoms differs and therefore they have different properties. Thermally-

driven isomerisation of uridine is discussed in Chapter 6. There are several classes of

isomers and they are schematically listed in Fig. 2.2. It should be noted that the geometry

of a molecule depends on its electronic structure. Therefore, the geometry in neutral

electronic excited states and in ionic states can differ significantly from that in the neutral

electronic ground state [76].

Fig. 2.2: Schematic diagram of classification of molecular isomers (adapted from [74]).

2.3 Intermolecular forces - clusters

When two or more molecules form bonds, we describe this aggregation as a molecular

cluster. Although molecular clusters are not a central topic in this thesis, they represent an

important intermediate step between isolated gas-phase biomolecules and real biological

environments. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the OU Molecular Clusters Group studies

clustering effects (i.e. effects of chemical environment) as well as progressively more

complex biomolecules as an integrated strategy to elucidate fundamental radiation-induced

process in biomolecular systems. In addition, some of the optimisation work on the new

experimental set-up presented in Chapter 7 was done by doing electron impact ionisation

experiments on methanol clusters. Therefore, we briefly summarise intermolecular forces

that are responsible for the formation of clusters. In general, intermolecular forces are
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weaker compared to intramolecular forces and they can be attractive or repulsive. We can

categorise them as follows:

1. Van der Waals forces - distance-dependent polar interactions between uncharged

molecules. We differentiate between two kinds of Van der Waals forces:

• London dispersion forces - the weakest intermolecular forces. An instanta-

neous dipole caused by electron motion in a molecule without a permanent

dipole moment induces an instantaneous dipole in a nearby molecule that

also has no permanent dipole moment. The interaction of these instantaneous

dipoles results in an intermolecular attraction.

• Dipole-dipole forces - interactions between polar molecules possessing per-

manent electric dipole moments. These interactions tend to align molecules

to increase the attraction and hence reduce potential energy of the system. In

addition to dipole-dipole interactions, higher multipole interactions can play a

significant role in determining the structure of clusters.

2. Hydrogen bonding - a dipole-dipole interaction between a covalently-bonded par-

tially positive H atom in one molecule (the covalent bond leaves part of the hydrogen

atom positive) and a highly electronegative atom (e.g. N, O or F) in the second

molecule.

3. Other non-covalent forces:

• Ion interactions with permanent dipoles, ion interactions with induced dipoles,

and permanent dipole interactions with induced dipoles.

• Cation-π - a weak attraction between a cation of one molecule and an electron

rich π orbital of the aromatic ring of an adjacent molecule [77].

• π-stacking - attractive interaction resulting from the distortion of π electron

clouds of two adjacent molecules [78, 79].

Hydrogen-bonding and π-stacking are particularly relevant in this thesis because:

• The base-pairs within RNA and DNA are hydrogen-bonded.

• π-stacking is also prevalent in nucleobase clustering and plays an important role in

determining the structure of RNA and DNA.

• Methanol clusters are primarily hydrogen-bonded [80].
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• Hydrogen bonds provide ”bridges” for intermolecular hydrogen or proton transfer

in excited or ionised molecular clusters and the observation of protonated species is

a key piece of evidence for clustering in our experiments.

• Hydrogen bonds within molecules can also provide bridges for hydrogen or proton

transfer between different parts of excited or ionised molecules. This is highly

relevant to Chapters 5 and 6, which focus on the products of nucleoside dissociation

via base/sugar cleavage with or without hydrogen transfer.

2.4 Excitation of molecules

Excited states of molecules (also atoms and ions) are those quantum states which have

more energy than the ground state. Molecules can express their internal energy in the

form of electronic, vibrational and rotational excitation. The energies of electronic excited

states are of the order of a few eV above the ground state, vibrational states tens to hundreds

of meV and rotational states of a few meV . The properties and reactivity of molecules

in excited states and their relaxation to lower energy states play important roles in the

photochemistry of biomolecular systems and, more generally, in the radiation response of

living material. This section summarises the key concepts which we use to rationalise

molecular excitation and relaxation processes in this thesis.

2.4.1 Multiplicity of electronic states of molecules

The spin multiplicity (generally just called the multiplicity) of a molecular electronic state

is the number of possible orientations of spin angular momentum that it can have. It is

given by:

Spin multiplicity = 2S + 1 (2.3)

where S is the sum of spin quantum numbers of all the electrons in the molecule. An

electronic state can be classified according to its spin multiplicity as:

1. a singlet - all the electron spins are paired, hence S = 0 (see Fig. 2.3 a) and b)),

2. a triplet - unpaired orientations of spins, hence S = 1 (see Fig. 2.3 c)). Such states

are triply degenerate as they have three possible orientations of the spin vector.
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Fig. 2.3: Schematic illustration of the difference between the combination of electron
spins in a) the ground state (singlet) of a molecule; b) a singlet excited state and c) a triplet
excited state [81].

The concept of spin multiplicity in this thesis relates to spin selection rules of photo-

excitation, discussed in Section 2.5.1.

2.4.2 Potential energy surfaces

A potential energy surface (PES) represents a relationship between the energy of a molecule

and its geometry in a particular electronic state [82]. PES can be generated as a function

of internuclear distances in a molecule or, more typically, for a smaller selection of key

degrees of freedom. If potential energy is plotted as a function of only one coordinate,

we use term potential energy curve. Imagined potential energy curves of the ground

state and an excited state of a molecule are presented in Fig. 2.4 to illustrate several key

features, notably avoided crossing, local minima, the Franck-Condon region and conical

intersections. These are discussed in the sections below.

Fig. 2.4: Schematic diagram showing imagined potential energy curves of the ground
state and an excited state of a molecule [81].
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2.4.3 The Franck-Condon principle

The intensity distributions of vibronic transitions were qualitatively explained by Franck

in 1925 and then further elucidated by Condon in 1926 [83, 84]. A vibronic transition

is a change in the electronic state of a molecule (including ionisation) accompanied

by a simultaneous change in vibrational energy. Fig. 2.5 shows several examples of

vibronic transitions, specifically excitations from the lowest vibrational level of the neutral

electronic ground state to higher vibrational levels of the lowest-energy ionic state. The

Franck-Condon principle states that electronic transitions occur on much faster timescales

than nuclear motion, so that in a vibronic transition the nuclei will have very nearly the same

position and velocity immediately before and immediately after the transition. Franck-

Condon factors fFC describe the probability of a particular transition. The probability for a

transition is highest where the vibrational wave functions of the initial and final electronic

states have maximum overlap. The most probable transition occurs from a point where

vibrational motion is about to reverse and the kinetic energy associated with the vibration

is at its minimum.

Fig. 2.5: Schematic illustration of the Franck-Condon principle (E is energy, r is in-
ternuclear distance, r0 and r1 are the equilibrium internuclear distances for the neutral
electronic ground state and the lowest-energy ionic state of molecule M, respectively, D
is the dissociation energy of the M+. state and IE is the adiabatic ionisation energy).
The lower part shows a distribution of Franck-Condon factors ( fFC) for various vibronic
transitions between the M and M+. states. A dissociative state is also shown. This could
be accessed via a direct photo-excitation (transitions and FC factors not shown) or it may
be accessible from the M+. state via one or more conical intersections (often referred to
as predissociation) [85].
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The lower graph in Fig. 2.5 shows the distribution of the Franck-Condon factors for the

transitions between the neutral electronic ground state and the lowest-energy ionic state

of a molecule. The requirement that the position of the nuclei does not change during the

electronic transitions means that the transition is between points which lie on a vertical

line on the main graph. The probability distribution of the internuclear distance (r) values

within the lowest vibrational level of the electronic ground state of the molecule dictates

where the most probable vertical transition should start, i.e. at equilibrium position r0

(see Fig. 2.5). The most probable transition is referred to as the vertical transition and it

has an associated vertical energy. In Fig. 2.5, this is the energy difference between the

lowest vibrational level (v′′ = 0) of the electronic ground state to the v′ = 3 level of the

lowest-energy ionic state. The counterpart of the vertical transition is a process where

the transition happens between lowest vibrational levels of the initial and final electronic

states of a molecule. Such a transition is referred to as an adiabatic transition (also 0←0)

and the corresponding energy is called adiabatic energy (see diagonal line in Fig. 2.5)

[75, 76, 85].

2.4.4 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

In 1927, Born and Oppenheimer [86] proposed that although molecules can be simultane-

ously excited electronically, vibrationally and rotationally, these three degrees of freedom

can be treated separately. This separation can be partially rationalised by the large differ-

ence in the mass of nuclei and electrons and hence large differences in timescales for the

nuclear and electronic motion (see Section 2.4.3). The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

can be expressed in quantum mechanical terms as follows.

The Hamiltonian for a molecule can be written as a sum of the kinetic energy T (or its

quantum mechanical equivalent) and the potential energy V

H = T + V (2.4)

The kinetic energy has two components Te and Tn corresponding to the motion of electrons

and nuclei, respectively. Therefore, the total kinetic energy can be written as

T = Te + Tn (2.5)

The potential energy comprises three components:

V = Vee + Vnn + Ven (2.6)
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where Vee and Vnn are the components corresponding to Coulombic repulsions between

electrons and nuclei, respectively, while Ven is due to attractive forces between electrons

and nuclei.

For fixed nuclei Tn = 0 and Vnn is constant. The electronic wave functions Ψe then satisfy

the Schrödinger equation:

He Ψe = Ee Ψe (2.7)

where Ee is the electronic energy and the Hamiltonian is

He = Te + Ven + Vee (2.8)

Because of the term Ven in Eq. 2.8, He and consequently Ψe and Ee (see Eq. 2.7) depend

on nuclear coordinates. However, as nuclei move much slower than electrons due to their

much larger mass we can approximate that Ψe and Ee involve nuclear coordinates only

as fixed parameters. As electrons adjust almost instantaneously (on timescales of tens to

hundreds of attoseconds [87, 88]) to any nuclear motion, Ee can be considered as a part

of the potential field in which the nuclei move and hence

Hn = Tn + Vnn + Ee (2.9)

The corresponding Schrödinger equation will then be

Hn Ψn = En Ψn (2.10)

where Ψn represents nuclear wave function and En nuclear energy. Based on the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation, the total wave function Ψ can be written as the product of

the electronic wave function describing the molecule with clamped nuclei and the nuclear

wave function describing the vibration of the nuclei and the rotation of the total molecule

Ψ = Ψe(q, Q) Ψn(Q) (2.11)

where q and Q are electron and nuclear coordinates, respectively. Consequently, based on

Eq. 2.11, the total internal energy of the molecule is

E = Ee + En (2.12)

Nuclear wave function Ψn can be also factorised into two components:

Ψn = Ψv Ψr (2.13)
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where Ψv represents the vibrational part and Ψr the rotational part of the nuclear wave

function. It follows that

En = Ev + Er (2.14)

By substituting Ψn from Eq. 2.13 in Eq. 2.11, we get the following equation for the total

wave function Ψ

Ψ = Ψe Ψv Ψr (2.15)

and hence

E = Ee + Ev + Er (2.16)

The physical meaning of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is therefore that the vi-

bration of the nuclei does not change the electronic state of the molecule. As discussed in

the next section, this approximation breaks down near degeneracies, i.e. where potential

energy surfaces cross and even a small change in nuclear coordinates may result in a large

change in the electronic part of the wave function [75, 76].

2.4.5 Non-adiabatic processes

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the behaviour of molecules is described

by the dynamics of the nuclei moving along a single potential energy surface generated

by the electrons. Non-adiabatic processes are facilitated by a close proximity of PESs.

When at least two potential energy surfaces approach each other, the coupling between

them becomes important and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks down. The

energy separation between the PESs determines the rate of the non-adiabatic process.

Traditionally, non-adiabatic transitions were understood in terms of tunneling across an

avoided crossing. However, ultrafast experimental techniques revealed non-adiabatic

processes of femtosecond timescales which could not be described by traditional theories.

These were explained by conical intersections, which are actual crossings between potential

energy surfaces [15]. Examples of the non-adiabatic transitions (an avoided crossing and

a conical intersection) are shown in Fig. 2.4. For more information on non-adiabatic

processes, the reader is referred to [89].

2.4.5.1 Conical intersections

It has been previously shown that non-adiabatic dynamics and conical intersections actively

participate in photobiology [45, 90–92]. Therefore, we will illustrate the concept of a

conical intersection in more detail with reference to Fig. 2.6.
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Fig. 2.6: Schematic representation of a system passing through a conical intersection
between the electronic ground state and an electronic excited state of a molecule (1 -
optimal position of the nuclei in the electronic ground state, 2 - Franck-Condon region, 3 -
local minimum of the potential energy surface of the electronic excited state, 4 - potential
energy barrier, 5 - conical intersection). The figure shows the electronic energy Ee as a
function of the spatial coordinates ξ1 and ξ2. The blue arrow represents a photoexcitation
by absorption of a photon with energy h̄ω (adapted from [89]).

Fig. 2.6 shows two adiabatic potential energy surfaces: the lower one corresponding to the

electronic ground state of a molecule and the top one corresponding to an electronic excited

state. The optimal positions of the nuclei in the electronic ground state are represented

by point 1 in the configurational space (the nuclei vibrate around this point, however we

will now neglect the quantum nature of these vibrations). The absorption of a photon with

energy h̄ω (where h̄ is reduced Planck constant and ω is angular frequency), vibronically

excites the molecule in the Franck-Condon region, (i.e. vertically) to point 2 in Fig. 2.6.

The PES near the FC region has the shape of a well. Within a few femtoseconds, the

system slides down from point 2 to the vicinity of point 3 (the local minimum of the

PES near the FC region). Point 3 is separated from the conical intersection at point 5

by a barrier with the corresponding potential energy saddle point 4 (corresponding to a

transition state). If the system has enough kinetic (i.e. vibrational) energy, it can reach

the top of the saddle point and overcome the barrier. Alternatively, the system can get

through the barrier by tunnelling. Behind the saddle point, there is normally an energy

valley with a deep funnel which leads to the conical intersection (point 5) with probability

approaching 1. After passing through the conical intersection, the system will get back to

the electronic ground state, where it can either relax towards the products at points 6a or
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b or it can return to point 1. As the total energy of the system has to be conserved, the

non-radiative path will take place if the system has a way to dissipate the excess energy,

i.e. to transfer the excess of electronic energy into vibrational, rotational and translational

degrees of freedom and/or those of surrounding molecules [89].

2.5 Photon- and electron-induced processes in molecules

In the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU, reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass

spectrometry is used to probe photon- and electron-induced processes in biomolecules.

To date, we have used the system to perform multi-photon ionisation (MPI) and electron

impact ionisation (EII) experiments. However, a new experimental set-up for probing

dissociative electron attachment (DEA) to biomolecules has been built and is currently in

the process of optimisation and testing. Consequently, this section provides more insights

into MPI, EII and DEA processes. Although the results presented in this thesis are mainly

from MPI experiments (Chapters 4, 5 and 6), understanding the basis of EII is valuable

for following the arguments presented in Chapter 6. All three of these processes will be

studied using the new experimental set-up described in Chapter 7.

2.5.1 Photon-induced processes

The interactions of photons with molecules can be classified into absorption, scattering and

pair production [93]. With respect to the experiments presented in this thesis (Chapters

4, 5 and 6), we will consider only the first one of the above-mentioned phenomena as

the latter two happen at much higher energies than the energy of photons which can be

generated by the Nd:YAG/dye laser system in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the

OU (4.48 − 5.64eV ). Photon absorption processes can be further distinguished as single

or multi-photon absorption. Significant multi-photon absorption by the molecules in this

thesis occurs in our UV laser irradiation conditions (typically averaging 106 − 107Wcm−2

during partially-focused 7ns pulses). The first photon absorption causes neutral electronic

excitation (generally vibronic). After this, the excited molecule can remain in the same state

for long enough for a subsequent photon to be absorbed. Alternatively, it may decay before

this, either radiatively (with photon emission), non-radiatively (without photon emission),

or by a combination of both. Radiative and non-radiative transitions are discussed in the

two sections below with reference to the energy-level (or Jablonski) diagram in Fig. 2.7.

Multi-photon ionisation and photo-dissociation are addressed in the subsequent sections.
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Fig. 2.7: A Jablonski-type diagram illustrating possible relaxation processes following
single-photon absorption to an electronically excited state. Radiative (fluorescence and
phosphorescence) and non-radiative (IC - internal conversion and ISC - intersystem cross-
ing) decay mechanisms are depicted by solid and dashed lines, respectively [57, 58, 94].

2.5.1.1 Spin selection rule for radiative transitions

The spin selection rule for radiative electronic transitions (photon absorption or emission)

states that spin-allowed transitions are those where spin multiplicity of the initial and

final electronic states is the same. Radiative transitions where a change of multiplicity is

involved are called ”spin-forbidden” and have zero spin-overlap integral as defined below:

MS = 〈Si |S j〉 (2.17)

where Si and S j are the spin functions of the initial and final electronic states, respectively,

and rS represents the spin coordinates of electrons. The electronic ground state of a stable

molecule is always a singlet. The probability of a ”spin-forbidden” transition becomes

more probable when spin-orbit coupling is significant. Spin-orbit coupling represents

the interaction between spin angular momentum and orbital angular momentum. For

a given atom, the coupling strength scales approximately with the fourth power of the

nuclear charge z. In the case of molecules, the interaction becomes more significant in

the presence of a heavy atom, however, the z4 dependence has to be scaled to include the

probability that an electron is near the atom [94, 95]. As a result of the transitions involv-

ing a change in the multiplicity being only very weakly allowed, triplet states generally

have very low photoabsorption cross sections and also have long lifetimes with respect

to radiative decay. In view of the low cross section for singlet to triplet photo-excitation,

access to triplet excited states generally requires initial photo-excitation to a singlet state
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followed by a radiationless decay process (discussed in the next sub-section).

In addition to the spin selection rule, radiative transitions can be forbidden based on the

lack of orbital overlap or symmetry mismatch. The latter optical selection rules can be also

relaxed due to vibronic coupling when molecular geometry gets distorted due to vibrational

motion. The interaction between electronic and nuclear vibrational motion is known as

vibronic coupling [96]. Note that collision-induced transitions between electronic states

of molecules are not subject to optical selection rules. For example, direct singlet to triplet

excitations become significant in electron scattering at relatively low electron collision

energies and relatively high scattering angles [97].

We differentiate between two radiative decay mechanisms which are also shown in Fig.

2.7:

1. Fluorescence – emission of light associated with a radiative transition between

electronic states with the same spin multiplicity (e.g. S2→S0 in Fig. 2.7). It is

a spin-allowed transition and the average lifetime of electronic excited states with

respect to fluorescence is typically < 10−6 s (but still several orders of magnitude

longer than the lifetime with respect to radiationless transitions of electronically

excited nucleobases and many other biomolecules).

2. Phosphorescence – emission of light associated with a radiative transition between

electronic excited states with different spin multiplicity (e.g. T1→S0 in Fig. 2.7).

It is a spin-forbidden transition and therefore occurs even more slowly than fluores-

cence. The average lifetime of electronic excited states from which phosphorescence

occurs ranges from 10−6 s to several s.

2.5.1.2 Non-radiative decay mechanisms

Non-radiative decay mechanisms play crucial roles in the photochemistry of biological

systems. For example, ultrafast non-radiative decay via conical intersections (for more

details see Section 2.4.5.1) is responsible for the exceptional stability of nucleobases and

nucleosides [43, 98] with respect to UV irradiation. With reference to Fig. 2.7, we can

differentiate between the following non-radiative decay mechanisms:

1. Internal conversion

Any radiationless transition between two states with the same multiplicity is called

internal conversion (timescales typically of the order of 10−12 s). For example,

S2→S0 and S2→S1 internal conversions are indicated in Fig. 2.7.
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2. Intersystem crossing

Non-radiative decay mechanisms are not limited to states with the same spin multi-

plicity. The non-radiative relaxation between states with different spin multiplicity

is called intersystem crossing (typical timescales ∼10−8 s). For example, S1→T1

and T1→S0 intersystem crossings are indicated in Fig. 2.7 [94].

2.5.1.3 Multi-photon ionisation

While in single-photon ionisation (SPI, see Fig. 2.8 b)) absorption of one photon with

energy above the ionisation threshold is sufficient to ionise a molecule, multi-photon

ionisation (MPI) is a process in which the absorption of several photons of energies below

the ionisation threshold can bring a molecule from a neutral excited state into an ionic

state. Several examples of MPI processes are shown schematically in Fig. 2.8 c) to f).

The number of photons required to produce an observed ion is referred to as the photon

order. In the absence of saturation effects, it can be estimated using the perturbation theory

expression:

I = c.Eα (2.18)

where α is the photon order, c is a constant (notably depending on target density, pho-

toabsorption cross sections, excited state lifetimes, and ion detection efficiency), I is the

ion yield and E stands for the laser pulse energy [99, 100].

Fig. 2.8: Scheme of a) electron impact ionisation; b) single-photon ionisation and c) to f)
multi-photon ionisation processes (partially adapted from [101]).

MPI processes are usually described in terms of (n + m), where n stands for the number

of photons needed to pump a molecule from its ground state into a neutral electronic

excited state and m refers to the number of photons needed to remove an electron from this
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bound excited state, and thus ionise the molecule. We can distinguish between one colour

MPI processes, where the wavelength of n and m photons is the same, and two colour

processes, where the wavelength differs. The latter ones are marked with prime next to

the m number, e.g. (1 + 1′) in Fig. 2.8 d) [101]. All of the MPI experiments presented in

this thesis apply one colour processes.

An MPI process can be described as resonant when the energy of n photons corresponds to

the energy difference between the ground state and an excited state of the molecule (see Fig.

2.8 c) to e)). The technique studying resonant MPI processes is often called Resonance-

Enhanced Multi-Photon Ionisation (REMPI). However, as the neutral electronic excited

states accessed in the present experiments are energetically broad, we prefer to use the

more general term of MPI here. If the absorption of the n photons does not reach any

eigenstate of the molecule, the MPI process is referred to as non-resonant (see Fig. 2.8

f)). The efficiency of MPI is determined by laser parameters (e.g. wavelength, fluence,

etc.) as well as by the excited state lifetimes and cross sections of individual absorption

processes. Because virtual excited states are very short-lived, the probability of MPI via

virtual states is much lower compared to the resonant processes [101]. Non-resonant MPI

signals of xenon were previously observed by Schechter et al. [102] at 266nm with a

laser fluence of 7.49×109Wcm−2. This is more than one order of magnitude higher than

achievable laser fluence using our current UV nanosecond laser system (see Chapters 3

to 7), but still well below the threshold where photon stimulated field ionisation becomes

noticeable (∼1013Wcm−2) [103]. For more information on MPI we recommend [101].

2.5.1.4 Photodissociation

Photodissociation is the breakage of one or several bonds in a molecule induced by

the absorption of a single photon (single-photon dissociation) or several/many photons

(multi-photon dissociation) [104]. Most of the fragment ion production in the present MPI

experiments occurs via what we might call multi-photon dissociative ionisation, whereby

the absorption of several photons gives access to a dissociative ionic state. However,

single-photon dissociation in a neutral excited state followed by multi-photon ionisation

of one of the neutral fragments is also possible and the group has observed this previously

in MPI experiments on uracil [18]. In either case, the dissociation can happen via several

different processes:

• Direct photodissociation in an electronic excited state – absorption of photons excites

a molecule or an ion into an electronic excited state that is repulsive with respect to the

nuclear coordinates. Because the timescales for spontaneous emission are relatively

long compared with the dissociation timescales, this leads to the dissociation. In
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our experimental conditions fast radiationless decay dominates the deactivation of

the neutral electronic excited states (e.g. the bright S2 (ππ∗) states of nucleobases).

The deactivation is fast enough to compete efficiently with dissociation, however,

so is the absorption of a subsequent photon in the present UV laser conditions.

Hence, the rate of dissociation in neutral electronic excited states depends on the

competition with relaxation processes and with subsequent photon absorption.

• Predissociation – absorption of photons excites a molecule into a bound excited state

which then relaxes non-radiatively into repulsive state (via a conical intersection).

• Spontaneous radiative dissociation – absorption of photons excites a molecule into

a bound electronic excited state. The molecule can then emit photons and get into a

lower-lying repulsive state or vibrationally the hot ground state where it dissociates

[105].

2.5.2 Electron-induced processes

All physical phenomena observed when incident electrons interact with molecules can be

generally referred to as electron-induced processes. This section introduces the two most

important electron-induced processes in the context of this PhD thesis: electron impact

ionisation (EII) and dissociative electron attachment (DEA). For an extensive explanation

and discussion of EII and DEA pathways we recommend [85, 106] and [107], respectively.

2.5.2.1 Electron impact ionisation

When an electron collides with a neutral molecule, part of the kinetic energy of the electron

is transferred to the neutral molecule. This transferred energy can exceed the ionisation

energy of the molecule [85]. The ionising interaction of an energetic electron e− with a

ground state molecule M can be described as follows (see Fig. 2.8 a)):

M + e− → M+• + 2e− (2.19)

where M+• is a molecular radical cation. Depending on the type of the molecule and the

energy of the electrons, doubly and triply charged ions can be also observed, however, this

is much more rare compared to singly charged ion production [85].

It should be noted that we do not observe an electron-beam equivalent of multi-photon

ionisation, i.e. multi-electron-collision ionisation in our experimental conditions. The

reason is that electron fluence in our electron beams (maximum fluence of about 1017

electrons s−1cm−2 in previous EII experiments by the Molecular Clusters Group) is many
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orders of magnitude lower than photon fluence in laser pulses (usually ≥1023 photons

s−1cm−2). Therefore there is far more time for excited species to relax before encountering

another electron in our crossed beam experiments and hence multiple excitation can

reasonably be neglected. Thence, contrasting results in MPI and EII experiments can

provide evidence for processes happening in neutral electronic excited state of molecules

(e.g. see Chapter 6) [18]. The same rationale applies to contrasting results in MPI and

SPI experiments where the energy of a single photon exceeds the ionisation threshold.

2.5.2.1.1 Ionisation and appearance energies
The ionisation energy (IE) of a molecule is defined as the minimum energy that has to

be absorbed by the molecule in its electronic ground state in order to eject an electron

and hence form an ion that is also in its electronic and vibrational ground state. Such

a transition is called an adiabatic transition, hence we can refer to the corresponding

energy as the adiabatic ionisation energy [85]. Conversely, the vertical energy difference

between the neutral ground state PES and the PES of the lowest-lying ionic state is called

the vertical ionisation energy and a vertical transition of this kind will typically produce a

vibrationally-excited ion. The lowest-energy ionisation involves electron removal from the

HOMO, i.e. a valence orbital with lone pair (n), π , or σ character. Ionisation energies of

most molecules are in the range 7 − 15eV . Normally the difference between the vertical

and adiabatic ionisation energies is of the order of 0.1 − 0.7eV .

Removing an electron from a molecule normally leads to weakening of the bonding and

therefore increases the probability of dissociation. The lifetime of the ion will depend on

its potential energy surface, i.e. if it is trapped in a local minimum and its vibrational

energy is significantly lower than the energy barrier for dissociation, the ion will have a

long lifetime. If the level of excitation is significantly above the dissociation barrier, the

ion will dissociate on a fast timescale and we can observe its charged fragment in the

mass spectrum. If there is no minimum on the potential energy surface, the dissociation

happens even more rapidly (spontaneous dissociation). The dissociation of the radical

parent ion (an ion with the same mass as the neutral target) M+• (see Eq. 2.19) results in

the formation of a fragment ion and a neutral as follows:

M+• → m1
+ + n• (2.20)

or

M+• → m1
+• + n (2.21)

It should be noted that ionisation always produces reactive species, which highlights its
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importance for radiation chemistry, in addition to releasing electrons that can themselves

cause damage.

The appearance energy of the fragment ion m1
+ is then defined as the minimum that needs

to be transferred to the neutral ground-state molecule M in order to detect the m1
+ ion.

Adiabatic and vertical appearance energies for fragment ions are defined in exact analogy

with adiabatic and vertical ionisation energies. In general, charge tends to remain on

the larger fragment following dissociation, so smaller fragment ions tend to have higher

appearance energies than larger ones. Double ionisation processes occur at even higher

energies.

Fig. 2.9: Example of the total ionisation cross sections for electron impact on adenine
(the lines indicate normalised experimental and the symbols indicate theoretical results)
[108]. Note that the references in the figure are as they appear in [108].

If the energy of the incoming electron is only just equal to the ionisation energy (or the

appearance energy if our interest is in a fragment ion), the probability of ionisation will be

very low. Even a slight increase in the electron energy will bring a steady increase in the

ionisation efficiency. The ionisation cross section graphs of all molecules show similar

characteristics, exhibiting a maximum at electron energies at around 70eV as shown in

Fig. 2.9. It is therefore unsurprising that 70 eV is the standard electron impact ionisation

energy in mass spectrometry databases, allowing comparison between different molecules

and facilities [85]. In addition to the high ionisation cross section, working at 70eV brings

the following advantages:

1. 70eV is well above the ionisation energy of all molecules (also atoms).
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2. There is a plateau region around 70eV in the ionisation efficiency curves (see Fig.

2.9), which means that small variations in the electron energy will have negligible

effects.

3. The relatively high kinetic energy (KE) of 70eV electrons makes the beams relatively

easy to manage with respect to divergence due to space charge and stray fields [85].

2.5.2.2 Dissociative electron attachment

Dissociative electron attachment (DEA) is a resonant process with electron energies below

20eV . Collision of a low-energy electron (LEE) with a molecule (AB in Eqs. 2.22 and

2.23, and Fig. 2.10) results in the resonant capture of the electron in a virtual orbital of the

molecule, which leads to the formation of a transient negative ion (AB−∗ in Eqs. 2.22 and

2.23, and Fig. 2.10). The transient negative ion is energetically unstable and can either

result in the autodetachment of the electron and hence formation of the neutral molecule

AB

e− + AB → AB−∗ → AB + e− (2.22)

or in a dissociation that produces a neutral fragment A and a stable negative ion B− . This

latter process is DEA and can be summarised in the general reaction formula below:

e− + AB → AB−∗ → A + B− (2.23)

Fig. 2.10: a) Schematic showing processes induced by low-energy electron interaction
with molecule AB and b) potential energy surfaces of the parent neutral and transient
negative ionic states [109].

We can distinguish four transient negative ion (TNI) resonances:

• Shape resonances – the electron is temporarily trapped in a shallow potential well

created by an attractive polarisation of the molecule in its electronic ground state

and a repulsive component due to the angular momentum of the trapped electron.
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Most shape resonances have short lifetimes of the order of 10−15 − 10−10 s. For

example see Fig. 2.11.

• Core-excited shape resonances – similar to shape resonances, however a higher

energy of the incident electron results in inelastic scattering prior to the resonant

capture, which leaves the molecule in an electronically excited state.

• Nuclear-excited (vibrational) Feshbach resonances – involves coupling of the kinetic

energy of the incident electron with vibration in the target molecule. The potential

energy surface of the TNI lies below the potential energy surface of the ground state

molecule, which stabilises the resonant state and thus leads to longer lifetimes of

the order of 10−6 s. For example see Fig. 2.11.

• Electron-excited Feshbach resonances – the incident electron first uses part of its

energy for electronic excitation of the molecule and then is trapped in the field of

electronically excited molecule. The remainder of the electron’s energy is coupled

to the vibration of the excited molecule. Because in this case the vibrational levels

of the excited state of the TNI can be energetically lower than the vibrational ground

state of electronically excited molecule, this type of resonance can have a relatively

long lifetime [107].

Fig. 2.11: Example of the total DEA cross section for DEA to adenine (adapted from
[110]). The solid vertical lines labelled π∗ and “v” indicate π∗ shape resonances and
vibrational Feshbach resonances determined by Aftalooni et al. [111] and the dotted
vertical line labelled “v” indicates vibrational Feshbach resonance located by Gohlke et
al. [112].

Fig. 2.11 shows an example of how DEA cross section varies as a function of electron

energy. Compared with EII (see Fig. 2.9), DEA to RNA/DNA constituents generally

exhibits significantly lower cross sections (see Fig. 2.11), which makes its experimental
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detection more challenging. The new experimental set-up developed in the Molecular

Clusters Laboratory at the OU, which is described in Chapter 7, has been built to enable

measurements of DEA cross sections of thermally labile RNA/DNA constituents.

2.6 Metastable dissociation

Metastable dissociation of excited 3-aminophenol ions is the main topic discussed in

Chapter 4. Metastable (delayed, µs-timescale) dissociation of ions during their journey

through a mass spectrometer was observed for the first time by Hipple and Condon in

1946. The term metastable refers only to ions which fragment en route throughout the

mass spectrometer due to the internal energy acquired in the interaction region, i.e. not by

collisions with a target gas or radiative excitation as they traverse the mass spectrometer

(for more information on the functioning of the reflectron mass spectrometer see Section

3.2.2 and for more details on the metastable dissociation measurements in the Molecular

Clusters Laboratory at the OU see Section 3.3). In order to explain the basis of metastable

dissociation in our experiments, we will first set out the key principles that determine the

timeframe of any unimolecular dissociation [94].

2.6.1 Unimolecular dissociation

Quasi-equilibrium theory (QET) is a theoretical approach to describe unimolecular dis-

sociations. Based on QET, ions isolated in the gas-phase can redistribute energy only

internally and undergo only unimolecular reactions such as isomerisation and dissocia-

tion. For more information on QET see [85, and references therein].

2.6.1.1 Transition states and activation energy

A transition state of a chemical reaction is a short-lived configuration at a local energy

maximum along the reaction coordinate. The reaction diagram in Fig. 2.12 shows

the dissociation of an ion, ABC+•, which can result in three possible products with

corresponding transition states (T S1, T S2 and T S3). The energies E01, E02 and E03 in the

diagram represent activation energies corresponding to T S1, T S2 and T S3, respectively.

An activation energy is the energy which has to be provided to a system to result in a

particular chemical reaction, i.e. in this case to access a particular transition state.
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Fig. 2.12: Schematic diagram showing competing fragmentation pathways. T S1, T S2 and
T S3 represent three different transition states with respective activation energies E01 , E02

and E03 . Einta and Eintb are two examples of potential internal energies of the ABC+• ion.
Eex1 represents the excess energy for the transition state T S1 when the internal energy of
ABC+• is Einta (adapted from [85]).

The relation between the internal energy of the precursor ion and the activation energy

of the transition states will affect the presence of the fragmentation products in a mass

spectrum. Based on the relation of internal energy Eint of the ABC+• ion with respect to

the activation energies E01 , E02 and E03 in Fig. 2.12, the following scenarios are possible:

a) Internal energy Einta of ABC+• ion is slightly above the activation energy E02 of

the T S2 transition state, but well above the activation energy E01 of T S1. The

energy difference between the internal energy and the activation energy is called the

excess energy. Both T S1 and T S2 can be overcome, but T S3 can not be accessed

at all. Therefore the mass spectrum will only contain product ions of the first two

fragmentation pathways, while BC+•will be of very low abundance due to negligible

excess energy (for more information see Section 2.6.1.2).

b) Internal energy Eintb of ABC+• ion is well above the activation energies of the three

transition states and therefore we will see product ions of all three dissociations in

the mass spectra. Their abundance will be determined by their corresponding rate

constants as discussed below [85].

2.6.1.2 Rate constants

The rate of a chemical reaction is defined by a rate constant k. QET defines the unimolec-

ular rate constant (as required to treat unimolecular dissociation) as follows:

k =

E−E0∫
0

1
h

ρ∗(Eint ,E0,Et)

ρ(Eint)
dEt (2.24)
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where h is Planck’s constant, ρ(Eint) represents the density of energy levels with internal

energy Eint and ρ∗(Eint ,E0,Et)
is the density of energy levels of the transition state with

activation energy E0 and translational energy Et in the reaction co-ordinate, i.e. the bond

which is being broken. By approximating the system by as many harmonic oscillators as

there are vibrational degrees of freedom s we obtain

k =

(
Eint − E0

Eint

)s−1

s
∏

j=1
ν j

s
∏

i=1
ν∗i

(2.25)

where ν j ( j = 1, ..., s) and νi (i = 1, ..., s) are the vibration frequencies associated with

the precursor ion and the transition state, respectively. This expression can be further

simplified by replacing the complex expression of probability functions by ν which is a

frequency factor determined by the number and the density of vibrational states, i.e.

k = ν

(
Eint − E0

Eint

)s−1

(2.26)

This equation can be further simplified as follows:

k = ν

(
Eex

Eint

)s−1

(2.27)

where Eex is the excess energy for a particular combination of transition state and internal

energy. This expression is valid only when the internal energy is considerably above the

dissociation threshold, i.e. (Eint −E0)/Eint≈1 and can be written in the exponential form

as follows:

k = ν e−(s−1) Eo
Eint (2.28)

If the internal energy of an ion is close to the dissociation threshold, the number of degrees

of freedom has to be replaced by an effective number of oscillators which can be obtained

by using an arbitrary correction factor [85, 113].

Based on QET, the rate constant of a unimolecular reaction therefore depends on the excess

energy of the reactants with respect to the transition state and hence on the distribution of

the internal energies of the precursor ions. The curve in Fig. 2.13 represents the general

shape of a rate constant as a function of energy (E). If the excess energy is close to 0eV

(e.g. for T S2 in Fig. 2.12, where Einta≈E02), the rate constant is very low (close to 0s−1),

while it rises sharply with a small increase in the excess energy. The maximum of the

rate constant is defined by the vibrational frequency of the bond which dissociates, i.e.
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the fragments can not fly apart at higher velocities than determined by their vibrational

motion [85].

Fig. 2.13: General shape of the log10(k) (k is the rate constant) versus energy E plot
(adapted from [85]).

2.6.1.3 Timescales of dissociations

Timescales of ion dissociation are defined with respect to their passage through a mass

spectrometer as follows:

1. Stable ions - dissociate with rate constants k < 105 s−1, hence they will reach the

detector without fragmentation and we will observe them in the mass spectrum with

the same mass as they had prior to ionisation. We generally refer to these as parent

ions in Chapters 3 to 7.

2. Metastable ions - dissociate with rate constants 105 s−1 < k < 106 s−1, hence many

of these ions will dissociate on their journey through the mass spectrometer. We

refer to these as metastable precursor ions in Chapter 4.

3. Unstable ions - dissociate with rate constants k > 106 s−1, hence they will not reach

detector and we will not observe them in the mass spectrum. However, we can

observe their fragment ions, and these are referred to as prompt fragment ions later

on in the thesis.

The rate constants above relate to flight times in our mass spectrometry experiments, and

are also typical of studies of molecular ions on this scale. The correlation between the

rate constants of ion dissociation and their stability during their journey through a typical

mass spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2.14. It should be noted that this classification is only

meaningful when considering isolated ions in the gas-phase as outside vacuum, nearly all

ions would spontaneously react with surrounding molecules in the atmosphere/solution

[85].
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Fig. 2.14: Classification of ions based on their stability within the mass spectrometer with
respect to rate constants (adapted from [85]).

2.6.1.3.1 Unstable and metastable ions
In the case of unstable excited ions, fragmentation happens either during the first vibration,

or predissociation which involves a transition from one potential energy surface to another

one. In such cases, the dissociation happens very rapidly in the interaction region of a

mass spectrometer, resulting in what we have referred to as prompt dissociation.

The existence of metastable ions and hence metastable (also delayed) dissociation can be

explained by different mechanisms. We can distinguish between the following scenarios:

1. Electronic (forbidden) predissociation via repulsive states:

If the crossing of potential energy surfaces is spin-forbidden, some of the ions will

undergo electronic predissociation, but at a reduced rate.

2. Dissociation by tunnelling:

If the excess energy of an excited molecular ion is just below the dissociation

threshold for this state then dissociation can take place on a metastable timescale.

3. Vibrational predissociation (in the case of large metastable ions):

Ionisation followed by a radiationless transition to high vibrational levels of the

electronic ionic ground-state results in a distribution of internal energies, some of

which lead to unimolecular decomposition with decay rates on the timescale of

metastable dissociation [94].
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2.7 Summary and outlook

This chapter provides a short review of the main theoretical concepts which are important

for interpreting the experimental work presented in Chapters 4 - 7. Particular emphasis

is placed on multi-photon ionisation (the main radiative process applied in this thesis)

and electron impact ionisation phenomena. Differences in fragment ion production by

these two processes can provide indirect evidence for processes (structural changes or even

dissociations) taking place in neutral electronic excited states (see Chapter 6). Here exper-

iments are of particular importance as the complexity of reactive processes in electronic

excited states make a pure theoretical treatment extremely difficult. In addition, electron

impact ionisation is used to optimise the new experimental system which is presented

in Chapter 7. The new system was built with the main motivation of studying dissocia-

tive electron attachment to relatively large biomolecules such as nucleosides. Therefore,

dissociative electron attachment is also introduced here. Finally, the fundamentals of

metastable dissociation of excited molecular ions are described in this chapter in the

context of our reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry experiments to characterise

sequential fragmentation pathways. The method is explained thoroughly in Chapter 3 and

applied to the study of metastable dissociation of excited 3-aminophenol ions in Chapter

4. As indicated several times in this chapter, describing molecular systems by theory often

requires numerous approximations. This highlights the importance of experiments for

revealing radiation-induced processes on the molecular level.
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Chapter 3

Experimental

This chapter describes the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in the Molecular Clus-

ters Laboratory at the Open University (OU) which I used to carry out multi-photon

ionisation time-of-flight (MPI-TOF) experiments on gas-phase biomolecules presented in

Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The chapter also presents my contributions to the enhancement of

this experimental system as well as describing the method that I have applied to study

metastable (delayed) dissociation of excited ions using reflectron time-of-flight mass

spectrometry. The Matlab simulation that I developed for the analysis of metastable disso-

ciation completely replaced the Molecular Clusters Group’s analysis system and enabled

the experiment to provide much more detailed information.

3.1 Introduction

The experimental work in this PhD thesis involves two main research activities. The

first one covers multi-photon ionisation experiments on biologically relevant isolated

molecules, notably 3-aminophenol, nucleobases (uracil, guanine), nucleosides (uridine,

thymidine) and their derivatives (2′-deoxyuridine, 5-methyluridine) using the Compact

MPI/EII experimental set-up. The second one involves designing, building and optimising

a new experimental set-up for multi-photon ionisation (MPI), electron impact ionisation

(EII) and dissociative electron attachment (DEA) studies of molecules produced either

by indirect laser-induced thermal desorption or Stark selected molecules produced in a

molecular beam (the system is attached to a Stark deflection experiment which was previ-

ously built mainly by M. Ryszka, former PhD student at the OU). As designing, building

and optimising the new experimental system represents a substantial piece of work, a

separate chapter is dedicated to this (Chapter 7).

The Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up uses reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrome-
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try to study isolated molecules and clusters upon irradiation with UV laser pulses (MPI) or

electrons (EII). The set-up can currently be operated in two modes: molecular beam mode

(for more details see Section 3.2.2) and indirect laser-induced thermal desorption mode

(ILTD mode, for more details see Section 3.2.3). The system in its molecular beam mode

was mainly built by B. Barć (former PhD student in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory),

and it was further modified by E. al Maalouf (former MSc project student), M. Ryszka and

R. Pandey (both former PhD students in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory). First steps

towards building an ILTD source at the OU based on the technique devised by Greenwood

and co-workers at Queens University Belfast [43] were carried out by M. Ryszka and R.

Pandey. I have refined the design of the OU system and optimised its performance, notably

by rebuilding the ion source to improve stability and repeatability between successive sam-

ple preparations and by redesigning the desorption laser alignment system (see Section

3.2.3.3). I have also investigated the UV laser stability which enabled me to gain better

control of the UV laser pulse energy fluctuations than the Group had previously achieved.

This was valuable because multi-photon ionisation signals are affected by the fluctuation

of laser pulse energies during a measurement, as well as by more obvious parameters

such as the average fluence and the wavelength (see Section 3.2.4.1). Finally, I have

extended the Molecular Clusters Group’s technique to analyse metastable fragmentation

pathways of excited isolated and cluster ions by developing a Matlab simulation, which

has enabled us to study more complex metastable dissociation patterns and make more

precise assignments than the Group could do using the old approach (see Section 3.3).

3.2 Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up

3.2.1 Overview

The Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up probes ion production when a UV laser beam

or an electron beam interacts with isolated molecules and/or clusters. Depending on

how the neutral target of molecules and/or clusters is produced, we differentiate between

molecular beam mode and indirect laser-induced thermal desorption mode of this set-up

(see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively). The radiation response of molecular clusters

is not investigated in this thesis, however the reader should keep in mind that the system

in its molecular beam mode can be exploited for the experiments on clusters as well as

isolated molecules and this will be briefly mentioned in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.2 Molecular beam mode

A detailed description of the set-up in molecular beam mode has been reported in B.

Barć’s [56] and M. Ryszka’s [57] PhD theses. Shorter descriptions were also published in

R. Pandey’s PhD thesis [58] as well as in several papers by the Molecular Clusters Group

[18, 26, 114–116]. The scheme of the set-up in this mode is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1: Scheme of the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in molecular beam mode
(adapted from [57]). A detailed description of individual parts of the reflectron TOF-MS
is provided in Fig. 3.3.

Briefly, a molecular beam is formed by supersonic expansion of Ar or He carrier gas

seeded with vaporised sample molecules through a 50 µm diameter pinhole nozzle (laser-

drilled into the closed end of a stainless steel tube by Lenox Laser) into a pumped

chamber (500 ls−1). In the case of supersonic molecular beams, a gas expands from a

high-pressure zone (∼0.5 to 2bar in our experimental conditions) to a low pressure zone

(∼5×10−4 mbar in our experimental conditions) through an orifice which is significantly

larger than the mean free path of the gas particles. This results in numerous collisions

of the gas particles during the expansion. The internal degrees of freedom are cooled

(rotational and vibrational cooling), as are the relative translational degrees of freedom

(the velocities of the gas particles with respect to each other). The beam is supersonic if the

Mach number, i.e. the ratio of the average flow velocity of the gas to its speed of sound,

is greater than unity [117]. For an example of a typical thermal (Maxwell-Boltzmann

curve) distribution of a static gas and two supersonic jets with different Mach numbers see

Fig.3.2. The reader is referred to [56–58, 117, 118] for more information on the supersonic

expansion of a gas.
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Fig. 3.2: Theoretical axial velocity distributions for two Mach numbers (M = 10 and 25)
in a supersonic jet and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of the reservoir gas marked
as M = 0 (reproduced from [118]).

A clamp heater is used to heat the nozzle to vaporise a powder sample, which is loaded

into a stainless steel cartridge near the nozzle orifice (see the detailed view in Fig. 3.1).

The clamp heater also prevents condensation of the molecules in the nozzle orifice. A

thermocouple is inserted into the powder cartridge, in order to directly monitor the temper-

ature of the sample. This provides a very reliable temperature measurement of the sample

compared with, for example, monitoring the temperature of the wall of the stainless steel

nozzle [56]. Precise and repeatable temperature measurements are particularly impor-

tant when working with thermally labile biomolecules. A stainless steel liquid sample

reservoir can be used to produce various alternative targets such as hydrated biomolecular

clusters. A small central portion of the supersonic expansion is then transmitted through a

skimmer into another pumped chamber (600 ls−1), resulting in a narrow molecular beam.

The skimmer (Beam Dynamics model 2, orifice diameter 0.4mm) is heated to prevent

molecular deposition. This is achieved by heating the aluminium holder of the skimmer

to 125◦C. The nozzle-skimmer separation is between 10 and 20mm in the present experi-

ments. The molecular beam is crossed at 90◦ by a pulsed UV laser beam (for more details

see Section 3.2.4). The spot diameter of the UV laser pulses (3mm without lens) at the

interaction with the molecular beam can be adjusted by moving a convex lens on a slider.

A commercial electron gun (Kimball ELG-2) can be used instead of the UV laser beam

to perform electron impact ionisation experiments, but no measurements of this kind are

presented in the thesis so this aspect of the system is not described here.
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Fig. 3.3: Scheme of the reflectron TOF mass spectrometer with typical voltages.

Ion production is probed using a reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer shown

schematically in Fig. 3.3. Cations formed by the interaction of the molecular beam with

UV laser pulses are extracted in a pulsed electric field (−380V /1.26cm =−302V cm−1),

then accelerated to about −2kV and deflected to compensate for the molecular beam ve-

locity (see X and Y deflectors in Fig. 3.3). Ions then pass through the mass spectrometer’s

field-free region (FFR), are decelerated in the retarding field and reflected to pass through

the FFR for the second time before reaching a discrete dynode electron multiplier detec-

tor or alternatively a micro-channel plate (MCP) detector. The voltage on the reflectron

reflect electrode (further referred to as reflection voltage) can be adjusted to discriminate

ions according to their kinetic energies in the FFR and thus test for metastable (delayed)

dissociation (for a detailed explanation of this method see Section 3.3). The second ad-

vantage of using a reflectron TOF mass spectrometer is higher mass resolution compared

to typical linear TOF systems or quadrupole filters. This is achieved by doubling the ions’

path in the FFR as well as by partially compensating for the differences in the velocities

of ions of same mass produced at different places in the ion extraction volume by their

interaction with retarding field [119]. The pre-amplified ion signals are timed using a

Fast ComTec P7887 time-to-digital conversion (TDC) card with a 250 ps minimum bin

width. The “sync out” pulse from the Nd:YAG laser provides the “start” trigger for the

TDC card. Data are collected using a LabVIEW acquisition system, developed by M.

Ryszka. This interfaces with the TDC card and a laser pulse energy meter (Spectrum

Detector SPJ−D−8), which terminates the UV laser beam path after its interaction with

the molecular beam.
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3.2.2.1 The ion source of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer

The original mass spectrometer was built by KORE Technology and the voltage divider

unit which supplies voltages for individual electrodes was built by the Intra-Faculty Elec-

tronics and Computing Facility at the Open University. The backplate supplied by KORE

Technology was modified to accommodate the foil required for indirect laser-induced

thermal desorption (ILTD) and a new viewport to transmit a CW laser beam to heat the

foil (see Section 3.2.3.3). Furthermore, I applied a new design and construction of all

the components of the ion source of the TOF system. The ion source is the first part of

the reflectron mass spectrometer (see Fig. 3.3) and consists of 5 electrodes mounted to

a DN100CF flange. There were two major changes applied to the design of the old ion

source:

1. In the original ion source, three of its component electrodes (the extraction elec-

trode, the focusing electrode, and the first FFR electrode) were supported by only

2 pillars (see Fig. 3.6). This caused uneven separation between the adjacent elec-

trodes around their circumference. More seriously, this uneven separation would be

slightly different each time the ion source was removed from the experiment and

then re-installed. This required a re-optimisation of the deflector voltages of the

mass spectrometer, costing time and complicating comparisons between previous

experiments. To solve this problem, an extra pillar was added (the idea behind this

is that three non-collinear points uniquely define a plane).

2. A sandwich system was applied to attach grids onto the extraction electrode, focusing

and FFR electrodes. The grids in the original ion source were spot welded onto

these electrodes and were slightly distorted in places due to a few small accidents

as the ion source was removed and re-installed many times over the years, which

disrupted the homogenity of the electric fields within the ion source. This is

particularly undesirable when carrying out metastable dissociation measurements

(for more details on metastable dissociation measurements see Section 3.3). To

resolve this issue, a so-called sandwich system was applied. It is based on stretching

a grid between two rings of the same electrode which sit one on top of the other as

schematically shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4: Schematic view of the sandwich system of electrodes: a) and b) in the process of
assembling; and c) and d) after being assembled. b) and d) show cross-sectional views.

3.2.3 Indirect laser-induced thermal desorption mode

The indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system of the Compact MPI/EII experi-

mental set-up at the OU underwent three stages of development which are schematically

depicted in Fig. 3.5 and described in detail in Sections 3.2.3.1 to 3.2.3.3. The first gener-

ation preceded the CW laser installation but is noted in this section for completeness.

3.2.3.1 First generation – thermal desorption system from a resistively-heated back-
plate

The first system for the thermal desorption of molecules from the backplate of the TOF

system was established in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU by M. Ryszka.

The aim was to produce uracil targets with rovibrational temperature similar to targets

produced in the indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system at Heriot-Watt University

(for details see [57]). The thermal desorption system is shown schematically in Fig. 3.5

a). A resistive heater attached to the back of the aluminium backplate (aluminium chosen

for its high thermal conductivity) was used to enhance sublimation of the molecules from

the holes drilled on the front side of the backplate. A thermocouple was used to measure

the temperature of the backplate. The system produced strong signals of uracil+ in MPI

experiments, however it also produced strong signals due to impurities.
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Fig. 3.5: Schematic representation of the development of indirect laser-induced thermal
desorption system in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the Open University.

3.2.3.2 Second generation – indirect laser-induced thermal desorption

The next generation of the ILTD system at the OU was designed and built by R. Pandey

and T. da Fonseca Cunha (an exchange PhD student from the Universidade NOVA de

Lisboa that worked in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU for six months). The

system was based on replacing the resistive heater by a CW laser (hence indirect laser-

induced thermal desorption, see Fig. 3.5 b)) in order to reduce impurity signals via more

localised heating and achieve a close analogy to the sample introduction system used in

the experiments at Heriot-Watt University (Townsend and co-workers [43]). In turn, the

Heriot-Watt ILTD system was a close adaptation of the original ILTD set-up developed at

Queen’s University Belfast (Greenwood and co-workers [120]).
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Fig. 3.6: Photographs of the ion source used for the ILTD experiments at the OU. a)
The ion source at the stage of partial construction and b) assembled ion source with the
exception of electrical connections (adapted from [58]).

In the ILTD system in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU, a Ventus CW laser

beam (532nm, maximum power 0.12W ) passed through a DN16CF viewport connected

to a DN100CF − to − DN16CF zero-length adapter inside of a vacuum chamber. Ion

source electrodes were mounted to this adapter as shown in Fig. 3.6. The backplate of

the ion source was specially modified by C. Hall and co-workers from Research Design

and Engineering Facility at the OU to allow for ILTD experiments. The schematic picture

of the customised backplate where a sandwich system was used to install a piece of foil

is shown in the detail of Fig. 3.5 b). A convex lens with 20cm focal distance was used

to focus the desorption laser beam onto the foil, while the sample was desorbed from the

opposite side of the foil. In R. Pandey’s and T. da Fonseca Cunha’s experiments using

this ILTD system, the maximum power of Ventus CW laser (532nm) of about 0.12W

was high enough to desorb 3-aminophenol molecules. It was, however, not high enough

to efficiently desorb uracil molecules, which resulted in MPI measurements with low

signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns).

3.2.3.3 Third generation – indirect laser-induced thermal desorption

I extended the development of the indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system at the

OU. To tackle the problem of low desorption laser power of the Ventus CW laser (0.12W ) I

set up a new desorption laser (CW diode laser DLM−445−1000, Eksma Optics, 445nm,

the maximum power 1.28W measured here using a Gentec-EO power meter, whereas the

maximum power given in the manufacturers’ technical summary is 1W ). The Gentec-EO

power meter was checked in November 2018 against a recently-calibrated laser power
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meter by a visiting laser engineer and the two meters agreed to within 10%. Setting up

the new desorption laser involved building a new system to mount the laser and move it in

a controlled way for alignment as well as installing an interlock system for safety which

was done with the support from D. Pound from Intra-Faculty Electronics and Computing

Facility at the OU. I also optimised the experiment to attain better signal-to-noise ratios

(S/Ns). This was achieved by adjusting the position of the focused UV spot with respect

to the foil (1 − 3mm from the foil) as well as by adjusting the desorption laser power and

the position of the spot of the desorption laser on the back of the stainless steel foil. A

schematic view of the third generation of the ILTD system at the OU is shown in Fig. 3.5

c). It has been exploited in previous published work about uracil [9] and 5-fluorouracil

[121] but its specifics are described here for the first time.

The backplate is removed from the vacuum chamber and mounted horizontally for sample

preparation. This involves placing 30 − 40mg of sample powder onto the stainless steel

foil (10 µm thick) and then adding a few drops of methanol (Fisher Scientific UK Ltd,

99.8+% (GLC) for HPLC), spreading using a spatula, leaving to allow the methanol to

evaporate in air (1bar, 296K). The resulting layer of adhered nucleoside has a thickness

of several µm. The backplate is then re-installed in the chamber and pumped down.

We tested for the possible effect of the focusing lens between the desorption laser and

the viewport by carrying out MPI experiments on uridine with and without the lens. No

significant changes were observed in the mass spectra taken with and without the lens

(see Fig. 3.7). Therefore, the experiments using ILTD presented in this thesis were done

without using the focusing lens, which significantly simplified the installation (the lens

had to be removed for sample replacement and then re-aligned). The unfocused laser

beam is of approximately elliptical shape with the major axis (vertical direction) of about

4.5mm and the minor axis (horizontal direction) of about 1mm. When using the ILTD

system, it is periodically necessary to compensate for changes in the gas-phase target

density as there is slow depletion of the sample with time and consequently the amount of

desorbed molecules. When the signal gets too low, the desorption laser is moved using a

3D movement system so that a new portion of the condensed sample can be heated. The

absolute intensity of the mass spectrum signal is thus not stable over time, and rate at which

it drops naturally increases when working with high desorption laser powers and higher

experimental target densities. This can be tackled by normalising of the signal either by

the total ion yield or by the yield of a specific parent/fragment ion. It should be noted that

each separate preparation of the foil and sample leads to a slightly different desorption

laser power threshold for ion detection. Therefore, we consider that the desorption laser
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power above the ion detection threshold is generally a more useful parameter than absolute

values of the desorption laser power if we want to compare experiments in this thesis that

were carried out with different ILTD samples. The desorption laser power is determined

based on a calibration curve of the laser power supply current against the output power

measured using a UNO laser power meter (Gentec-EO).

Fig. 3.7: 265nm (average UV laser fluence 6×106Wcm−2) MPI spectrum of uridine with
and without lens between the desorption laser and the viewport (445nm desorption laser
power 0.03W above the ion detection threshold of 0.46W ).

3.2.4 The UV laser in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU

In the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up, UV laser beam pulses (width 7ns, repetition

rate 10Hz) are generated by a Sirah Cobra-Stretch dye laser which is pumped by the

third harmonic output (355nm) of an Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Powerlight II 8000). A

schematic diagram of the Nd:YAG/dye laser system in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory

at the OU is shown in Fig. 3.8. Higher efficiency of the dye laser is achieved by distribut-

ing the incoming pump energy of the Nd:YAG laser between resonator, pre-amplifier and

amplifier modules. A difraction grating with a groove density of 1800 lines/mm allows

us to select wavelengths with resolution better than 10−3 nm. The fundamental dye laser

radiation (see orange line in Fig. 3.8) is frequency-doubled using a Frequency Conver-

sion Unit (FCU) consisting of a non-linear crystal (second harmonic generation – SHG,

barium borate – BBO), a compensator and four Pellin-Broca prisms. The SHG crystal

doubles the frequency of the fundamental dye laser beam pulses and the compensator
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compensates for refraction by the SHG crystal. The arrangement of the four Pellin-Broca

prisms separates the generated frequency-doubled (UV) beam pulses (see blue line in Fig.

3.8) from the fundamental dye laser beam pulses and changes the direction of their prop-

agation so that it matches the initial direction of the fundamental dye laser beam pulses.

The wavelength selection is achieved by positioning the first prism such that the funda-

mental dye laser beam pulses are guided onto a ceramic dump and the frequency-doubled

beam pulses pass close to the dump. The three remaining Pellin-Broca prisms compensate

the angle and the linear shift of the frequency-doubled beam pulses as indicated in Fig. 3.8.

Coumarin laser dyes, i.e. Coumarin 450, 480, 503 and 540A, allow us to effectively

operate in the 220 − 277nm frequency-doubled wavelength range. After being pumped

by the 355nm Nd:YAG laser pulses, each dye produces fundamental dye laser pulses

across a specific wavelength range and then a single wavelength is selected by tuning

the angle of the grating. After changing the wavelength, the SHG crystal’s angle has to

be also tuned in order to maintain phase matching inside of the SHG crystal and enable

frequency-doubling. It should be noted that turning of the SHG crystal and compensator

is synchronised by the same control system. For brevity, we will further refer to the SHG

crystal-compensator system’s angle as SHG crystal’s angle [122].

Fig. 3.8: Schematic of the Nd:YAG/dye laser system in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory
at the OU (adapted from [123]).

Adjustment of the output laser pulse energy can be achieved in one of the two following

ways:

1. by changing the delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps and Q-switch

of the Nd:YAG laser,

2. by adjusting SHG crystal’s angle (see Fig. 3.11 a)).

A shield for the Nd:YAG and UV laser beam path was designed, built and installed with

the help from A. Jones from the Research Design and Engineering Facility at the OU.
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3.2.4.1 Characterisation of UV laser performance in the Molecular Clusters Labo-
ratory at the OU

Systematic study of changes in fragment ion production as a function of the MPI wave-

length is an important tool of the Molecular Clusters Group as it can provide evidence

for critical processes happening in electronically excited biomolecules [18, 115]. UV

laser performance was carefully studied due to an initial observation of an increase of UV

laser pulse energy fluctuations with increasing wavelength (relative standard deviation of

UV laser pulse energy increasing from around 15 − 20% at 225nm to about 40 − 50%

at 265nm). In addition, higher laser energy fluctuations were observed at wavelengths

closer to the edge of the wavelength range of a particular Coumarin laser dye compared

to the middle of the range. An example for the frequency-doubled wavelength range

252 − 262nm of Coumarin 503 laser dye is shown in Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.9: a) Average UV laser pulse energies with standard deviations (SD) and b) relative
standard deviations (RSD) of UV laser pulse energy as a function of wavelength in the
252 − 262nm wavelength range of the Coumarin 503 laser dye after frequency-doubling.

The effect of laser energy fluctuations on signal intensity was tested in MPI experiments

on 3-aminophenol (3-AP, m/z109) at 225nm. The laser pulse energy fluctuations were

manipulated by varying the delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps and

Q-switch of the Nd:YAG laser in the range between 511 and 526 µs (for more details

on the effect of the delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps and Q-switch

of the Nd:YAG laser on laser energy fluctuations see Fig. 3.13). The ion yield of the

3-AP+ isotope (m/z110) is plotted as a function of RSD of UV laser pulse energy in

Fig. 3.10. The isotope ion peak was used instead of the parent ion peak (m/z109) in

order to avoid saturation effects due to exceptionally strong MPI signals from 3-AP. The

plot shows a substantial increase in the signal intensity with increasing fluctuations of

the UV laser pulse energies around their average value during a measurement (see Fig.

3.10). This is due to the fact that the dependence of ion production on pulse energy is

non-linear in most multi-photon ionisation conditions (see Eq. 2.18). This indicates that
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improving the UV laser pulse energy stability is important for MPI experiments. The

following steps were taken to isolate which part of the Nd:YAG/dye laser system is the

main source of instabilities and hence to find a method to control the level of laser pulse

energy fluctuations.

Fig. 3.10: a) Increase in the intensity of isotope peak of 3-aminophenol (m/z110) with
increasing relative standard deviation (RSD) of UV laser pulse energy in the MPI molecular
beam experiments on 3-aminophenol (237nm, average UV laser fluence 4×106Wcm−2,
average sample temperature 112◦C, pressure of He 0.5bar).

First, the stability of laser pulse energy was investigated at several different positions of

the laser beam path:

1. output of Nd:YAG laser beam before entering the dye laser (355nm) – RSD of laser

pulse energy about 7%,

2. dye laser beam before reaching the FCU (450nm) – RSD of laser pulse energy about

26%,

3. dye laser beam after passing through the FCU (225nm) – RSD of laser pulse energy

about 32%.

These results could be viewed as implying that the main source of the laser instability is

within the dye laser. Thus, the next steps were aimed at identifying possible reasons of

laser pulse energy fluctuations related to the dye laser:

• change of the filters in dye reservoirs,

• tweaking of the dye concentrations in the dye circulator systems,

• cleaning of Pellin-Broca prisms of the FCU,

• testing the effect of the SHG crystal’s angle on laser pulse energy fluctuations.
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None of these improved the stability of the UV laser pulse energy. In particular, Fig.

3.11 shows that the laser pulse energy fluctuations were independent of the SHG crystal’s

angle.

Fig. 3.11: a) UV (225nm) laser pulse energy dependence as a function of FCU crystal
angle and b) relative standard deviation (RSD) of laser pulse energy as a function of SHG
crystal’s angle (arbitrary units quoted directly from the laser control software interface).

As laser pulse energy fluctuations seemed to be unaffected by the changes that we made

in the dye laser, we investigated whether changing some of the settings of the Nd:YAG

laser will have any effect on the stability of the UV pulse energy. The following tests were

carried out:

1. Laser pulse energy fluctuations were tested as a function of time taken between

the adjustment of the delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps and

Q-switch of the Nd:YAG laser (see Fig. 3.12) and start of a measurement. An

approximate 5% decrease in the RSD of laser pulse energy was observed 20min

after the adjustment of the delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps

and Q-switch of the Nd:YAG laser.

2. The effect of the delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps and Q-switch

of the Nd:YAG laser on UV laser pulse energy fluctuations was assessed (see Fig.

3.13). The biggest improvement of laser beam pulse stability was observed between

510 to 516 µs. The RSD of laser pulse energy was about 6-times lower at 516 µs

compared to 510 µs. Further increase of the delay time did not result in another

significant improvement.
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Fig. 3.12: a) Average UV (225nm) laser pulse energies with standard deviations (SD)
and b) relative standard deviation (RSD) of UV laser pulse energy as a function of time
between the adjustment of the delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps and
Q-switch of the Nd:YAG laser and start of a measurement.

Fig. 3.13: a) Average UV (225nm) laser pulse energies with standard deviations (SD)
and b) relative standard deviation (RSD) of UV laser pulse energy as a function Nd:YAG
delay (delay between the pulses triggering xenon flashlamps and Q-switch of the Nd:YAG
laser).

The above-mentioned tests on laser pulse energy stability helped to optimise the Nd:YAG/

dye laser system for the MPI experiments presented later in this PhD thesis. The new way

of operating the Nd:YAG/dye laser system in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory is based

on tuning the laser pulse energy fluctuations by varying the delay between the pulses

triggering xenon flashlamps and Q-switch of the Nd:YAG laser and then adjusting the

laser power to the desired level using the SHG crystal’s angle.
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3.3 Identification of metastable dissociations using reflec-

tron TOF-MS in combination with a Matlab simula-

tion

Various techniques are available to study the metastable dissociation of excited ions, includ-

ing the post-source decay mode of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI)

mass spectrometry [124], double-focusing sector-field mass spectrometry [125, 126], and

modified linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry [126, 127]. Reflectron TOF mass

spectrometry is also a long-established tool for analysing metastable dissociation channels

[128, 129]. This section describes the specific method that I have applied to study the

metastable dissociation of excited molecular ions using the OU MPI-TOF system. Ion

detection using the reflectron mass spectrometer is mapped against flight-time and re-

flection voltage (see Fig. 3.14 b)). Microsecond-timescale dissociations are recognisable

on the resultant image as a series of extended curves, which are then identified using a

simulation developed in Matlab (see Section 3.3.2).

Fig. 3.14: a) To the best of our knowledge, the most complex metastable dissociation
map presented in the literature (the apparent masses of the metastable peaks in calibrated
mass spectra from ionised polyethylene oxide plotted against the reflector potential) [128]
and b) a superposition of a metastable dissociation map of multi-photon ionised (225nm,
average UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2, 445nm desorption laser power up to 0.24W
above the ion detection threshold of 0.40W ) guanine recorded in the Molecular Clusters
Laboratory at the OU and a map produced using the new Matlab simulation (cyan dots
for fragment ions resulting from metastable dissociation and yellow dots for some of the
prompt fragment ions i.e. those produced less than 100ns after ionisation).

To our knowledge, the earliest paper presenting plots of ion flight-time (or a related
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parameter such as the apparent mass of a metastable peak in a conventional calibrated mass

spectrum) against reflection voltage to aid assignments was Gilmore and Seah’s [130] study

of the metastable decay of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) by static secondary-ion mass

spectrometry (SIMS). Their 2D decay maps were constructed by plotting the reciprocal

of the time difference between postulated precursor and product flight-times against five

different reflection voltages. Shard and Gilmore [128] subsequently applied the method

to identify metastable dissociations of three further ionised polymers. L’Hermite and

co-workers’ version [131] of the approach (evidently developed independently and then

published a short time after Gilmore and Seah’s paper [130]) involved plotting the flight-

time against the reciprocal of the reflection voltage and was used in their studies of the

fragmentation of clusters containing Ag, H2O, and SF6 [131], and silver bromide clusters

[132]. A variant of the concept was also applied by Ponciano et al. [133] to produce 2D

ion dynamics plots of (LiF)nLi+∗ clusters produced by 252C f -plasma desorption. Former

PhD students in the Molecular Clusters Group at the Open University, M. Ryszka and

R. Pandey, studied metastable dissociation of multi-photon ionised uracil and thymine by

constructing maps of ion flight-time against reflection voltage. Each molecule revealed a

single strong metastable dissociation channel [115]. In Fig. 3.14 we can see a comparison

between, to the best of our knowledge, the most complex map of metastable dissociations

presented previously in the literature (11 metastable channels) and a map recorded in our

laboratory (14 metastable channels, while the most complex map in this thesis features

18 (see Fig. 4.5)). One advantage of the present variant of the approach is that the plot

communicates to the reader the intensities of different metastable bands compared with

each other and with the background noise levels.

3.3.1 Principles of measurements of metastable dissociation using
reflectron TOF-MS

Figs. 3.15 and 3.16 show a scheme of our reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer

(TOF-MS). Most of the fragment ions are produced shortly (less than 100ns) after ioni-

sation, in which case we talk about prompt dissociations. Prompt dissociations happen in

the extraction region (between the backplate and the extraction electrode) of the reflectron

MS (see Fig. 3.15). Any given prompt dissociation product ion produces signals within a

single peak in the time-of-flight spectrum and the fragment ion mass can be determined

from a simple calibration of the TOF spectrum based on
√

m = a×t + b, where m is the

mass of the fragment ion, t is its time-of-flight, and a and b are constants. In addition to

prompt dissociations, the reflectron TOF-MS enables us to study metastable dissociations

(delayed dissociations introduced in Section 2.6) by varying the voltage on the reflectron
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reflect electrode (reflection voltage, see Fig. 3.16).

If the delayed dissociation happens between the extraction electrode and the first FFR

electrode, it will result in a broad distribution of flight-times around the flight-time of

the prompt fragment ion with the same mass as the ion produced by the delayed frag-

mentation. This will be manifested in the calibrated mass spectrum as a tail feature

associated with the corresponding prompt fragment ion peak. If the delayed metastable

dissociation happens at any point during the first journey in the FFR, it will result in a

single flight-time, and thus can normally be spotted in a calibrated mass spectrum as a

peak at non-integer m/z value. This is because flight-time-to-mass calibration relies on

ions having the same mass throughout their journeys through the MS, which is not the

case for metastable dissociation. However, some of the peaks resulting from metastable

dissociation can coincidentally appear in the mass spectrum at or very close to integer

or half-integer mass / charge (m/z) values, and thus could be falsely assigned to prompt

peaks or doubly-charged ions, respectively. This can be resolved by varying reflection

voltage of the reflectron MS, which will cause a metastable peak to shift to a different

(but still not meaningful) m/z value in the calibrated mass spectrum.

Maps constructed by a systematic study of time-of-flight spectra as a function of reflection

voltage contain a lot of information about ion dynamics in the reflectron time-of-flight

mass spectrometer. For an example of such a map see Fig. 3.14 b). The schematic in

Fig. 3.15 shows how the parent ion’s flight path (and consequently flight-time) changes

with the reflection voltage. Here, we define the parent ion as an ion with the same mass

as the neutral target (e.g. guanine+ in the example in Fig. 3.14 b)) prior to multi-photon

ionisation. The parent ion is abbreviated here as Pa. The experimental concept behind

the metastable dissociation measurements can be explained with reference to this figure

as follows:

• Consider VPa to be the voltage at the point in the extraction region where ionisation

happens. The ion is accelerated to the field-free region (FFR) where it travels at

constant velocity (vPa) and then is decelerated in the reflectron part of the mass

spectrometer (between the second FFR electrode and reflectron reflect electrode).

The difference between the absolute values of the FFR voltage (V4 in Fig. 3.15)

and the voltage at the point in space where the ionisation takes place (VPa in Fig.

3.15), determines the parent ion’s kinetic energy immediately prior to entering the

reflectron optics (at the second FFR electrode). The parent ion’s kinetic energy

(and thus velocity) drops to 0eV (0ms−1) at the point in space after the second

FFR electrode which has voltage VPa. A fragment ion which is a result of prompt
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fragmentation of the parent ion will have slightly different kinetic energy than the

parent ion due to dissociative kinetic energy release (typically up to several eV

for single ion production by MPI [134]). Depending on the relation between the

reflection voltage V6 and the voltage VPa, we can differentiate between the following

scenarios:

a) If | V6 |< | VPa |: the position where the parent ions’ velocity drops to 0ms−1

will be inside of the reflectron region of the MS (see Fig. 3.15 a)), which

means the ion will accelerate back to the FFR and reach the detector, i.e. we

will see the corresponding peak in the mass spectrum.

b) If | V6 |= | VPa |: the position where the parent ion’s velocity drops to 0ms−1

will be at the reflectron reflect electrode (see Fig. 3.15 b)), which means the

parent ion will hit the electrode and will not reach the detector, i.e. we will not

observe the parent ion peak in the mass spectrum. The reflection voltage at

which the parent ion signal cuts-off can be determined by varying the reflection

voltage from 0V to more negative values until the parent ion signal disappears.

The cut-off voltage of a parent ion (VPa) enables us to determine the distance zi

from the backplate (always grounded, V1 = 0V ) where the laser beam crosses

the molecular beam using the following equation:

zi = d1(VPa/V2) (3.1)

where d1 is the distance between the backplate and the extraction electrode

and V2 is the extraction electrode voltage. This equation assumes uniform

field between the backplate and the extraction electrode along the central axis

of the mass spectrometer, which was confirmed by QuickField simulations

reported in the PhD thesis of former student in the Molecular Clusters Group,

R. Pandey [58]. The cut-off voltage of the fragment ions resulting from prompt

fragmentation is slightly more negative than the parent ion’s cut-off voltage as

kinetic energy release during the dissociation process results in some of the

prompt fragment ions being reflected back to the detector. By varying the

reflection voltage to more negative values than the cut-off voltage of parent

ions VPa, we will reach the voltage VFrP where the signal of the fragment

FrP resulting from a prompt fragmentation of the parent ion cuts-off. The

difference between VFrP and VPa then gives us information about the kinetic

energy release in the direction of extraction field. However, our experimental

conditions with the mass spectrometer voltages fluctuating by ±1V , do not

enable us to use this direct route for determination of kinetic energy release
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[58].

Fig. 3.15: Scheme of the reflectron TOF-MS with different settings of reflection voltage
V6 with respect to the cut-off voltage VPa of parent ion Pa. a) Parent ion Pa is reflected
back to the detector; b) V6 corresponds to the parent ion’s cut-off voltage VPa, i.e. the Pa
signal cuts-off; c) V6 is even more negative than in b) so again no Pa signal is detected.

c) If | V6 |> | VPa |: the position where the parent ion’s velocity drops to 0ms−1

will be outside of the reflectron region of the MS (see Fig. 3.15 c)). This

means the ion will not be reflected back to the detector, i.e. we will not observe

the parent ion peak in the mass spectrum.
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Fig. 3.16: Scheme of the reflectron TOF-MS with different settings of reflection voltage
V6 with respect to the cut-off voltage VPr of the precursor ion Pr. a) Fragment ion FrM
resulting from metastable dissociation of the precursor ion Pr is reflected back to the
detector at a more negative voltage than VPr (the voltage corresponding to the voltage in
space where Pr is formed); b) V6 corresponds to the precursor ion’s cut-off voltage VPr,
FrM is still detected; c) V6 is more negative than VPr and corresponds to the FrM’s cut-off
voltage VFrM and the FrM signal cuts-off.

• Now consider FrM to be a fragment ion produced by metastable dissociation of its

precursor ion Pr (this could possibly the parent ion but it could alternatively be a

fragment ion produced in the extraction region) during its first journey through the
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FFR. The FrM will have the same velocity during the first journey in the FFR as

its precursor ion Pr (vFrM = vPr), but will have lower kinetic energy KE due to

its lower mass (mFrM < mPr, and thus KEFrM < KEPr). To within the sensitivity

limit placed on the experiment by the ±1V fluctuations of MS voltages, the KE

of the precursor ion (Pr) in the FFR is the same as that of the parent ion (Pa) or a

prompt fragment ion (FrP). Hence the respective cut-off voltages are also equal:

VPr = VPa = VFrP. The flight-time and path length of the fragment ion produced

by metastable dissociation FrM will vary with the reflection voltage as follows:

a) If | V6 |< | VPr |: as the kinetic energy of the FrM in the FFR is lower than

that of its precursor ion Pr, the FrM can be reflected by a weaker field and

thus will spend shorter time in the reflectron part of the MS (see Fig. 3.16 a)),

i.e. its flight-time will be shorter than the precursor ion’s flight-time would

have been if the metastable fragmentation had not taken place. In contrast, the

flight-time of the fragment ion produced by metastable dissociation FrM will

be longer than the flight-time of the equivalent fragment ion resulting from

prompt fragmentation, FrP. To a rough approximation, the metastable peak

appears half way between the precursor ion mass (mPr) and the fragment ion

mass (mFrM) in a calibrated mass spectrum.

b) If | V6 |= | VPr |: as the kinetic energy of the fragment ion resulting from

metastable dissociation FrM in the FFR is lower than the kinetic energy of

its precursor ion, the FrM can be reflected by a weaker field and will reach

the detector (see Fig. 3.16 b)). Parent ions and prompt fragment ions will be

cut-off in this case (see Figs. 3.15 b) and 3.16 b)). The FrM will penetrate

deeper in the reflectron than in a) and thus will have a longer flight-time than

in a).

c) If |V6 |> |VPr |: if we keep increasing the magnitude of the reflection voltage

| V6 |, we will eventually reach VFrM where the FrM signal cuts-off (see Fig.

3.16 c)). We can measure VPa (which is equal to VPr) and we know the FFR

voltage (V4) so we can determine the kinetic energy KEPr of the precursor ion

in eV in the FFR as | V4 | − | VPa |. Analogously, the kinetic energy KEFrM

in eV in the FFR can be determined as | V4 | − | VFrM |. As the velocities of

the precursor ion Pr and the fragment ion produced by metastable dissociation

in the FFR FrM are the same, we can work out the ratio of their masses as

follows:
EKFrM

EKPr

=
mFrM

mPr
=
|V4 | − |VFrM |
|V4 | − |VPa |

(3.2)

Equation 3.2 enables us to work out mFrM/mPr using parameters that we know
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(V4) or can directly measure (VFrM and VPa). However, of course this ratio on

its own is not enough to work out mFrM and mPr. We can narrow down the

candidate masses using the rough approximation that the metastable peak will

appear half way between mFrM and mPr in a calibrated mass spectrum but this

is not sufficient for precise identification of a metastable dissociation channel.

3.3.2 Analysis of metastable dissociation data using the new Matlab
simulation

Previously, the Molecular Clusters Group based the assignments of metastable dissociation

channels on measuring cut-off reflection voltages (linked to kinetic energy in the field-free

region) and flight-times with the reflection voltage close to ground [57, 58, 115]. Based

on the voltages and dimensions of the mass spectrometer electrodes, a TOF calculator

(in Microsoft Excel) developed by M. Ryszka calculates the expected difference between

arrival time of the investigated ion and a reference ion (usually a parent ion) and compares

it with the equivalent value obtained experimentally [57]. As the calculator worked out

time differences, it only worked at reflection voltages close to ground (when the prompt

ions are also visible). However, comparing the time difference at only one reflection

voltage (or possibly at few voltages) close to ground, might not be sufficient to precisely

determine the metastable dissociation pathways as several candidate dissociations can give

close fits. This is a major problem especially when we can not use the cut-off voltage

analysis as a complementary tool because of the cut-off voltage of fragment resulting

from metastable dissociation being more negative than −1200V , which is the maximum

voltage we can apply to the reflectron reflect electrode using our voltage divider unit.

In addition, a very rich metastable dissociation pattern can cause overlaps of peaks of

some of the fragments resulting from metastable and prompt dissociations, which would

make it difficult to precisely pin down the experimental flight-times. In order to eliminate

the above-mentioned drawbacks, a Matlab simulation for identification of metastable

dissociations in the field-free region of reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer was

developed. The programme is comprised of three main parts:

1. Visualisation of experimental data

The programme constructs a contour plot by plotting mass spectra as a function of

reflection voltage (0V to −1200V ).

2. Simulation of metastable dissociations

The programme calculates the flight-times of candidate dissociations of ions it-

eratively at different reflection voltages (for more details see Figs. A.3 and A.4,
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Appendix A.2) and generates a map of the calculated flight-times against reflection

voltage.

3. Superposition of experimental and simulated maps

This is key for the user to recognise the metastable dissociation that matches the

experiment.

3.3.2.1 Visualisation of experimental data

Visualisation of the experimental data is a two-step process. The first step involves import-

ing measured data into a matrix which is done by running Matlab script “import data.m”

shown in Fig. A.1, Appendix A.1. The input data have to be saved in a Microsoft Excel

worksheet, where each row in the worksheet represents a non-calibrated time-of-flight

mass spectrum (with the time-of-flight axis in time bins) at a different reflection voltage.

The mass spectra have to be ordered with increasing magnitude of reflection voltage (i.e.

from 0V to −1200V ). The resultant matrix is then used as the input for the second script

(“contour plot.m”), which creates a contour plot of ion signals against flight-time and

reflection voltage. The detailed description of individual commands of the second script

is shown in Fig. A.2, Appendix A.2.

3.3.2.2 Simulation of metastable dissociations

The Matlab simulation of metastable dissociations calculates absolute values of flight-

times for plausible candidate dissociations (precursor and fragment ions masses). These

are estimated beforehand based on the cut-off reflection voltage analysis (see Eq. 3.2) and

the position of the metastable peak in a calibrated mass spectrum. The script “results.m”

shown in Figs. A.3 and A.4, Appendix A.2, creates a scatter plot of calculated flight-times

at different reflection voltages for candidate dissociations. For each candidate dissocia-

tion, estimated mass of the precursor (mass2) and the fragment ion (mass3) needs to be

specified as well as the reflection voltage range of the corresponding metastable band,

which is defined by its cut-off voltage. If the cut-off voltage for a specific metastable

dissociation exceeds the maximum voltage that we applied in the metastable dissociation

measurements to the reflectron reflect electrode, we calculate and plot ion flight-times for

such dissociation in the whole range of measured reflection voltages. The time-of-flight

is calculated for each candidate dissociation at progressively more negative values of re-

flection voltage by calling Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” shown in Figs. A.5 to A.14,

Appendix A.2.

The “in ffr for loop.m” script contains a “for loop” for calculation of ions flight-times
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at k different reflection voltages. k varies for each individual metastable channel and it is

defined by its cut-off voltage/maximum voltage applied to the reflectron reflect electrode

in the metastable dissociation measurements in the case the cut-off voltage exceeds the

maximum voltage applied (for more details see the script in Figs. A.5 to A.14, Appendix

A.2). The inputs for the flight-time calculations are distances within the mass spectrometer,

the mass spectrometer electrodes voltages, and the crossing point of the laser beam with

the neutral molecular target. The latter input is determined using the measured VPa and Eq.

3.1. The distances within the MS and the MS voltages define the electric field strengths

between individual electrodes of the MS as follows:

E j = (|Vj+1|− |Vj|)/d j (3.3)

where E j is the magnitude of the electric field strength between j-th and ( j+1)-th elec-

trode in the direction of ion propagation, d j is the distance between j-th and ( j+ 1)-th

electrode, and Vj and Vj+1 are the voltages applied to j-th and ( j+ 1)-th electrodes, re-

spectively. ( j + 1) defines the next electrode after the j-th one in the direction of ion

propagation. The distances between the MS electrodes were obtained from Kore Technol-

ogy and as they are a trade secret of the company we do not have a permission to publish

their exact values (the total flight distance of the ions in the mass spectrometer is around

2m). In our UV laser fluence conditions we have never observed any evidence of dou-

bly or multiply charged ions and thus the charge of all investigated ions is set to 1 by default.

The “in ffr for loop.m” script calculates the time ions spend between each pair of adjacent

electrodes of the mass spectrometer (see Fig. 3.15) separately and the total flight-time

is then obtained by summing the partial contributions. In the reflectron MS an ion is

first accelerated from the position where it is formed towards the extraction electrode

(corresponding time t1), then between the extraction electrode and the focusing electrode

(corresponding time t2) and afterwards between the focusing electrode and the first FFR

electrode (corresponding time t3). The flight-time in each of these three sections is

calculated as follows:

t j =
−v0 j +

√
v0 j2 + 2a jd j

a j
(3.4)

where t j is the time an ion spends in the j-th section of the MS (i.e. between j-th and

( j+1)-th electrode), v0 j and a j are the initial velocity and the acceleration of the ion in

the direction of ion propagation in the j-th section of the MS, respectively. The initial

velocity in the j-th section (v0 j) is equal to the velocity after acceleration in the ( j−1)-th
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section (v j−1) which can be calculated as follows:

v0 j = v j−1 =
√

v0( j−1)
2 + 2a j−1d j−1 (3.5)

In the calculations, we neglect any contribution of velocities resulting from the initial

kinetic energy of neutrals and from kinetic energy release during dissociation processes

as they are much smaller than the kinetic energy that ions obtain when accelerating in the

MS. The acceleration a j can be calculated as follows:

a j =
E jq
m

(3.6)

where q and m are the charge and the mass of the investigated ion.

In the FFR, the ion travels at constant velocity which is equal to the velocity v3 just before

passing through the first FFR electrode. The time the ion spends in the FFR will be then

calculated as:

t4 =
d4

v3
(3.7)

where d4 is the distance the ion travels during the first journey in the FFR. After leaving the

FFR, the ion will decelerate in the reflectron part of the MS (i.e. a5 and a6 are negative).

Time t5 that it spends between the second FFR electrode and the reflectron retard electrode

will be calculated analogously to Eq. 3.4. The ion will then stop between the reflectron

retard electrode and reflectron reflect electrode at distance dPPR from the reflectron retard

electrode, where

dPPR = − v5
2

2a6
(3.8)

v5 is the velocity just before passing through the reflectron retard electrode and a6 is the

acceleration in the last part of the reflectron before the ion stops. The time the ion spends

in the last part of the reflectron until it stops is then calculated as:

t6 = −v5

a6
(3.9)

Afterwards, the ion is accelerated back towards the detector and the time it spends to

accelerate between the position where it stopped and the second FFR electrode is equal

to the time it took the ion to decelerate from the second FFR electrode until it stopped.

When passing the FFR for the second time, the ion travels again at constant velocity until it

reaches the FFR electrode in front of the detector (the corresponding time t7 is calculated

analogously to Eq. 3.7). The ion is then accelerated to the detector (the corresponding

time t8 is calculated analogously to Eq. 3.4) where it travels the additional distance inside
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of the detector before it hits the active surface. The corresponding time tadd is calculated

analogously to Eq. 3.7). Details of the calculations of ions flight-times in individual parts

of the reflectron mass spectrometer along with the explanations are shown in Figs. A.5 to

A.14, Appendix A.2.

If an ion has the same mass throughout its journey through the mass spectrometer (e.g.

a prompt fragment ion or a parent ion) the time it spends in the reflectron MS is then

calculated as follows (using the example of a parent ion, Pa):

ttotal(Pa) = t1(Pa) + t2(Pa) + t3(Pa) + t4(Pa) + 2 t5(Pa) + 2 t6(Pa) + t7(Pa)+

+ t8(Pa) + tadd(Pa) + tconst

(3.10)

where tconst is the time constant that accounts for the time difference between the start

pulse for the TDC card counting and the precise time of the laser pulse interaction with

the molecular beam. If the precursor ion Pr dissociates during its first journey through the

FFR forming the FrM (see Fig. 3.16 a) and b)) the corresponding time will be calculated

as follows:

ttotal(FrM) = t1(Pr) + t2(Pr) + t3(Pr) + t4(FrM) + 2 t5(FrM) + 2 t6(FrM)+

+ t7(FrM) + t8(FrM) + tadd(FrM) + tconst

(3.11)

3.3.2.3 Superposition of experimental and simulated maps

The experimental contour plot created by “contour plot.m” (see Appendix A.1) and

the simulated scatter plot created by “results.m” and “in ffr for loop.m” (see Appendix

A.2) are combined in a common plot using the script in Fig. A.15, Appendix A.3.

Simulated candidate metastable dissociation bands are overlaid onto the experimental

ones, and precursor and fragment ions masses are varied iteratively until a good match

is achieved. The accuracy of the simulation is checked by calculating the flight-times of

ions traced to prompt dissociations that can be identified unambiguously using a calibrated

mass spectrum. For an example of such a superposition of experimental and simulated

maps see Fig. 3.14 b), where yellow dots represent calculated flight-times for some of

the prompt dissociations and cyan dots for metastable dissociations. A more thorough

analysis of metastable dissociation data using the above-mentioned experimental approach

in combination with the Matlab simulation is presented in the following chapter, where

the metastable dissociation of excited 3-aminophenol ions is investigated.
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3.4 Summary and outlook

This chapter provides a description of the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in the

Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the Open University which allows multi-photon ioni-

sation and electron impact ionisation experiments on gas-phase targets. The targets can

be produced by either heating samples in a supersonic expansion nozzle which are then

seeded in a supersonic beam of He or Ar carrier gas, or by desorbing them adjacent to the

interaction region using an indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system. The results

obtained using this experimental set-up are presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. The chap-

ter also provides the description of the Molecular Clusters Group’s technique for probing

metastable dissociation of excited molecular ions and explains the newly developed Matlab

simulation for the analysis of experimental metastable dissociation results.

3.5 Contributions by co-workers

The Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the

Open University was mainly built by B. Barć. The first indirect laser-induced thermal des-

orption systems were built by M. Ryszka, R. Pandey and T. da Fonseca Cunha. Metastable

dissociation of excited molecular ions in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory was first em-

ployed by M. Ryzska and R. Pandey. I worked on the enhancement of the third-generation

indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system, investigated and optimised the perfor-

mance of the Nd:YAG/dye laser system and developed a Matlab simulation for the analysis

of metastable dissociation data supported by Dr. S. Eden.
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Chapter 4

Fragmentation pathways of excited
3-aminophenol ions

This chapter reports on multi-photon ionisation experiments on the biologically relevant

molecule 3-aminophenol (3-AP, C6H7NO). Unusually high signal intensities revealed nor-

mally weak metastable dissociation channels. The existing reflectron mass spectrometry

concept of mapping ion detection against flight-time and reflection voltage was applied

to analyse these channels in detail. Comparisons with simulated ion flight-times using

a program that I developed in Matlab led to the assignment of 18 different µs-timescale

dissociations. This represents the most complex metastable dissociation pattern revealed

to date using the reflectron mapping approach. The results included the rare observa-

tion of a double hydrogen loss channel from a fragment ion. Comparisons with Den-

sity Functional Theory (DFT) calculations by my collaborator provided further insights

into the most prominent apparent fragmentation sequence: 3-AP+ (m/z109)→HCO +

C5H6N+ (m/z80)→CNH + C4H5
+ (m/z53)→C2H2 + C2H3

+ (m/z27).

4.1 Introduction

The dissociation processes of biomolecules, notably the subunits of DNA and proteins,

have attracted considerable attention in recent years with the motivation of better under-

standing the nanoscale mechanisms by which ionising radiation can initiate damage in

biological material [46, 109, 135, 136]. As discussed in Chapter 3, mass spectrometry

studies of metastable ions are valuable to identify sequential fragmentation pathways be-

cause they simultaneously define ion mass before and after dissociation. Furthermore,

metastable dissociation experiments have previously revealed distinct fragmentation pat-

terns of different molecular isomers [137]. This is of considerable interest because

biological function is often highly sensitive to molecular conformation. Metastable dis-
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sociation experiments can also provide information on fragment ion energetics, as the

microsecond-order time delay implies that the vibrational energy of the precursor ion was

very close to the relevant dissociation barrier [116]. Such studies are particularly prevalent

in research into the structure and stabilities of molecular clusters [138–143]. This chapter

demonstrates the capability of a reflectron mass spectrometry experiment at the Open

University (OU) to probe complex metastable fragmentation patterns. The mapping tech-

nique for analysing metastable dissociation channels is described in Section 3.3 and the

Matlab program to assign the specific metastable dissociations is provided in Appendix

A. The subject of this study is multiphoton ionised 3-aminophenol (3-AP) and the data

interpretations are enhanced by comparisons with DFT calculations by Dr. J.-C. Poully.

Comparing complementary metastable dissociation experiments on 3-AP at 225nm and

at 270nm enabled the identification of an extra fragmentation channel. In addition, the

comparison revealed a dramatic change in relative intensities of the metastable dissocia-

tions, suggesting that further studies of the wavelength dependence of metastable channels

in MPI experiments on 3-AP may offer insights into the molecule’s excited state dynamics.

Fig. 4.1: Chemical structure of a) cis- and b) trans- conformers of 3-aminophenol (C
atoms are coloured in grey, O in red, N in blue and H in white). The structure was drawn
using ACD/Labs software.

Although aminophenol (C6H7NO, m/z109) shares the same phenol group as the amino

acid tyrosine and it is also closely related to the neurotransmitter dopamine [144], the ex-

perimental and theoretical work in the literature on the electronic states, ionic states, and

fragmentation of 3-aminophenol is extremely sparse. Shinozaki et al. [144] performed

resonance-enhanced multi-photon ionisation (REMPI) experiments on 3-AP in the photon

energy range 4.2 − 4.6eV , as well as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements and

quantum chemical calculations to support their assignments of vibronic structure. More

recently, Yatsyna et al. [145] have performed infrared action spectroscopy measurements

on the full set of aminophenol isomers: 2-AP (cis- and trans-), 3-AP (cis- and trans-), and

4-AP.
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To our knowledge, only two mass spectrometry studies of 3-AP have been reported before

the present work. The first is an electron impact ionisation (EII) measurement reported

by the Japanese National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)

in the Spectral Database for Organic Compounds (SDBS) [146] (later reproduced by the

National Institute of Standards and Technology - NIST [147]). The second was a set of

220nm MPI experiments that I performed in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the

OU working with PhD student R. Pandey and T. da Fonseca Cunha. These preliminary

measurements were included in R. Pandey’s PhD thesis [58] and their main purpose was to

test the second generation of thermal desorption system at the OU - indirect laser-induced

thermal desorption (see Section 3.2.3.2). A single metastable dissociation channel was

observed and assigned to a dissociation of m/z80 fragment ions (C5H6N+ or C5H4O+) to

form m/z52 ions (C4H4
+). To our knowledge, no other assignments have been proposed

for 3-AP’s fragment ions (whether produced promptly or some time after ionisation) prior

to the present work.

3-AP exists in approximately equal populations of cis− and trans− conformers (see Fig.

4.1) in the gas-phase [144] and Shinozaki et al.’s REMPI assignments enabled Küpper,

Meijer and co-workers to demonstrate the complete separation of these conformers in

Stark-deflected pulsed supersonic beams [148]. Such beams are suitable for diverse

action spectroscopy experiments but are much less applicable to studies of collision-

induced processes with relatively low cross sections. We are currently investigating

electron impact and UV-induced processes in Stark-deflected continuous (CW) beams at

the OU and 3-AP has proved to be quite readily manipulated [58]. Hence, the present study

of 3-AP in a beam without any deflection provides a valuable starting point for our efforts

to explore conformer-dependence in the dissociative ionisation pathways of biomolecules.

4.2 Experimental details

The Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up has been described in Chapter 3 as well as in

previous publications [18, 26, 114–116]. The experiments probing metastable dissociation

involved measuring MPI-TOF spectra of 3-AP at more than one hundred different reflection

voltages. Maps comprising all the TOF spectra against reflection voltage (with ion flight-

time on the x-axis, reflection voltage on the y-axis, and signal intensity colour-coded – see

section 3.3) were then compared with simulated flight-times (see section 3.3.2), enabling

specific metastable dissociations to be identified. In the experiments in this chapter, helium

carrier gas (0.5bar) was seeded with sublimated 3-AP (Sigma-Aldrich with stated purity

98%) within the supersonic expansion nozzle. The 3-AP sublimation temperature in the
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experiments presented in this chapter (with the exception of Fig. 4.2 and 4.4 a)) was

112±1◦C. This is lower than 150◦C used in the EII measurement in the AIST database

[146] but higher than 80 − 100◦C used in the previous action spectroscopy experiments

[144, 145]. MPI mass spectra were compared in the sublimation temperature range

60 − 113◦C. No changes in the relative peak heights were observed that could indicate

thermally-driven decomposition, changes in tautomeric populations, or reactivity. Fig.

4.2 shows a comparison of two MPI mass spectra of 3-AP at temperatures 102◦C and

111◦C. A large number of mass spectra at these temperatures enabled a comparison

with good statistics despite the relatively weak detection of fragment ions. Similarly, any

clustering in the expansion would be expected to depend strongly on the vapour pressure

of 3-AP in the nozzle so the fact that the relative peak heights did not change as a function

of sublimation temperature suggests that the detected ions did not come from clusters.

Background ion signals due to residual gas in the chamber were negligible.

Fig. 4.2: Comparison of MPI mass spectra of 3-AP at 102◦C and 111◦C (225nm, average
UV laser fluence 2×107Wcm−2, pressure of He 0.5bar, reflection voltage 0V ) indicating
lack of thermal decomposition, changes in tautomeric population, or reactivity. The inset
shows a detailed view of m/z25 to m/z95 range of the mass spectrum.

Most of the MPI measurements in this chapter were carried out at 225nm, whereas our

earlier experiments on 3-AP were performed at 220nm [58]. 225nm is in the middle of

the Coumarin 450 dye range after frequency doubling and, therefore, the UV laser energy

is more stable (analogous to Fig. 3.9), Moreover, the Nd:YAG laser power can be kept at
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reasonably low values because it is not necessary to compensate for energy fluctuations by

increasing the Nd:YAG laser power (see Fig. 3.13), which helps to preserve the lifetime

of the dye.

4.3 Experiments probing prompt fragmentation of 3-ami-

nophenol upon multi-photon ionisation at 225 nm

Fig. 4.3 shows an MPI mass spectrum of 3-AP with a reflection voltage (−200V ) that

is closer to ground than the cut-off (−254V ) for signals traced to the parent ion and

prompt fragment ions (prompt fragment ions are defined here as those originating from

dissociation in the extraction region of reflectron TOF-MS - see Section 3.3.1 for more

details). It is dominated by the 3-AP+ signal (with detector saturation), while the strongest

fragment ions have m/z80, 39 and 27. This is broadly consistent with the mass spectra

in the literature [58, 146, 147], but we recommend against detailed comparisons of peak

heights because the present data have not been corrected for kinetic energy release effects

on the transmission of different product ions to the detector.

Fig. 4.3: MPI mass spectrum of 3-AP (average UV laser fluence 3×107Wcm−2, average
sample temperature 112◦C, pressure of He 0.5bar, reflection voltage −200V ). The red
dashed lines represent calculated flight-times of prompt fragment ions of m/z27, 39, 52,
63, 80 and 109 using the Matlab simulation (described in detail in Section 3.3.2.2) to
demonstrate the agreement of the simulation with the measured TOF mass spectrum. The
simulated flight-times agree with the experimental TOF spectrum to within 0.5%.
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Tab. 4.1 lists the main prompt fragment ions in Fig. 4.3; only the peak at m/z36 (C3
+)

is new and may possibly provide indirect evidence for a structural change or dissociation

in a neutral excited state [18]. Several features due to metastable dissociation are visible

at non-integer m/z values in the mass spectrum in Fig. 4.3, but only one (labelled F and

assigned on the basis of the maps in Fig. 4.5 in Section 4.5.1) has intensity comparable

with the prompt fragment ion peaks. Metastable dissociation of excited 3-aminophenol

ions is discussed in detail in Section 4.5, where the Matlab simulation described in Section

3.3.2 was used for analysis of experimental data. The agreement between the simulated

flight-times and the experimental mass spectrum is within 0.5% and is illustrated in Fig.

4.3, where red dashed lines correspond to calculated flight-times of selected prompt ions.

Tab. 4.1: Summary of the prompt fragment ion signals in Fig. 4.3.

m/za Plausible product ionsb

109c 3-AP+ (C6H7NO+)
80cd C5H6N+

68c C3H2NO+/C4H6N+/C4H4O+

66cd C4H4N+/C4H2O+/C5H6
+/C3NO+

65d C4H3N+/C5H5
+

64d C4H2N+/C5H4
+

63 C4HN+/C5H3
+

55c C2HNO+/C3H5N+/C4H7
+/C3H3O+

54ccdd C3H4N+/C3H2O+/C4H6
+/C2NO+

53ccd C4H5
+

52 C3H2N+/C4H4
+

51d C3HN+/C4H3
+

50 C4H2
+/C3N+

42 C2H4N+/C2H2O+/C3H+
6 /CNO+

41cdd C2H3N+/C2HO+/C3H+
5

40d C2H2N+/C3H+
4

39dd C2HN+/C3H+
3

38 C3H+
2 /C2N+

37 C3H+

36 C3
+

28dd CH2N+/C2H4
+/CO+

27d C2H3
+

aOnly peaks which have intensity ≥5% of the m/z 80 peak intensity are listed.
bThe fragmentation sequence identified in DFT calculations is highlighted in bold (Fig. 4.8). For the other
channels, all possible product ions are listed apart from those which are strongly counterintuitive.
cAlso present as the precursor ion of one or two (cc) metastable dissociation bands (see Tab. 4.2).
dAlso present as the product ion of one or two (dd) metastable dissociation bands (see Tab. 4.2).

One of the most striking aspects of the present MPI measurements on 3-AP is the high

signal intensity compared with the molecules previously studied using the same exper-

imental set-up such as uracil, thymine, adenine, cytosine, 5-fluorouracil, hypoxanthine

and alanine [18, 26, 56–58, 115, 116]. Signal saturation has never occurred before in

our MPI experiments on the above-mentioned sublimated molecules using the molecular

beam [56–58]. The strong MPI signals of 3-AP at 225nm (see Fig. 4.3) can be attributed
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to one or more of the following:

1. High target densities.

2. High absorption cross section for the first photon absorption, which brings the

molecule into a neutral electronic excited state.

3. Efficient ionisation - linked to the relatively low ionisation energy of 3-AP (previ-

ously reported theoretical values: 7.78eV and 7.71eV , experimental values: 7.62eV

and 7.65eV [149] for cis- and trans- conformers, respectively) compared with the

energy delivered by two photons at 225nm (11.02eV ).

4. Relatively long lifetimes of the neutral electronic excited states of the molecule

accessed prior to the absorption of the ionising photon. This may be possibly linked

to efficient access to triplet states compared with the molecules previously studied

using the present MPI system.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the major research interests of the Molecular Clusters

Laboratory at the OU is the neutral electronic excited state dynamics of biomolecules.

We were therefore intrigued by the exceptionally strong MPI signals of 3-AP at 225nm

as these could be linked to processes happening in neutral excited 3-aminophenol (see

points 2 and 4 above). As discussed in Section 4.1, the neutral excited state dynamics of

3-aminophenol have not been investigated extensively. To the best of our knowledge, Shi-

nozaki et al. [144] were the only ones to report studies of excited states of 3-aminophenol

in the literature. They determined adiabatic energies of the S1 state of cis- and trans-

conformers of 3-AP to be 4.23 and 4.27eV , respectively. These are well below the 5.51eV

and 4.59eV , which is the energy of UV photons in our MPI experiments at 225 and 270nm.

The following experiments could help to elucidate which of the points 1 to 4 (or combi-

nations thereof) play a critical role in the above-mentioned phenomenon. We investigated

point 1 by comparing the MPI signal intensity from 3-AP with that from a reference

molecule, thymine, at nozzle temperatures corresponding to approximately equivalent

vapour pressure (see section 4.4 below). Point 2 and 4 could be investigated in vacuum-

ultraviolet (VUV) photoabsorption measurements, while point 3 and 4 could be addressed

in time-resolved pump-probe experiments. To investigate point 2, we planned to carry

out VUV photoabsorption studies in the Centre for Storage Ring Facilities (ISA), Aarhus,

Denmark. Preparatory experiments for this work are presented in Section 4.4, below.
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4.4 Experiments to estimate the vapour pressure of 3-

aminnophenol and hence assess the feasibility of VUV

photoabsorption experiments on 3-aminophenol at

ISA, Centre for Storage Ring Facilities, Aarhus

In this section we describe experiments for the estimation of the vapour pressure of 3-AP,

which were carried out in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU in order to assess

the feasibility of performing VUV photoabsorption experiments on ASTRID2 apparatus

at ISA. A detailed description of the ASTRID2 apparatus can be found in [150]. The

entrance LiF and exit MgF2 windows of the gas cell are sensitive to high temperature and

can be heated only up to 75◦C. In order to protect the windows and prevent condensation

of molecules on the walls of the gas cell, samples can be heated to a maximum temperature

of 60◦C, so we designed an experiment to estimate the vapour pressure of 3-AP at this

temperature. Beamline scientist Dr. N. Jones reported that a sample vapour pressure of

at least 0.1Torr, corresponding to 0.13mbar, is typically required to obtain good VUV

photoabsorption results using the ASTRID2 apparatus. In addition, we carried out anal-

ogous experiments on thymine because comparisons of MPI signal intensities of 3-AP at

approximately equal vapour pressures could provide more insight into whether point 1 in

the list in Section 4.3 is significantly involved in high MPI signals of 3-AP at 225nm.

To the best of our knowledge, the only information on the vapour pressure of 3-AP in

the literature is a calculated estimate of 1.86×10−3 Torr (2.48×10−3 mbar) at 25◦C

(298.15K) [151]. We used this value as our reference for the estimation of the vapour

pressure at 60◦C (333.15K) using the method described below. We first measured the

temperature dependence of the 3-AP MPI signal in the temperature range of 60 − 113◦C

(333.15 − 386.15K) using the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in the molecular

beam mode (see Section 3.2.2). 60◦C is the lowest temperature at which we could obtain

an MPI signal in a reasonable acquisition time. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4 a).

We then fitted the experimental data based on the Clausius-Clapeyron-type equation. The

Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be expressed in the form:

log(P) = A − B×(1/T ) (4.1)

where P is the vapour pressure in mbar, T is temperature in K, and A and B are constants

that are specific to the molecule. Thomson [152] as well as Rodgers and Hill [153] argued

that empirically, Eq. 4.1 has been shown to be valid only over “small” temperature ranges
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(with “small” undefined) and a modified version, the so-called Antoine equation,

log(P) = a − b× [1/(c + T )] (4.2)

where a, b and c are constants specific to the molecule, should be used to fit vapour

pressure against temperature across larger ranges [152, 153]. Ferro et al. [154] used a

torsion-effusion technique to measure the vapour pressure of cytosine and thymine in the

480 − 553K and 420 − 503K temperature ranges, respectively, and derived the pressure-

temperature equations for the two molecules in the form of Eq. 4.1. In addition, Tabet

et al. [155] used the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to determine the molar enthalpy of

sublimation of uracil in the temperature range 400 − 493K. Following these studies, we

use Eq. 4.1 to fit and extrapolate pressure-temperature dependence for 3-AP between

298 and 386K, i.e. 88K temperature range which is comparable with Ferro et al’s 73K

temperature range for cytosine and 83K range for thymine [154] as well as Tabet et al.’s

93K temperature range [155] in the case of uracil. Nonetheless, considering the empirical

nature of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and the necessity of an extrapolation here,

it is important to stress that the present vapour pressure estimation should be treated as

a guide for experimental planning instead of as a precise determination of vapour pressure.

Assuming direct proportionality of the signal intensity S (in ion counts) of 3-AP+ in our

MPI experiments to the vapour pressure P of the molecule in the nozzle gives:

S = d×P (4.3)

and hence

log(S) = log(P) + log(d) (4.4)

where d is a constant that is specific to the molecule, the MPI conditions, and the ion

detection efficiency. Therefore, we can write (using Eq. 4.1):

log(S) = A′ − B×(1/T ) (4.5)

where A′ = A + log(d). A weighted fit of our experimental data in Fig. 4.4 a) using Eq.

4.5 enabled us to determine A′ and B as expressed in the equation below:

log(S) = (13.55 ± 0.13) − (3990.97 ± 48.87)×(1/T ) (4.6)

To determine log(d) in the following relation for vapour pressure (based on Eq. 4.4 and
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4.5):

log(P) = A′ − B×(1/T ) − log(d) (4.7)

we extrapolated the linear fit of log(S) from Eq. 4.6 to 25◦C (log(S25◦C)) as indicated in

Fig. 4.4 a). log(d) can be then calculated from Eq. 4.4 using log(S25◦C) (see black square

in Fig. 4.4 a)) value and the 3-AP vapour pressure value from the literature [151] at 25◦C

(see red triangle in Fig. 4.4 a)). The derived pressure-temperature equation is then

log(P) = (10.78 ± 0.16) − (3990.97 ± 48.87)×(1/T ) (4.8)

It should be noted that the above-described experimental procedure based on measuring

the MPI signals with increasing temperature of the sample is not a conventional technique

for estimating vapour pressure and therefore we carried out additional experiments to

verify this approach. Examples of standard methods for vapour pressure measurement are

Knudsen-effusion [156, 157] and torsion-effusion techniques [154, 158], static methods

[159, 160], etc. The reader is referred to [154, 156–160] for more information. The

reliability of our approach applied to 3-AP was investigated by carrying out experiments on

thymine with all experimental conditions the same except for the sublimation temperature

range (223 − 264◦C, i.e. 496.15 − 537.15K) and the UV laser power, which was higher

in the experiments on thymine in order to obtain sufficient statistics. Thymine was chosen

as a reference as it has been one of the more thoroughly studied molecules in the Molecular

Clusters Laboratory at the OU as well as in the literature [60, 161–164]. Although the MPI

signals at 225nm from thymine are weaker than those from 3-AP, thymine showed strong

MPI signals in our experiments using the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up [58, 115]

compared to other previously studied molecules by our group such as uracil, adenine,

cytosine, 5-fluorouracil, hypoxanthine and alanine [18, 26, 56–58, 115, 116]. More

importantly, the pressure-temperature dependence of thymine was previously determined

by Ferro et al. [154] in 420 − 503K temperature range as follows:

log(P) = (13.79±0.11) − (7016±51)×(1/T ) (4.9)

where P is the vapour pressure of thymine in mbar and T is temperature in K.

The grey squares in Fig. 4.4 b) show the dependence of thymine+ signal as a function of

temperature in the MPI experiments at the OU and the black line is a weighted linear fit

of the experimental data (analogous to Fig. 4.4 a) and Eq. 4.6), where

log(S) = (16.19±0.39) − (6976.70±204.61)×(1/T ) (4.10)
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Fig. 4.4: a) Experimental procedure for determination of vapour pressure of 3-AP in
MPI experiments at 225nm (average UV laser fluence 2× 107Wcm−2, average sample
temperature 60 − 113◦C, pressure of He 0.5bar) and b) comparison of thymine+ signal
dependence on temperature measured in MPI experiments at 225nm (average UV laser
fluence 3×107Wcm−2, average sample temperature 223− 264◦C, pressure of He 0.5bar)
and pressure-temperature dependence from Ferro et al. [154] shows that our experiment
provides a reliable direct measure of the B constant in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
and hence supports our approach of normalising to obtain the A constant (see Eq. 4.1).
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The gradient of the signal intensity (and thus vapour pressure) dependence on temperature

obtained in the MPI experiments on thymine (see 4.10 and black line in Fig. 4.4 b))

agrees with the gradient of pressure dependence on temperature obtained by Ferro et al.

[154] (see Eq. 4.9 as well as red line in Fig. 4.4 b)). This suggests that our experimental

approach of measuring signal intensity as a function of temperature enables us to directly

determine the B constant in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and hence supports our ap-

proach of normalising to obtain the A constant (see Eq. 4.1).

A weak point of our approach for estimating the vapour pressure of 3-AP is that in order

to estimate absolute values, we have to rely on a single vapour pressure value reported in

literature. We do not have any information about the theoretical method that was used

to obtain the vapour pressure of 3-AP (2.48×10−3 mbar) at 25◦C (298.15K) from the

literature [151] or about the accuracy of this value. In addition, Eq. 4.1 is known to apply

only across limited temperature ranges [152, 153] and we do not know how accurately

Eq. 4.8 describes the vapour pressure of 3-AP at 25◦C. Because we cannot determine

the uncertainty on the vapour pressure caused by the specifics of the data fitting and the

extrapolation applied here, we can consider the values calculated from Eq. 4.8 only as

the first-order estimates. Based on Eq. 4.8, we can estimate the vapour pressure at 60◦C

(333.15K) to be just below 10−1 mbar, which is at the low limit for the Aarhus experiment.

Therefore, we attempted the VUV photoabsorption experiments at ISA, Aarhus. However,

high water contamination of the sample in combination with the low vapour pressure of

3-AP at this temperature resulted in the photoabsorption spectra being dominated by water

absorption (a VUV photoabsorption spectrum can be found in [165]), which prevented us

from successfully carrying out the photoabsorption experiments on this molecule.

Provided Eq. 4.8 gives reasonably close approximation of vapour pressure dependence on

temperature, then Eq. 4.8, and 4.9 indicate that comparable vapour pressures are achieved

at 111◦C for 3-AP and 258◦C for thymine in our experiments. It should be noted that

the UV laser power in the MPI experiments on thymine in Fig. 4.4 b) was higher than

in the MPI experiments on 3-AP in Fig. 4.4 a) in order to obtain sufficient statistics in

the experiments on thymine. Therefore, to compare signal intensity of the two molecules

at equivalent vapour pressures in the same experimental conditions (including UV laser

power), we carried out additional experiments on 3-AP at 111◦C. The higher UV laser

power resulted in detector saturation for 3-AP+ signal. Despite this saturation, 3-AP+

signals were 11-times greater than the corresponding thymine+ signals. This suggests

that the exceptionally strong MPI signals of 3-AP are unlikely to be solely due to high

target densities. This increases the plausibility of electronic excited state spectroscopy (i.e.
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strong absorption) and/or dynamics (i.e. long excited state lifetime) of the molecule playing

a role in the very efficient multi-photon ionisation of 3-aminophenol in the present laser

conditions. In future, we are planning to repeat the VUV photoabsorption experiments at

higher temperatures using a high-temperature system at ISA, Aarhus, which has been built

for circular dichroism experiments. We are also investigating the possibility of performing

time-resolved pump-probe experiments externally to the OU in order to test the excited

state lifetimes.

4.5 Metastable dissociation of excited 3-aminophenol ions

The high MPI signals of 3-aminophenol at 225nm enabled us to spot even relatively minor

dissociation channels such as fragment ions resulting from metastable dissociation (i.e.

a dissociation several microseconds after ionisation). To identify metastable dissociation

channels, ion signals were mapped against flight-time and reflection voltage, as explained

in Section 3.3.1, prior to comparisons with a simulation developed in Matlab (see Sec-

tion 3.3.2). Briefly, the initial inputs of the simulation are the distances within the mass

spectrometer, the electrode voltages (except for the reflection voltage), and the crossing

position of the laser beam with the molecular beam. The latter is determined by measuring

the cut-off reflection voltage at which the intact parent ion signal is extinguished, follow-

ing the method described by Ryszka et al. [26]. The next step is to input one or more

candidate dissociations (specific combinations of precursor and product ion masses) that

might take place in the field-free region (FFR) of the mass spectrometer (see Fig. 3.3).

The program then generates a map of flight-time against reflection voltage that can be

overlaid onto an experimental map. Different candidate dissociations are tested iteratively

until a good match is achieved between the simulated and experimental maps.

18 metastable dissociation channels (extended curves in metastable dissociation maps)

were detected and identified despite four band overlaps. To the best of our knowledge, this

represents the most complex dissociation pattern analysed using the mapping approach to

date. All the previous metastable dissociation maps [128, 130–132] have in common that

they show a relatively small number of metastable dissociation channels (maximum 11

[128]) and only one includes a band overlap that can complicate the analysis [131]. The

mapping approach was critical to the outcome of this study; without it we would not have

been able to recognise many of the observed metastable dissociation channels above the

detector noise and our assignments would have been less precise.
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4.5.1 Experiments probing metastable fragmentation pathways of 3-
aminophenol following MPI at 225 nm and involving the loss of
at least one heavy atom (C, N, or O)

Fig. 4.5 a) shows an experimental map of ion counts from multi-photon ionised (225nm)

3-AP plotted against flight-time and reflection voltage. The intense bands visible at re-

flection voltages between −190 and −254V are due to the detection of prompt fragment

ions and 3-AP+ (consistent with the conventional TOF spectrum in Fig. 4.3). The curved

bands at reflection voltages between −254 and −1200V are due to metastable dissocia-

tions in the FFR and/or, conceivably, ions dissociating as they scatter off the FFR grids

(see Fig. 3.3). To test the latter possible effect, a set of measurements was repeated with

two extra grids at the FFR entrance. This doubled the scattering surface but did not change

the ratio of metastable band signals/prompt ion signals. Therefore, ion interactions with

grids had negligible effects on the present data.

TOF measurements carried out at reflection voltage intervals of 10V are shown in Fig. 4.5

a) so the reader can follow individual metastable bands easily. Fig. 4.5 b) shows an equiv-

alent series of measurements with larger voltage intervals (100V ) to enable convenient

comparison with the simulations. Tab. 4.2 lists the 18 metastable dissociations (labelled

A−R) that could be identified on the basis of the agreement between the experimental

and simulated maps. Band A (m/z109→80) has a very broad profile and thus we suspect

additional weak contributions of (m/z109→79) and/or (m/z109→81) channels.

Aside from showing the agreement of the experimental bands with the simulations that

determine their assignments, it is worth commenting on how the band shapes in the maps

such as Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 can be read in more general terms. To a first approximation,

the flight-time at a reflection voltage close to ground (e.g. −200V ) is proportional to
1
2 (
√

mPr +
√

mFrM), where mPr is the precursor ion mass and mFrM is the product ion

mass. Then the ratio of mFrM
mPr

determines how far the band extends in reflection voltage

(see [115] for the precise relation). A high ratio corresponds to a high kinetic energy

of the product ion when it exits the FFR (held at −2027V ) so a strong electric field is

required to reflect it onto the detector. Hence, the metastable band cuts-off at a reflection

voltage that is relatively close to ground. The mFrM
mPr

ratio also affects the slope of the band

on a map in a given reflection voltage range because the dependence of flight-time on

reflection voltage becomes stronger when the ion travels closer to the reflection electrode

(thus spending a longer time in the reflecting field).
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Fig. 4.5: a) Experimental map of MPI signal (225nm, average UV laser fluence 3×
107Wcm−2, average sample temperature 113◦C, pressure of He 0.5bar) against flight-
time and reflection voltage and b) superposition of experimental and simulated maps with
the simulated bands shown as dotted white lines. The scales on the right hand side of the
maps are in ion counts per 32ns time bin. Bands H and J are shown in detail in Fig. 4.6.

A family of metastable dissociations is suggested by the steady evolution of the shapes of

13 bands in Fig. 4.5 (A−F , I, K−M, Q, and R). Tab. 4.2 shows that these dissociations

involve the loss of a neutral comprising two heavy atoms (C, N, or O, as well as up to

three H atoms). Only two relatively weak bands (G and O) involve the loss of neutrals

with three or more heavy atoms and only one band (N) involves the loss of a neutral with a

single heavy atom. The remaining two observed bands (H and J) involve double and single

H loss. Further experiments and/or calculations are required to explain why metastable

channels involving the loss of neutrals comprising two heavy atoms dominate the present
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results. As a precedent, it is worth noting that the only metastable dissociations observed

in EII experiments on the imino tautomer of 2-aminopyrimidine (C4H5N3, with a C4N2

central ring instead of the C6 ring in 3-AP) were five HCN loss channels and two H loss

channels [125].

Tab. 4.2: Summary of the metastable band assignments from Fig. 4.5 and 4.6.

Band labela in
Fig. 4.5 b) and

Fig. 4.6

m/z of precursor
and product ion

Neutral
fragment mass

in a.u.
Plausible product ionsb

A 109→ 80 29 (HCO) C6H7NO+ (3-AP+)→ C5H6N+

B 94→66 28 C5H4NO+→C4H4N+/C4H2O+/C3NO+

C6H6O+→C5H6
+/C4H2O+

C 92→65 27 C6H4O+→C4HO+

C6H6N+→C5H5
+/C4H3N+

D 91→64 27 C6H5N+→C5H4
+/C4H2N+

E 82→54 28 C5H6O+→C4H6
+/C3H2O+

C4H4NO+→C3H4N+/C3H2O+/C2NO+

F 80→ 53 27 (CNH) C5H6N+→ C4H5
+

G 91→41 50 C5H6O+→C6H3O+/C2HO+

C6H5N+→C2H3N+

H 55→54 1 C3H3O+→C3H2O+

C3H5N+→C3H4N+

C4H7
+→C4H6

+

C2HNO+→C2NO+

I 70→43 27 C4H6O+→C2H3O+

C3H4NO+→C2H3O+/CHNO+

J 53→51 2 C3H3N+→C3HN+

C4H5
+→C4H3

+

K 69→41 28 C4H5O+→C3H5
+/C2HO+

C4H7N+→C3H5
+/C2H3N+

C3H3NO+→C2H3N+/C2HO+

L 68→40 28 C4H4O+→C3H4
+/C2O+

C3H2NO+→C2H2N+/C2O+

C4H6N+→C3H4
+/C2H2N+

M 66→39 27 C4H4N+→C3H3
+/C2HN+

C5H6
+→C3H3

+

N 54→39 15 C3H4N+→C2HN+/C3H3
+

C4H6
+→C3H3

+

O 69→28 41 C4H5O+→CO+/C2H4
+

C4H7N+→CH2N+/C2H4
+

C3H3NO+→CH2N+/CO+

P 54→28 26 C3H4N+→CH2N+/C2H4
+

C3H2O+→CO+

C4H6
+→C2H4

+

C2NO+→CO+

Q 53→ 27 26 (C2H2) C4H5
+→ C2H3

+

R 41→15 26 C2H3N+→CH3
+/NH+

C3H5
+→CH3

+

aThe fragmentation sequence identified in DFT calculations is highlighted in bold.
bIn the absence of calculations or any channels that are strongly counterintuitive, all possible ions are listed.
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4.5.2 Metastable single- and double-hydrogen loss from excited frag-
ment ions of multi-photon ionised 3-aminophenol

TOF measurements recorded at reflection voltage intervals of 5V between −235 and

−375V are presented in Fig. 4.6 in order to demonstrate metastable single- and double-

hydrogen loss from fragment ions. Observations of metastable single-hydrogen loss are

quite prevalent in the literature (e.g. from toluene [127] and several derivatives of pyrim-

idine and purine [125, 166]) even though the similar kinetic energies and flight-times of

the precursor and product ions in a TOF mass spectrometer necessitate sensitive measure-

ments and analysis. However, experimental observations of metastable double-hydrogen

loss (H2 or two separate hydrogens) are relatively rare. These channels typically require

complex atomic rearrangements, most obviously in the form of hydrogen scrambling, and

hence pose a challenge to theoretical models of dissociation dynamics. Band J in the

Fig. 4.6 corresponds to metastable double hydrogen loss from a fragment ion (C3H3N+

or C4H5
+).

Fig. 4.6: Detail of the experimental map of MPI signal (225nm, average UV laser fluence
3× 107Wcm−2) against flight-time and reflection voltage. The simulated bands for
m/z55→54 and 53→51 metastable dissociations (involving single- and double-hydrogen
loss) are indicated by open black circles and agree closely with the experimental H and J
bands, respectively. The scale on the right-hand side of the map is in ion counts per 32ns
time bin.

To our knowledge, channels of this kind have only been observed previously from a small

selection of pure hydrocarbons with numerous hydrogens [167, and references therein]

and from electron impact ionised acrylonitrile (C3H3N) [168]. Gluch et al. [168] showed

that the time dependence of double hydrogen loss from C2H2
+ fragments of acrylonitrile
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can be fitted best using a combination of two separate decay functions and argued that this

suggests H2 production in stable and unstable states with respect to subsequent dissociation.

Other metastable dissociative ionisation experiments that provide evidence to distinguish

between the production of H2 or of two separate hydrogens include Feil et al’s [169] and

Roithová et al.’s [170] observations of H2 loss from doubly-charged toluene. The present

experiment does not provide this capability, notably due to the absence of kinetic energy

release information.

4.5.3 Comparison of metastable dissociation of 3-aminophenol fol-
lowing MPI at 225 nm and 270 nm

Our understanding of metastable dissociation is centred on the production of vibrationally

hot ions. If the total vibrational energy of an ion matches (or is very close to) the threshold

required for a specific dissociation, then a suitable redistribution of the activated modes can

lead to delayed dissociation. The delay can be due to tunnelling through a low potential

barrier or a low rate constant for unimolecular fragmentation when the excess internal

energy is small [139].

Fig. 4.7: Comparison of MPI mass spectra of 3-AP at a) 225nm and b) 270nm; and
experimental maps of MPI signal against flight-time and reflection voltage at c) 225nm
and d) 270nm (average UV laser fluence 3× 106Wcm−2, average sample temperature
112◦C, pressure of He 0.5bar). The scales on the right hand side of the maps in c) and d)
are in ion counts per 32ns time bin.

In contrast with our recent experiments on nucleobases [115], the strongest metastable

channels in Fig. 4.5 and 4.7 c) involve the delayed dissociation of fragment ions instead of
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the excited parent ion. This suggests that our MPI experiments at 225nm produced rela-

tively small populations of 3-AP+ ions in vibrational levels close to a critical dissociation

barrier. By contrast, the strongest metastable dissociation channel in our MPI experiments

at 270nm (see Fig. 4.7 d)) was m/z109→80 (3-AP+ →C5H6N+, band A). This channel

is even stronger than most of the prompt fragment ions with m/z lower than 80 in the

MPI spectrum at 270nm (reflection voltage 0V ) in Fig. 4.7 b). It should be noted that

MPI measurements presented in Fig. 4.7 were carried out roughly at an order of magni-

tude lower UV laser power than the ones presented in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. This is because

the dye laser conditions did not allow us to obtain the same high UV laser powers at 270nm.

Such strong wavelength effects on the metastable dissociation of the excited parent ion

may be linked to the level of vibrational excitation in the electronically-excited neutral

prior to the absorption of the ionising photon [115]. In this case we would expect the

difference in the fragmentation pattern at different wavelengths to be more pronounced in

the metastable dissociation maps rather than in the prompt mass spectra. Unfortunately,

the saturation of the parent ion (m/z109) as well as m/z80 fragment ion in the MPI mea-

surements at both wavelengths, 225 and 270nm (see Fig. 4.7 a) and b)), do not allow us to

further support this hypothesis with the present data set. It should be noted that the level

of saturation is higher in the mass spectrum at 270nm than at 225nm, which agrees well

with the corresponding metastable fragmentation channel A being much more pronounced

in Fig. 4.7 b) and d) rather than a) and c), respectively. Analogously to the metastable

dissociation measurements at 225nm, due to the very broad profile of band A in Fig.

4.7 d) we expect additional weak contributions of (m/z109→79) and/or (m/z109→81)

channels.

The very strong signals for m/z80 fragment ion production (both prompt and metastable)

at 270nm enabled us to detect for the first time a bridge feature in a metastable dissociation

map, which is marked with a white arrow in Fig. 4.7 d). We assign this feature to the disso-

ciation of 3-AP+ (m/z109) into 80+ in between the interaction of the molecular beam with

the laser beam and the first field-free region (FFR) grid (see Fig. 3.3). If the dissociation

takes place after 3-AP+ has only travelled a short distance from the interaction point then

the flight-time and the cut-off will be similar to the prompt 80+ ion. If the dissociation

takes place when 3-AP+ is close to the FFR grid, then the flight-time and the cut-off will

be similar to that of a dissociation in the FFR (i.e. our “normal” metastable channel).

Accordingly, the new band forms what might be described as “bridge” in between the

strongly saturated prompt m/z80 peak and the metastable m/z109→80 band.
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In general, the metastable dissociation at 270nm results in the similar fragment ion

production as the metastable dissociation at 225nm, however with different intensities.

The dissociations resulting in smaller fragments are more pronounced at 225nm rather

than at 270nm. Although metastable dissociation measurements presented in Fig. 4.7

c) and d) are hampered by lower signal intensities due to limited UV laser power at

270nm, an extra metastable dissociation channel was identified in the map at 270nm

which is absent at 225nm. The channel is marked as S in Fig. 4.7 d) and we assign it

as m/z105/106→92/93. Precise identification is limited by the relatively low resolution

of the experimental map in Fig. 4.7 d). Acquiring more data could help to increase the

resolution of the map. Nevertheless, this result indicates that investigating metastable

dissociation at different wavelengths can provide further insights into the fragmentation

pattern of studied molecules.

4.6 DFT calculations to assign an apparent sequential

fragmentation pathway revealed in the metastable

dissociation experiments at 225 nm

In order to gain insight into the fragmentation pathways and energetics of the 3-AP radical

cation in the gas-phase, Dr. J.-C. Poully carried out a series of quantum-chemical calcu-

lations with Density Functional Theory (DFT) on the ionisation of the molecule from its

neutral electronic ground state at 0K. All calculations were performed using the Gaussian

09 package [171] with the B3LY P functional (unrestricted spin for radical species in their

lowest doublet state) and the aug− cc− pV DZ basis set. This level of theory has been

applied widely and successfully for radical cations of organic molecules [172–174] and in

particular for the 3-AP radical cation [149]. Geometry optimisation was carried out with

the default Berny algorithm for both stable species and transition states. Contamination

by higher spin states was found to be negligible for all species considered, since the spin

operator value was lower than 0.7510 after annihilation. Vibrational frequencies were

calculated to confirm the absence of negative frequencies for minima of the potential en-

ergy surface, and the presence of a single negative frequency for first-order saddle points.

This also allowed the potential energy to be corrected by the vibrational zero-point energy

(ZPE).

Only the cis- and trans- conformers of a single tautomer of 3-AP+ have been observed

previously [149] based on the analysis of vibrational structure up to 0.14eV above the

respective ionisation thresholds (7.6205eV and 7.6544eV [175]). However, as dissocia-
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tion clearly necessitates higher internal energies than 0.14eV , we investigated alternative

3-AP+ tautomers that could be used as starting points for our fragmentation pathway

calculations. All were at least 0.65eV higher than the tautomer observed by Unterberg

et al. [149], with barriers of 2−3eV between them. Therefore, the calculated pathways

start from the lowest-energy tautomer of the radical cation.

The strongest metastable dissociation channel in the present MPI conditions is m/z80→53

(band F in Fig. 4.5 b)). This appears to be consistent with m/z80 being the strongest

fragment ion in the prompt mass spectrum (Fig. 4.3). Conversely, several quite strong

prompt fragment ions (e.g. at m/z52) are completely absent from the metastable dissoci-

ation results, either as precursors or as products. Evidently, some dissociations that take

place efficiently on timescales of≤100ns in the present MPI conditions occur too weakly

on microsecond timescales to produce discernible metastable dissociation bands. Beyond

being the strongest metastable band, the m/z80→53 channel is interesting because we

have also observed metastable dissociations of m/z109→80 and 53→27. This suggests

an unbroken sequential fragmentation route from the excited 3-AP radical cation to one

of the smallest fragment ions visible in Figs. 4.3 and 4.5. To account for this apparent

sequence, we have calculated possible pathways for each channel.

Fig. 4.8 a) shows the lowest-energy pathway that we have found for the removal of a 29a.u.

neutral from the lowest-energy tautomer of 3-AP+. C5H6N+ and HCO are produced by

overcoming a barrier of 4.69eV . Extensive H atom scrambling is observed, which seems

to be consistent with the numerous peaks separated by m/z1 in Fig. 4.3. Starting from the

final C5H6N+ configuration identified in Fig. 4.8 a), Fig. 4.8 b) shows the lowest-energy

pathway that we have found for the loss of a 27a.u. neutral. This identifies the fragments

as C4H5
+ and CNH with a critical barrier of 3.49eV . In Fig. 4.8 c), we show the lowest

energy pathway that we have found for the last step of the apparent fragmentation sequence:

the loss of a 26a.u. neutral from C4H5
+. This results in C2H3

+ and C2H2 production,

overcoming a key barrier of 5.10eV . Two findings are noticeable: first, the final location of

the positive charge corresponds, for each pathway, to the fragment detected experimentally,

despite the absence of constraint in the calculation. Second, the relative signals for these

three metastable dissociations (m/z80→53 most intense, then 109→80, then 53→27)

correlates with the respective highest energy barriers (3.49, 4.69, and 5.10eV ). Indeed,

metastable dissociation is expected to be influenced by rate constants, which depend

on potential energy barriers between reactants and products. Future experiments on

isotopically-labelled 3-AP and measurements of fragment ion appearance energies would

be valuable to test the calculated sequential fragmentation pathway.
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Fig. 4.8: Potential energy surface along a) HCO loss from 3-AP+ (m/z109→80, band A in
Fig. 4.5); b) CNH loss from C5H6N+ (m/z80→53, band F) and c) C2H2 loss from C4H5

+

(m/z53→27, band Q). The zero-point corrected energy of the doublet ground-state of
each species (in black for minima and green for transition states) is given in eV , relative to
that of the lowest-energy tautomer. The structure of each species is also shown: H atoms
are coloured in white, C in grey, O in red and N in blue. The locations of the positive
charge and the radical are indicated in yellow for the last minimum before fragmentation.
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4.7 Summary and outlook

The work outlined in this chapter reveals a rich array of metastable dissociation chan-

nels of a multi-photon ionised molecule of biological interest: 3-aminophenol. 18

metastable dissociation channels have been detected and identified in the metastable

dissociation experiments on 3-AP at 225nm. One of the most striking experimental

results is the suggestion of a fragmentation sequence which we have assigned to 3-

AP+→C5H6N+→C4H5
+→C2H3

+ on the basis of comparisons with DFT calculations.

Each dissociation in the calculated pathway is preceded by extensive atomic rearrange-

ments, notably hydrogen scrambling. Further evidence supporting hydrogen scrambling

is provided by the rare experimental observation of metastable double hydrogen loss (H2

or two separate atoms) from an excited fragment ion.

Comparison of the metastable dissociation experiments on 3-AP at 225 and 270nm re-

veals an extra dissociation channel which is absent in the measurements at 225nm. This

highlights the importance of studying metastable dissociation of molecules at different

wavelengths as it can bring additional insights into their fragmentation pattern. The

most prominent difference between the metastable dissociation maps recorded at 225

and 270nm was much stronger signal of the metastable dissociation of the parent ion

into m/z80 fragment ion at 270nm compared to 225nm. Strong wavelength effects on

the metastable dissociation of the excited parent ion are likely to be related to the level

of vibrational excitation in the electronically-excited neutral prior to the absorption of

the ionising photon. This is particularly intriguing for us because the level of vibra-

tional excitation in multi-photon ionised 3-AP can reasonably be expected to be sensitive

to the molecule’s conformational state prior to the first photon absorption. Therefore,

wavelength-dependent metastable dissociation experiments on Stark deflected 3-AP using

the OU experiment described briefly in Section 7.3 would appear to have good potential

for observing conformer-dependent unimolecular reactivity.

We explain the rich metastable dissociation pattern of 3-aminophenol observed in our

experiments to be partially due to unusually high MPI signals from the molecule in the

present experimental conditions. Our measurements of MPI signal as a function of 3-AP

temperature have enabled us to get the first order estimation of the dependence of the

molecule’s vapour pressure on temperature and hence, by comparisons with thymine MPI

results, indicate that the strong signals from 3-AP are unlikely to be solely ascribed to high

target density. This suggests that neutral electronic excited state absorption and/dynamics

are likely to be at least partially responsible for the strong signals in the present MPI
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conditions. Accordingly, we are planning (further attempts at) VUV photoabsorption

experiments on 3-AP in the future.

4.8 Contributions by co-workers

I carried out metastable dissociation experiments on 3-aminophenol at 225nm and analysed

the complex metastable dissociation map using a Matlab simulation, which is described

in detail in Appendix A. I also carried out the experiments for the estimation of vapour

pressure of 3-aminophenol and thymine. For the high-resolution experiments that led to

the identification of hydrogen loss channels and the metastable dissociation experiments

on 3-AP at 270nm, I worked with fellow PhD student A. Rebelo in the Molecular Clusters

Laboratory. I analysed the data from the above-mentioned experiments. All experimental

and analytical work was supported by Dr. S. Eden and the results presented in Sections 4.3,

4.5 and 4.6 were published in [176]. Dr. J.-C. Poully performed the Density Functional

Theory calculations. The co-authors of the paper that have not already been mentioned in

this paragraph (N. J. Mason, P. Limão-Vieira and M. Ryszka) contributed to the work by

editing the journal manuscript, aiding the development of the experimental facility, and/or

co-supervising students that worked in the lab.
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Chapter 5

Indirect laser-induced thermal
desorption for the production of intact
gas-phase nucleobase, nucleoside and
nucleotide targets

This chapter begins with a review of the experimental approaches previously applied to

produce gas-phase targets of thermally labile biomolecular species of low volatility such

as RNA and DNA components. We then present a series of multi-photon ionisation

time-of-flight (MPI-TOF) experiments that demonstrate the suitability of indirect laser-

induced thermal desorption (ILTD) for the production of intact neutral gas-phase targets

of the most fragile nucleobase guanine, and of the nucleosides uridine, 2′-deoxyuridine

and 5-methyluridine. By contrast, we saw evidence for some thermal decomposition in

ILT-desorbed thymidine and we were unable to produce a viable target of the nucleotide

uridine 5′-monophosphate. This is the most extensive investigation to date of the efficacy

and limits of using ILTD to study progressively more complex neutral biomolecules in the

gas-phase.

5.1 Introduction

The bottom-up approach can provide valuable insights for unravelling complex processes

initiated by radiation interactions with large biological structures, such as nucleic acids

(ribonucleic acid - RNA or deoxyribonucleic acid - DNA). Nucleobases are the UV

chromophores in RNA and DNA and the absorption of UV photons can result in the pho-

todamage of nucleic acids [10]. In addition, ionisation in RNA/DNA generates an electron

“hole” which is also most often located on the nucleobases [177]. As a result, nucleobases
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are vulnerable parts of nucleic acids. Therefore, a very large number of studies have been

dedicated to radiation-induced processes in these molecules. Starting from nucleobases,

our understanding of radiation-induced chemistry can be systematically built by prob-

ing the radiation response of increasingly large subunits, i.e. nucleosides (nucleobase +

sugar), nucleotides (nucleoside+ phosphate group), oligonucleotides, RNA/DNA strands,

etc. The present chapter tackles a major challenge in the experimental study of progres-

sively more complex RNA/DNA components in the gas-phase: producing neutral targets

with adequate number densities of thermally labile molecules without target decomposi-

tion or reactivity. In this thesis we use target decomposition or reactivity as a common

term for any damage of sample molecules induced in the process of bringing them from

the solid-phase (powders) into the gas-phase. This can be unambiguously thermal decom-

position/reactivity or it can be photo-induced fragmentation/reactivity in the case of direct

laser-induced desorption techniques where there is a direct interaction of the laser beam

with the sample molecules (for more details see Section 5.2.3.1).

It is well known that increasingly large building blocks of nucleic acids are more suscep-

tible to thermal decomposition. While producing high-density intact gas-phase targets

of nucleobases such as adenine, thymine and uracil is relatively straightforward using

conventional heating methods (for more details see Section 5.2.1), this is not the case for

cytosine and guanine. Previous MPI-TOF experiments by the Molecular Clusters Group

at the OU have shown that only very weak targets of intact cytosine can be produced

by heating the sample in a supersonic expansion nozzle [57] and the same method has

never proved to be successful in the case of guanine. Guanine as well as nucleosides

and larger RNA/DNA components have been described as thermally labile species with

very low volatility in the majority of the literature dedicated to gas-phase experiments on

these biomolecules (see e.g. [64, 65]). Their volatilisation requires special attention and

several experimental methodologies have been developed to address this issue. These are

discussed in detail in Section 5.2.

While the production of ionic gas-phase biomolecular targets of low volatility has been to

a great extent resolved thanks to the development of electrospray ionisation (successfully

used for volatilising whole proteomes [178], viruses [179] as well as microbes [180]), no

equivalently general solution is currently available for producing intact thermally labile

neutral biomolecules in the gas-phase. Despite the well-known low volatility and thermal

lability of guanine as well as nucleosides and larger RNA/DNA components, there are

very few studies of target decomposition or reactivity presented in the literature on gas-

phase experiments on these biomolecules. Furthermore, most of the papers which present
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such studies show their degradation at some point when varying experimental conditions.

This suggests that studying target decomposition or reactivity of the above-mentioned

species is crucial for ensuring that only intact neutral target molecules are probed. This

becomes particularly important when high target densities are required, for example to

study dissociative electron attachment which is typically a low-cross-section process (e.g.

for uracil the maximum electron impact ionisation cross section is about 1.6×10−19 m2

and the maximum dissociative electron attachment cross section is about 2.5×10−21 m2

[181]) and requires low electron beam currents (order of µA to nA depending on the energy

resolution required).

The most promising techniques for the production of intense gas-phase targets of neutral

thermally labile biomolecules have generally been the ones where a laser is used for their

desorption. This is largely due to lasers offering opportunities for highly-localised energy

deposition as well as very short heating times. In our experiments on guanine as well

as nucleosides and a nucleotide, indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD) was

chosen as a tool for their volatilisation. We considered that its greater potential to succeed

in this intricate task compared to most other laser-based techniques comes from the fact

that in ILTD there is no direct laser interaction with sample molecules which removes the

risk of unwanted photo-induced fragmentation/reactivity.

Although ILTD has been previously applied in experiments on the nucleobase uracil and

the nucleosides adenosine, thymidine, cytidine and guanosine [8, 43, 66], only in the

study of uracil [9] has the potential thermal decomposition induced by the desorption laser

been investigated (comparing relative fragment ion signals from photo-ionised uracil as a

function of desorption laser power). Uracil is one of the nucleobases that can be brought

into the gas-phase most readily without thermal decomposition so it is not a very chal-

lenging test case for the capabilities of ILTD. This chapter provides evidence that guanine

as well as the uracil-related nucleosides uridine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine can

be produced in the gas-phase by ILTD without thermal decomposition/reactivity, while

in the case of thymidine we observed some evidence for thermal decomposition in all

the conditions we tested. Hence, the chapter also illustrates some limits of the technique

and our unsuccessful efforts to produce gas-phase uridine 5′-monophosphate suggest that

ILTD does not have good potential for experiments on nucleotides.

It is worth noting here that characterising and understanding the thermal stability of dif-

ferent DNA/RNA subunits has relevance beyond the practicalities of producing gas-phase

experimental targets. The low-lying singlet electronic excited states of gas-phase nucle-
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osides feature efficient and rapid (e.g. ∼100 f s for thymidine [43]) internal conversion

pathways to the electronic ground state. Therefore, much of the dissociation of isolated

nucleosides following electronic excitation can be expected to take place in high vibra-

tional levels of the electronic ground state, enabling analogies to be drawn with thermal

decomposition experiments.

5.2 Review of experimental methodologies for the produc-

tion of intact gas-phase targets of biomolecules with

low volatility

Here we provide a review of the experimental techniques that have been developed to

tackle the problem of low volatility in combination with high thermal lability of biological

molecules for gas-phase experiments. The techniques are critically discussed with respect

to their advantages/disadvantages and representative examples within their subgroups are

schematically summarised in Fig. 5.1.

5.2.1 Conventional heating techniques

The majority of the experimental set-ups for gas-phase experiments on relatively simple

volatile solid-phase molecular targets use resistive heaters to sublimate the molecules

either directly in vacuum using effusive ovens or in a supersonic expansion nozzle for

seeding molecules in a carrier gas to produce molecular beams. These two methods are

described in Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2. In their summary of the literature on gas-phase

nucleosides, Li and Lubman [182] noted that more polar nucleosides, such as cytidine

and guanosine, as well as all nucleotides are not amenable to thermal vaporisation with-

out degradation. Following a chain of similar referenced statements in earlier papers

[183, 184] leads to Hecht et al’s mass spectrometry study of ribonucleoside components

of transfer RNA [185], although it should be noted that this work does not provide details

about how thermal decomposition was recognised.

Volatilisation of chemical compounds can be increased by chemically converting a polar

group (e.g. carboxyl or hydroxyl group) into a non-polar one. Derivatisation techniques

(derivatisation is a chemical reaction where a compound is transformed into a derivative

product with improved physicochemical properties) such as silylation, alkylation or acy-

lation are frequently used prior to gas-chromatography analysis to increase stability and

volatility of analysed samples [186, 187]. Trimethylsilyl derivatisation was widely used for

structural characterisation of nucleosides by electron impact ionisation mass spectrometry
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[188, 189]. Despite increased thermal stability of nucleosides upon trimethylsilylation,

this method may be accompanied by various chemical artifacts and uncertainties in the

mass spectra [182, 190]. It often also results in low molecular ion abundances due to low

conversion yields especially for deoxynucleosides containing pyrimidines [182, 189].

5.2.1.1 Conventional heating in vacuum

In the case of effusive ovens, the solid samples are heated in vacuum and molecules

arrive at the interaction region through an orifice in the oven (see Fig. 5.1 a)). The

separation of the sample and interaction region is much smaller than the mean free path

of the molecules (so-called effusive beams) and there are negligibly few collisions of the

molecules during the process of sublimation/expansion. In most effusive oven designs

the sublimated molecules will collide with the hot oven walls and with the remaining hot

condensed sample many times before exiting through the small orifice. As a result, the

molecules produced in the gas-phase by heating powders in an effusive oven will have

similar translational and internal temperatures as the oven temperature [59, 191]. Effusive

ovens have been widely used for gas-phase experiments on nucleobases [59–63, 65, 192].

In addition to effusive ovens, samples can be vaporised directly in the ionisation cham-

ber, e.g. by heating them at the bottom of the chamber [193] or by other systems in

commercial machines, e.g. so-called direct insertion probes or heated sample probes.

The common signature of these systems is that samples are normally loaded in a small

container/cell/capillary which is then heated [183, 194].

Levola et al. [195, 196] were able to produce intact gas-phase targets of the nucleosides

uridine, thymidine and 5-methyluridine by heating the powder samples in an effusive oven.

However, their experiments showed evidence for thermal decomposition of thymidine

and uridine above certain threshold temperatures, which highlights the importance of

studying thermal decomposition/reactivity of nucleosides when using conventional heating

techniques in vacuum. Such tests are, however, often absent in the literature [183, 194, 197–

199].

5.2.1.2 Conventional heating in a carrier gas

Conventional supersonic beams of carrier gas seeded with molecular targets sublimated in

an expansion nozzle have been used extensively over past decades to carry out gas-phase

experiments on a variety of biologically relevant isolated molecular targets and clusters

[18, 26, 47, 148, 200, 201, and references therein]. Supersonic beams are produced by

expansion of a gas at higher pressure through an orifice of a nozzle that is significantly

larger than the mean free path of the expanding gas molecules into a chamber at lower
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pressure (see Fig. 5.1 b)). Importantly, the expansion allows numerous collisions be-

tween the molecules and/or atoms in the gas. Therefore, supersonic beams of noble gases

(typically He, Ne and Ar) seeded with small fractions of sublimated molecular species of

interest (normally up to 10%) allow experimentalists to cool the internal degrees of free-

dom of molecules as well as to narrow their range of translational energies dramatically

(see Section 3.2.2). Some expansions like this use a simple orifice (pinhole or some other

shape, e.g. conical) to create a continuous expansion [18], while many other experiments

use pulsed nozzles [148] in order to allow a greater pressure difference for a given amount

of pumping.

The stable target density, and the level of cooling and control that supersonic molecular

beams provide have been exploited in a broad range of gas-phase spectroscopy and dy-

namics experiments on nucleobases such as uracil [18, 202], thymine [47, 115], adenine

[200, 203] and cytosine [61, 204]. Supported by theoretical calculations [45, 205, 206],

experiments of this kind have provided valuable information on their intrinsic structural

and dynamic properties. The excited-state dynamics of adenine has been most investigated

amongst all nucleobases [207]. Adenine is thermally stable and predominantly exists in a

single tautomeric form (NH9) in cold molecular beams [208], which simplifies the analy-

sis and interpretation of experimental results. In contrast, experimental studies on guanine

are much more rare compared to other nucleobases, which is undoubtedly linked to the

difficulties of bringing the molecule into the gas-phase without thermal decomposition

or reactivity as has been previously discussed in the literature [64, 65] as well as to the

presence of several tautomers of guanine in molecular beams [209]. The experiments in

the Molecular Clusters Laboratory on guanine and the nucleoside uridine heated in the

supersonic expansion nozzle always resulted in thermal decomposition and/or reactivity

(for more details see Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, respectively).

It should be noted that not all experiments using carrier gases involve supersonic ex-

pansions (e.g. [16, 210]). Ptasińska et al. [16] used a carrier gas to transfer uridine

and thymidine vaporised in an effusive oven to the interaction region for electron impact

ionisation experiments. Although they were able to find experimental conditions (heating

at < 147◦C) for thymidine where thermal decomposition was absent (not investigated

for uridine), the subsequent dissociative electron attachment experiments on thymidine

by the same group [211] showed signatures of thermal decomposition even at 125◦C,

which is well below the threshold in the previous study. The above-mentioned examples

suggest that employing conventional heating techniques for the production of gas-phase

nucleobase guanine, nucleosides and larger RNA/DNA components is not straightforward
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and alternative more “gentle” volatilisation methods can be more effective (or in some

cases essential).

Fig. 5.1: Schematic representations of examples of experimental systems for the production
of gas-phase molecular species. a) and b) denote volatilisation of samples by conventional
heating in an effusive oven [155] and a supersonic expansion nozzle [57], respectively;
c) and d) production of gas-phase molecular ions by secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS [212]) and electrospray ionisation [213], respectively; e) and f) represent direct
[214] and indirect laser-induced desorption techniques (in this case laser-induced acoustic
desorption - LIAD [215]).
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5.2.2 Ionisation volatilisation techniques

The production of charged species (both positive and negative) in the gas-phase can be

achieved by particle bombardment techniques (fast atom bombardment [216], secondary

ion mass spectrometry [217] and plasma desorption ionisation [218]) as well as by field

desorption [219] and electrospray ionisation [220, 221]. Although direct laser-induced

desorption also belongs to this category, it will be discussed in detail in a separate section

which is dedicated to the methods in which a laser is used as a desorption tool (see Section

5.2.3). In fast atom bombardment (FAB) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS,

see Fig. 5.1 c)), the production of ionic species is a result of bombarding a sample surface

by high-energy atoms or primary ions, respectively, which leads to the ejection of sample

ions. In plasma desorption ionisation (PDI), a sample is deposited on a thin foil and on

the opposite side of the foil highly exothermic fission process releases high energy ion

pair fission fragments. These induce rapid localised heating of the foil and generation of

positive and negative sample ions. It should be noted that neutrals are produced along

with the ions in the FAB, SIMS and PDI. In contrast, field desorption produces solely ionic

species. This technique is based on using very intense electric fields to ionise molecules

deposited on a surface of a specially prepared emitter. The production of intact molecular

ions and neutrals in the above-mentioned methods is often accompanied by fragmentation

induced in the process of desorption and contamination by matrix species can also be an

issue (matrix-assisted approaches are mentioned in Section 5.2.3.1 but are also relevant

to particle bombardment techniques) [222].

Electrospray ionisation (ESI) has become established as the dominant method for the

production of gas-phase ions of thermally labile molecular species such as nucleotides

[220] and peptides [221]. The development of ESI was initiated by Dole in 1960s and

then subsequently enhanced by Fenn who was awarded a Nobel Prize in Chemistry in

2002 for the invention of electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry [223]. In ESI (see

Fig. 5.1 d)), a solution containing analyte molecules is pumped through a capillary at low

rates (10−1 − 10ml/min). A high voltage (either negative or positive) is applied to the

capillary which provides an electric field gradient in space for charge separation at the

surface of the liquid. Liquid protrudes through the tip of capillary in a “Taylor cone”. At

the point where the Coulombic repulsion of surface charge equals the surface tension of

the solution, droplets with excess positive or negative charge detach from the tip. As the

solvent evaporates, the increased charge density results in Coulombic repulsion releasing

ions from droplet surfaces. In addition, a buffer gas may be introduced in the expanding

stage of the droplets to allow for collisional cooling of ions as well as to enhance the

removal of solvent molecules [207, 224].
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As outlined above, the study of ionic species of low volatility in the gas-phase has been

greatly advanced thanks to the development of ESI. A big advantage of producing charged

targets is that they can be manipulated relatively easily, for example trapped and/or mass-

selected, prior to any further interactions with photons/electrons/ions and spectroscopic

or mass spectrometric analysis. In addition, studying charged species is relevant from

a biological point of view as many molecules are present in ionic forms within cells

[207]. However, in many other cases, the neutral molecule is most biologically- or

astrochemically- relevant and it should be noted that positively and negatively charged

ions can have significantly different characteristics and radiation responses compared to

neutrals. Several groups previously built experimental apparatuses for the neutralisation of

charged species produced by ESI [225, 226]. However, the weak points of such techniques

are extremely low target densities and/or risk of potential damage of biomolecules in the

process of neutralisation. Hence, despite the development of ESI, no equivalent universal

method is available for producing intact thermally labile neutral biomolecules in the gas-

phase. Consequently, a significant area of research has developed around the use of lasers

for the volatilisation of large fragile biologically relevant molecules.

5.2.3 Laser-induced desorption techniques

The term laser-induced desorption usually refers to a technique where gas-phase species

are formed by irradiating a sample by a pulsed laser beam [227]. In the context of this

thesis, however, we will use it as a common term for all of the methods where a laser

is used as a tool for initiating desorption of sample molecules. This can happen either

by direct irradiation of the sample surface with a laser beam, hence direct laser-induced

desorption techniques, or indirectly by irradiating the back of a substrate (normally a thin

foil) on which the sample is deposited, hence indirect laser-induced desorption techniques.

5.2.3.1 Direct laser-induced desorption techniques

As stated above, in the terminology of this thesis, direct laser-induced desorption covers

all of the techniques where there is a direct irradiation of the sample by a desorption laser

(e.g. see Fig. 5.1 e)), irrespective of the presence or absence of matrix molecules. It

was first introduced for the vaporisation of organic salt ions by laser (pulsed ruby laser,

694.3nm, output 0.1J, pulse length 400 − 500 µs) irradiation in 1966 by Vastola et al.

[228]. Beavis et al. [229] argued that the use of matrix molecules can prevent thermal

decomposition of fragile target molecules in the desorption process. The most commonly

used matrix for such experiments has been graphite and focused Nd:YAG laser pulses
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(used directly or after harmonic conversion) are normally employed for the desorption,

e.g. 532nm, energy density 0.5Jcm−2 per pulse [230]. However, a recent paper by Peña

et al. [231] reported significant photo-induced fragmentation of uridine upon direct laser

ablation (a small amount of commercial binder was mixed with the sample and pressed in

the cylindrical rods, prior to exposure to 355nm ps laser pulses) in all the laser ablation

conditions tested by the authors. We expect the photo-induced fragmentation/reactivity in

the direct laser-induced desorption techniques to be mainly thermal damage, i.e. intense

local heating due to vibrational excitation of molecules in the sample by photo-absorption.

An important variant of direct laser induced desorption is matrix-assisted laser desorp-

tion/ionisation (MALDI), invented in the 1980s by M. Karas and F. Hillenkamp [232].

This involves mixing analyte molecules with strategically chosen matrix molecules in

the condensed sample prior to laser exposure. The rationale is that matrix molecules

absorb laser energy and are evaporated carrying the analyte molecules with them into the

gas-phase [233]. However, it is well known that MALDI can cause ionisation as well

as photo-induced fragmentation of relatively delicate molecules [234]. Moreover, some

experiments are compromised by the presence of vaporised matrix molecules in the target

[234, 235].

Another type of sample preparation in direct laser-induced desorption experiments in-

volves forming a very thin sample layer on a substrate. This was, for example, employed

for the production of polar non-volatile bio-organic molecules such as disaccharide su-

crose, digoxin, digitonine, arginine, adenosine and its monophosphate (also disodium

salt), etc. by Posthumus et al. [236]. Samples were dissolved in methanol or water and a

small amount of the solution was dried on stainless steel probes forming invisible layers.

In addition to the sublimation, laser interaction with the sample caused ionisation of the

sample molecules (for more information about ionisation volatilisation techniques see

Section 5.2.2). Li and Lubman [182] argued that using a rather low power CO2 desorption

laser (maximum output 40mJ) prevents ionisation of sample molecules in the desorption

process and that using relatively thin sample layers prevents thermal decomposition of

the sample as most of the laser energy is absorbed by the substrate. Indeed, the authors

mentioned that using the desorption laser in the fluence range of 106 to 2×107Wcm−2

did not affect the multi-photon ionisation mass spectra of studied molecules. However,

the paper does not show the authors’ evidence for the absence of any effect of desorption

laser power on the mass spectra and hence for the lack of thermal decomposition of the

sample. Examples of targets that have subsequently been produced using direct laser-

induced desorption include gas-phase neutral tryptophane [237], DNA base pairs [238],

and guanosine and its derivatives [239].
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In comparison with conventional heating techniques, a key advantage of the direct laser-

induced desorption techniques is that very high target density can be achieved by placing

the sample close to the interaction region (typically several mm). In addition, the heating

process is very rapid (e.g. ns-timescale), after which the desorbed molecules cool due to

phase-change and expansion. Therefore, the time during which the samples can thermally

decompose can be significantly reduced.

5.2.3.2 Indirect laser-induced desorption techniques

In order to avoid the ambiguities related to photo-induced fragmentation of sample

molecules by desorption laser beams, indirect laser-induced desorption techniques were

developed, notably laser-induced acoustic desorption (LIAD) in the 1980s [234] later fol-

lowed by indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD).

5.2.3.2.1 Laser-induced acoustic desorption (LIAD)
The basic mechanism of LIAD is that a sample is deposited on one side of a thin metal

foil (usually 5 to 25 µm thick Ti or Ta) and the back of the foil is irradiated by a pulsed

focused laser beam (normally first, second or third harmonic of Nd:YAG laser, pulse

duration of several ns, typical fluence 108 to 109Wcm−2) in order to achieve molecular

desorption. There is no direct interaction between the desorption laser pulses and the

sample molecules, which significantly reduces the risk of unwanted changes in the mass

spectra. The exact mechanism behind the desorption process in LIAD has been exten-

sively discussed and studied. The first experimental application and observations of LIAD

for nonvolatile organic compounds by Lindner and Seydel [240] suggested that laser-

generated acoustic waves were responsible for the desorption of the molecules, hence

the term “acoustic desorption”. There was considerable optimism that LIAD would

essentially solve the problem of bringing of intact complex neutral species into the gas-

phase as it was assumed there was no thermal contribution in the desorption process. A

number of groups have applied it since its invention in the 1980s with varying degrees

of success. Further studies have reported LIAD bringing light-sensitive and thermally

labile biological species into the gas-phase ranging from amino acids [120, 241] and

peptides [242, 243], to whole viruses, bacteria and cells [244]. Within our own network

of collaborators, Greenwood and co-workers and Denifl and co-workers attempted LIAD

but never obtained evidence that convinced them of significant non-thermal desorption

(private communications), whereas Illenberger, Bald and co-workers used the method to
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produce satisfactory D-ribose-5-phosphate targets [245].

Later studies by Zinovev et al. [246] showed that direct energy transfer from an acoustic

wave to sample molecules adsorbed on the foil is unlikely. They presented evidence indi-

cating that both thermal and acoustic waves generated by laser irradiation are responsible

for surface stresses between the substrate and molecular sample which then trigger surface

reorganisation. They argued that the desorption itself can be a result of two different

mechanisms: (i) the cracking in microscale or nanoscale crystals and consequently the

formation of local desorption sites and/or (ii) the formation of non-equilibrium electronic

states on the foil surface that are repulsive to the adsorbed sample molecules. This in-

complete understanding of the underlying hinders optimising and controlling LIAD and

can also lead to uncertainty in the interpretations of experimental results. Furthermore,

LIAD brings practical difficulties associated with short measurement times because thin

sample deposits are typically required which last only a few hundred pulses of a focused

laser beam as well as unstable signal intensity due to gradual sample depletion. Moving

foil systems can be used to extend measurement times at the expense of increased design

and construction complexity.

To better understand and optimise LIAD, Küpper and co-workers at the Deutsches

Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) [215] developed a new LIAD source in 2018 for use

at central facilities such as free-electron lasers. The new source allows longer measure-

ment times (several hours) with stable signal intensities and a fixed interaction point thanks

to the automatic sample replenishment system based on a rotating tape drive (see Fig. 5.1

f)). Their [215, 247] strong-field ionisation experiments on phenylalanine, adenine and

glycine supported Zinovev et al.’s desorption model based on surface stress between the

substrate and molecular sample [246]. However, the experiments also showed a correlation

between high translational temperature of desorbed molecules and increased fragmenta-

tion during their journey in the vacuum chamber. This suggests LIAD has limitations with

respect to the study of thermally labile molecules. It should be noted that the material

properties of the substrate, the sample layer thickness and the sample itself can affect

the translational temperature of desorbed molecules and their investigation could help to

optimise the use of LIAD for the production of intact thermally unstable molecules in the

future. Rapid cooling of the internal and external modes of the molecules after desorption

using buffer-gas cells or entrainment in cold molecular beams might prevent additional

fragmentation and is currently under investigation in their laboratory. Cooling of desorbed

molecules by their entrainment in a supersonic jet expansion has been previously used for

direct laser desorption methods [182, 231]. A major constraint is a significant reduction
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of the target density after the entrainment of desorbed molecules in a gas-jet expansion.

Arrowsmith et al. [248] investigated the entrainment of material vaporised with a laser

pulse (excimer laser, 248nm, 20ns laser pulses, energies 30 − 60 µJ, 1mm diameter spot

on the sample surface) in a jet expansion (pulsed valve, diameter 0.5mm) from a surface

positioned 0.7, 1.7 and 2.7mm from the jet orifice. He and Ar were used as carrier gases,

and perylene was the test substance. They showed that the width of the perylene concen-

tration profile was much narrower than the width of the gas expansion, especially in He,

which enabled them to extract about 1% of the material entrained in the jet expansion

through the skimmer.

5.2.3.2.2 Indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD)
Greenwood and co-workers at Queen’s University Belfast modified the existing concept

of LIAD by replacing the pulsed desorption laser (third harmonic of Nd:YAG, pulse

duration 5 − 6ns, fluence > 108Wcm−2, focused) for a continuous wave (CW, 100mW ,

532nm, focused) one [8]. As the desorption process must be purely thermal, the technique

can be called indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD), although it has also

been referred to as laser thermal desorption [8] and laser-based thermal desorption [9]).

Despite the thermal nature of ILTD, it is considered to be a more “gentle” way of bringing

molecules into the gas-phase compared to conventional oven systems that typically involve

either heating the sample in an effusive oven or in a supersonic expansion nozzle. An

important difference is that molecules do not repeatedly undergo cycles of evaporation

and condensation. The heating time is much shorter than in conventional heating sources

due to the low thermal mass of the foil and the sample. Our experience is that this is

≤ a few seconds, i.e. we see ions in multi-photon ionisation experiments as soon as we

turn on our desorption laser. Hence the heating time can be viewed as being somewhere

in between a typical direct laser desorption system (where intense heating occurs on

the timescale of a laser pulse) and a conventional thermal source whose temperature is

typically raised gradually over an hour or more. Moreover, gas-phase targets are formed

only few mm (1 to 3mm) from the place where they interact with a laser beam (or possibly

electrons/protons/ions etc.), which reduces the effective time in which molecules can

thermally decompose [43]. Unlike in direct laser-induced desorption techniques and in

common with LIAD, the desorption laser in ILTD does not directly interact with sample

molecules. In addition to the unambiguous desorption mechanism, ILTD has the advantage

over LIAD of allowing a relatively thick sample deposit attached to the foil, which can last

for many hours of experiments before depleting. In contrast, LIAD is usually performed

using very thin sample layers, which despite using moving foil and/or laser focus systems
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(complicated to assemble) still result in limited experimental times and this represents a

significant barrier to many types of experiments (private communication with Prof. Dr. I.

Bald).

5.2.4 Testing for target decomposition or reactivity in gas-phase gua-
nine, uridine, thymidine, 2’-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine

Tests for target decomposition or reactivity (thermal decomposition/reactivity or photo-

induced fragmentation/reactivity in the case of direct laser-induced desorption techniques)

are normally based on searching for differences in the mass spectra (e.g. changes in the

relative signals of different ions or the appearance of new peaks) as a function of experi-

mental conditions such as time, temperature (when using conventional heating techniques)

or desorption laser power (when using laser-induced desorption techniques). Comple-

mentary techniques can also be applied, e.g. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

of the remaining solid sample after an experiment [17, 249] or rotational spectroscopy

[231].

The experiments presented in this chapter probe the production of neutral gas-phase targets

of the nucleobase guanine as well as the nucleosides uridine, thymidine, 2′-deoxyuridine

and 5-methyluridine by indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD). Several experi-

mental approaches have been applied to bring these molecules into the gas-phase and they

are listed in the third column in Tabs. 5.1 to 5.4. It should be noted that we only list those

techniques where neutral species were produced. The last column presents comments

by the papers’ authors with respect to target decomposition/reactivity, while the column

“Evidence shown” indicates whether authors present direct evidence of the tests of target

decomposition/reactivity of their samples. Tabs. 5.1 to 5.4 present also information about

the type of experiments which were carried out for each molecule (second column). Each

molecule will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.4. In this section we would like

to give the reader a general picture of whether target decomposition/reactivity is an issue

in experiments on the above-mentioned molecules and what is the state of the literature

with respect to providing direct evidence of the presence or absence of target decomposi-

tion/reactivity.

We will define here the terminology which is used in this thesis when referring to nucleic

acid constituents. We will refer to nucleobases as B, to dehydrogenated nucleobases as

(B − H) and to hydrogenated nucleobases as BH. Nucleosides consist of a nucleobase

unit (a dehydrogenated nucleobase (B − H)) and a sugar unit (ribose minus OH or 2′-
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deoxyribose minus OH) bound together by a glycosidic bond. We will refer to the sugar

part of a nucleoside as S, to the dehydrogenated sugar part as (S–H) and to the hydro-

genated sugar part as SH. This abbreviation scheme is convenient for drawing comparisons

between different nucleosides, irrespective of their specific base and sugar components.

Despite the well-known low volatility and lability of the above-mentioned molecules with

respect to thermal decomposition (documented by a large proportion of authors comment-

ing on potential thermal decomposition of the sample in their papers), only a limited

number of papers provide direct evidence of tests for target decomposition or reactivity

induced in the process of volatilisation (see the red and green rows in Tabs. 5.2 to 5.4).

For example for guanine, most authors highlighted thermal decomposition as an issue and

described their strategy for minimising or eliminating this possibility, usually mentioning

specific types of test (see the last column in Tab. 5.1). However, it is very rare to actually

present these results (see the fourth column in Tabs. 5.1 to 5.4) so the reader can appreciate

how conclusive they are. It is remarkable that none of the gas-phase studies of guanine

made any evidence of this kind available for scrutiny.

Thermal decomposition of the nucleosides uridine, thymidine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-

methyluridine was studied by several authors (see the red and green rows in Tab. 5.2 to

5.4). Only one study by Levola et al. [196] showed that there was no target decompo-

sition/reactivity of 5-methyluridine at any investigated experimental conditions (see the

green row in Tab. 5.4). All of the other ones showed decomposition of the sample at

certain point (see the red columns in Tabs. 5.2 and 5.3) and two of the studies [211, 231]

never managed to completely eliminate target decomposition of their samples at any in-

vestigated experimental conditions.

Indirect laser-induced thermal desorption is a relatively young technique (first reported by

Poully et al. [8] in 2015) and to the best of our knowledge there have been only three papers

presenting experiments on gas-phase nucleosides (thymidine, adenosine, guanosine, and

cytidine – not uridine) produced by ILTD (see the light blue rows in Tabs. 5.3 and 5.4).

These papers showed that a large proportion of the target comprises intact nucleosides (high

yields of parent ions or alternatively high yields of fragment ions which had previously

been shown to be due to the fragmentation of intact parent ions), but they did not present

evidence to rule out some thermal decomposition induced by the desorption laser.
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Tab. 5.1: Literature review on volatilisation techniques and tests of target decomposition
or reactivity in experiments on guanine (DLID - direct laser-induced desorption, all the
acronyms in the second column are defined in the List of acronyms on pages XXXI to
XXXIII).

Authors
[reference]

(year)

Type of
experi-
ments

Volatilisation technique
?Evidence

shown
Authors’ comments with respect to potential

target decomposition or reactivity

Guanine

Rice and
Dudek [166]
(1966)

EII Heating using a direct in-
sertion probe (tempera-
ture not specified).

X No comments.

Hush and
Cheung [250]
(1975)

PeS Heating using a heated
sample probe (tempera-
ture not specified).

X Authors argue that where thermal decomposition
was suspected, the remaining material in the sample
tubes was examined by mass spectrometry.

Dougherty and
McGlynn
[251] (1977)

PeS Heating (method not
specified, 300◦C).

X No comments.

Dougherty
[252] (1978)

PeS Heating using a heated
sample probe (tempera-
ture not specified).

X Authors argue that samples were tested for signs of
thermal decomposition such as change of colour,
charring or time-dependence of a spectrum.

Lin et al.
[253] (1980)

PeS Heating using a heated
sample probe (340◦C).

X Thermal decomposition observed when heated
above 340◦C for more than 30mins.

AIST: SDBS
[146] (1999)

EII Heating (method not
specified, 290◦C).

X No comments.

Abdoul-
Carime et al.
[63] (2005)

DEA Heating in an effusive
oven (227◦C).

X Authors argue that thermal decomposition was ab-
sent as the sample temperature was lower than in
Lin et al.’s experiments [253] (see above).

Choi and
Miller [64]
(2006)

IRLS Heating in an oven
(350◦C) + seeding in He
nanodroplets.

X Negligible thermal decomposition noted on the ba-
sis of the assignments presented in their work.
Spectral signatures of potential decomposition
products should be possible to spot, however these
were absent.

Plekan et al.
[254] (2007)

PEPICO Heating in a home-built
furnace (370◦C).

X Authors argue that thermal decomposition was ab-
sent as the evaporation temperature was similar
(20◦C higher) to the one previously successfully
used by Choi et al. [64].

Zaytseva et al.
[255] (2009)

PeS Heating in a home-built
furnace (327◦C).

X Absence of thermal decomposition noted on the
basis of photoionisation mass spectroscopy mea-
surements.

Zavilopulo et
al. [65] (2009)

EII Heating in an effusive
oven (147 − 367◦C).

X Absence of thermal decomposition noted on the
basis of no increase in the intensity of H2O+ and
CO2

+ fragments (referring to a single mass spec-
trum at 337◦C) and no change of the colour of
guanine powder. Authors ascribe changes in the
intensity of ion signals with increasing temperature
to the vibrational excitation of molecules.

Minaev et al.
[192] (2014)

EII, DEA Heating in an effusive
thermal multichannel
source with a system
of collimating slits
(≤ 137◦C).

X Authors argue that temperatures ≤ 137◦C are be-
low thermolysis limit for guanine.

Ostroverkh et
al. [256]
(2019)

EII Heating in an effusive
thermal multichannel
source (137 − 357◦C).

X No comments on target decomposition or reactivity.
Authors ascribe changes in the intensity of ion sig-
nals with increasing temperature to the vibrational
excitation of molecules.

Zhou et al.
[257] (2009)

SPI Heating in a supersonic
expansion nozzle (300,
325 and 395◦C), DLID
(graphite matrix) coupled
to supersonic expansion.

X No comments.

Li and
Lubman [182]
(1989)

MPI DLID coupled to super-
sonic expansion.

X Authors argue that by adjusting desorption laser
parameters, the fragmentation induced by the des-
orption laser can be controlled.

Nir et al. [258]
(1999)

MPI DLID coupled to super-
sonic expansion.

X Authors argue that the wavelength dependence of
fragments was essentially identical to parent ions
which suggests that fragmentation was not a result
of the desorption process.

?Paper directly presents results of the study of target decomposition/reactivity: = yes, X = no.
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Tab. 5.2: Literature review on volatilisation techniques and tests of target decomposition or
reactivity in experiments on guanine and uridine (DLID - direct laser-induced desorption,
all the acronyms in the second column are defined in the List of acronyms on pages XXXI
to XXXIII); continued.

Authors
[reference]

(year)

Type of
experi-
ments

Volatilisation technique
?Evidence

shown
Authors’ comments with respect to potential

target decomposition or reactivity

Guanine continued

Nir et al. [259]
(2001)

MPI, SHB DLID coupled to super-
sonic expansion.

X No comments.

Piuzzi et al.
[230] (2001)

MPI, LIF,
SHB

DLID (graphite matrix)
coupled to supersonic ex-
pansion.

X No comments.

Chin et al.
[260] (2002)

MPI, LIF DLID (graphite matrix)
coupled to supersonic ex-
pansion.

X No comments.

Mons et al.
[261] (2002)

IRS, UVS DLID coupled to super-
sonic expansion.

X No comments.

Nir et al. [209]
(2002)

MPI DLID coupled to super-
sonic expansion.

X No comments.

Alonso et al.
[262] (2009)

RS DLID coupled to super-
sonic expansion.

X No comments.

Uridine

Biemann and
McCloskey
[263] (1962)

EII Heating using a hot fila-
ment system (temperature
not specified).

X No comments.

Rice and
Dudek [194]
(1969)

EII Heating using a direct in-
sertion probe (tempera-
ture not specified).

X No comments.

Hecht et al.
[185] (1970)

EII Heating using a direct in-
sertion probe (tempera-
ture not specified).

X No comments.

Wilson and
McCloskey
[183] (1975)

ChI Heating using a direct
insertion probe (180 −
290◦C).

X No comments.

Smith et al.
[264] (1983)

EII, DEA Heating using a direct in-
sertion probe (tempera-
ture not specified).

X No comments.

Ptasińska et al.
[16] (2005)

EII Heating in an effusive
oven and seeding in car-
rier gas (117 − 167◦C).

X No comments.

Levola et al.
[196] (2014)

SPI Heating in a quartz cru-
cible of an effusion cell
(125 − 170◦C).

The ratio of B+/BH+ was studied as a function
of temperature. The increase starting at 140◦C
indicates thermal decomposition.

NIST [265]
(2014)

EII Not specified. X No comments.

Almeida [266]
(2014)

PCol Heating by a lamp in an
effusive oven (∼132◦C).

X Authors argued that they observed major differ-
ences in the relative intensities of fragment anions
and appearance of new peaks in TOF mass spectra
at 160◦C (not presented in the paper) and that tem-
perature of∼132◦C was chosen for the experiments
presented in the paper to compromise between sig-
nal intensity and avoiding thermal decomposition.

Itälä et al.
[198] (2015)

PEPIPICO Heating in an effusion
cell with integrated cool-
ing shroud (MBE Kompo-
nenten NTEZ40 oven).

X Authors argue that the evaporation temperature was
around 132◦C, which is below the thermal decom-
position temperature in Levola et al.’s experiments
[196] (see above).

Peña et al.
[231] (2015)

RS DLID (commercial
binder) coupled to
supersonic expansion.

Significant photo-induced fragmentation effects:
rotational spectra dominated by the presence of the
lines belonging to uracil and some common decom-
position products of sugars and nitrogen bases such
as acetic acid, cyanoacetylene, glyoxylic acid, vinyl
cyanide, glyceraldehyde and water complexes.

Muftakhov
and Shchukin
[267] (2013)

DEA Heating at the bottom
of the ionisation chamber
(∼130◦C).

X Authors argued that after the experiment the colour
of the sample did not change which they considered
as a proof of the absence of thermal decomposition.

?Paper directly presents results of the study of target decomposition/reactivity: = yes, X = no.
•Red signifies presence of target decomposition/reactivity demonstrated when varying experimental conditions.
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Tab. 5.3: Literature review on volatilisation techniques and tests of target decomposition
or reactivity in experiments on uridine and thymidine (all the acronyms in the second
column are defined in the List of acronyms on pages XXXI to XXXIII); continued.

Authors
[reference]

(year)

Type of
experi-
ments

Volatilisation technique
?Evidence

shown
Authors’ comments with respect to potential

target decomposition or reactivity

Uridine continued

Muftakhov
and Shchukin
[268] (2018)

DEA Heating at the bottom
of the ionisation chamber
(130◦C).

X Authors commented that m/z132 is a dominant
peak in DEA (around 0eV ) to ribose [269] and
that their DEA experiments on uridine produced in-
significant amounts of m/z132 anions (relative in-
tensities ≤ 1%) which indicates insignificant ther-
mal decomposition of uridine. However, it should
be noted that ribose itself has not been observed
previously as a thermal decomposition product of
uridine (whose sugar unit is ribose minus OH).

Muftakhov
and Shchukin
[193] (2019)

DEA Heating at the bottom
of the ionisation chamber
(∼130◦C).

X Authors first dried the nucleoside at low tempera-
tures in the chamber to minimise the possibility of
reactions with associated water molecules. They
also commented that m/z132 anions are produced
by DEA to ribose [269] and that their DEA exper-
iments on uridine did not produce m/z132 anions.
However, it should be noted that ribose itself has
not been observed previously as a thermal decom-
position product of uridine (whose sugar unit is
ribose minus OH). Authors observed temperature
dependence of resonance peaks of m/z71 and 58
ions which they ascribed either due to impurities or
partial thermal decomposition.

Thymidine

Wilson and
McCloskey
[183] (1975)

ChI Heating using a direct
insertion probe (180 −
290◦C).

X No comments.

AIST: SDBS
[146] (1999)

EII Heating (method not
specified, 180◦C).

X No comments.

Ptasińska et al.
[16] (2005)

EII Heating in an effusive
oven and seeding in car-
rier gas (117 − 153◦C,).

#The ratio of S+/B+ was studied as a function of
temperature. The decrease starting at 147◦C indi-
cates thermal decomposition.

Ptasińska et al.
[211] (2006)

DEA Heating in a temperature
regulated oven (117 −
167◦C).

Changes in the DEA ion yield curves of (B − H)−

and (S − 2H)− anions with increasing temperature
indicate thermal decomposition. Even at 125◦C,
signatures of thermal decomposition are present.

Itälä et al.
[199] (2013)

PEPIPICO Heating in an effusion
cell with integrated cool-
ing shroud (MBE Kompo-
nenten NTEZ40 oven).

X Authors argue that the evaporation temperature was
around 140◦C, which is below the thermal decom-
position temperature reported by Ptasińska et al.
[16] (see above).

Levola et al.
[195] (2013)

SPI Heating in a quartz cru-
cible of an effusion cell
(119 − 148◦C).

The ratio of B+/BH+, B+/S+ and (S − H)+/S+

was studied as a function of temperature. The in-
crease in these ratios starting at 135◦C indicates
thermal decomposition.

Levola et al.
[196] (2014)

SPI Heating in a quartz cru-
cible of an effusion cell
(125 − 170◦C).

The ratio of B+/BH+ was studied as a function
of temperature. The increase starting at 135◦C
indicates thermal decomposition.

Maclot et al.
[197] (2016)

ICol,
PEPICO

Heating in an effusive
oven (temperature not
specified).

X The temperature of thymidine in the oven was low
enough to avoid thermal decomposition (referring
to Levola et al.’s paper [195]).

Poully et al.
[8] (2015)

PRI, MPI ILTD. X m/z117 fragment ion was dominating the mass
spectrum, m/z98 fragment ion was not abundant,
intact parent ion was present. Referring to Levola
et al.’s study [195], these suggest negligible thermal
decomposition, if any.

?Paper directly presents results of the study of target decomposition/reactivity: = yes, X = no.
#The subsequent paper by the same group [211] shows thermal decomposition of thymidine already at 125◦C.
•Red signifies presence of target decomposition/reactivity demonstrated when varying experimental conditions.
••Light blue signifies when indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD) is used as a volatilisation technique.
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Tab. 5.4: Literature review on volatilisation techniques and tests of target decomposition
or reactivity in experiments on thymidine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine (all the
acronyms in the second column are defined in the List of acronyms on pages XXXI to
XXXIII); continued.

Authors
[reference]

(year)

Type of
experi-
ments

Volatilisation technique
?Evidence

shown
Authors’ comments with respect to potential

target decomposition or reactivity

Thymidine continued

Camillis et al.
[43] (2015)

TRPP-MS ILTD. X Previously reported MPI mass spectra for thymi-
dine [8] show that parent ions make up more than
90% of the ion yield which provides a lower limit
on the proportion of intact molecules in the plume
desorbed from a foil.

Mansson et al.
[66] (2017)

SPI, MPI ILTD. X The exact temperature of the desorbed molecules
is hard to determine accurately, but previous mea-
surements [8, 43] taken under similar desorption
conditions have shown that there is no fragmenta-
tion induced by desorption laser.

Muftakhov et
al. [268]
(2018)

DEA Heating at the bottom
of the ionisation chamber
(138◦C).

X Authors commented that m/z98 is a dominant peak
in DEA (around 0eV ) to 2′-deoxyribose [269] and
that their DEA experiments on thymidine produced
insignificant amounts of m/z98 anions (relative in-
tensities ≤ 1%) which indicates insignificant ther-
mal decomposition of thymidine. However, it
should be noted that 2′-deoxyribose itself has not
been observed previously as a thermal decompo-
sition product of thymidine (whose sugar unit is
2′-deoxyribose minus OH).

2’-deoxyuridine

Biemann and
McCloskey
[263] (1962)

EII Heating using a hot fila-
ment system (temperature
not specified).

X No comments.

AIST: SDBS
[146] (1999)

EII Heating (method not
specified, 150◦C).

X No comments.

Muftakhov et
al. [268]
(2018)

DEA Heating at the bottom
of the ionisation chamber
(125◦C).

X Authors commented that m/z98 is a dominant peak
in DEA (around 0eV ) to 2′-deoxyribose [269] and
that their DEA experiments on 2′-deoxyuridine pro-
duced insignificant amounts of m/z98 anions (rel-
ative intensities ≤ 1%) which indicates insignif-
icant thermal decomposition of 2′-deoxyuridine.
However, it should be noted that 2′-deoxyribose
itself has not been observed previously as a thermal
decomposition product of 2′-deoxyuridine (whose
sugar unit is 2′-deoxyribose minus OH).

Muftakhov et
al. [193]
(2019)

DEA Heating at the bottom
of the ionisation chamber
(∼125◦C).

X Authors first dried the nucleoside at low temper-
atures in the chamber to minimise the possibility
of reactions with associated water molecules. They
also commented that m/z98 anions are produced by
DEA to 2′-deoxyribose [269] and that their DEA
experiments on 2′-deoxyuridine did not produce
m/z98 anions. However, it should be noted that
2′-deoxyribose itself has not been observed previ-
ously as a thermal decomposition product of 2′-
deoxyuridine (whose sugar unit is 2′-deoxyribose
minus OH). Authors observed temperature depen-
dence of resonance peaks of m/z71 and 58 ions
which they ascribed either due to impurities or par-
tial thermal decomposition.

5-methyluridine

AIST: SDBS
[146] (1999)

EII Heating (method not
specified, 60◦C).

X No comments.

Levola et al.
[196] (2014)

SPI Heating in a quartz cru-
cible of an effusion cell
(125 − 170◦C).

Authors studied the ratio of B+/BH+ as a function
of temperature and did not observe any change in
the ratio which indicates absence of thermal de-
composition.

?Paper directly presents results of the study of target decomposition/reactivity: = yes, X = no.
••Light blue signifies when indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD) is used as a volatilisation technique.
••Green signifies absence of target decomposition/reactivity demonstrated when varying experimental conditions.
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5.3 Experimental conditions

The multi-photon ionisation experiments presented in this chapter were carried out using

the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up (see Section 3.2 as well as [18, 26, 56, 57, 114–

116]). The powder samples were provided by Sigma Aldrich with stated purities: uracil

≥99%, guanine 98%, uridine ≥99%, thymidine ≥99%, 2′-deoxyuridine 99 − 100%,

5-methyluridine 97% and uridine 5′-monophosphate ≥98%. With the exception of three

measurements (see Fig. 5.2 a), Fig. 5.4 a) and Fig. 5.9 a)) where the gas-phase targets

were produced by heating samples in a supersonic expansion nozzle (for more details see

Section 3.2.2), the molecular targets in the present experiments were produced by ILTD

under vacuum (for more details see Section 3.2.3.3).

Fig. 5.2: Comparison of MPI (235nm, average UV laser fluence 2×107Wcm−2) mass
spectra of uracil produced by a) heating in supersonic expansion nozzle and seeding in
molecular beam (MB, average sample temperature 260.5◦C, pressure of He 1bar) and
b) indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD, 445nm desorption laser power 0W
above the ion detection threshold of 0.16W ). The insets show a detailed views of a) m/z10
to m/z100 and b) m/z45 to m/z100 ranges of the mass spectra.

In our experimental system, ILTD generally produces higher ion signals in MPI measure-

ments (indicating higher number densities of neutral targets) than heating samples in the

supersonic expansion nozzle for molecular beam (MB) experiments. Fig. 5.2 compares

mass spectra of uracil recorded in the same MPI conditions but with the gas-phase target

produced by a molecular beam (plot a)) and by ILTD (plot b)). The signal in plot b) is
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much higher than in plot a) despite the fact the CW laser power was set at the ion detection

threshold (0.16W in this specific preparation of the system) whereas the supersonic expan-

sion nozzle was heated 11◦C higher than we typically use for experiments on uracil using

the molecular beam [18, 115]. The ion detection threshold is the term we use for the lowest

desorption laser power at which we were able to observe MPI signals in a specific set of

ILTD experiments. It depends not only on the target molecule, but also on the specific

preparation of the sample and alignment of the desorption laser with the irradiated foil.

Therefore, we consider that the desorption laser power above the ion detection threshold is

generally a more useful parameter than absolute values of the desorption laser power if we

want to compare experiments in this thesis that were carried out with different ILTD sam-

ples. Note that no new ions from uracil (at lower or higher masses) are produced by ILTD

compared with the molecular beam measurements or conventional oven measurements.

This is a positive indicator with respect to the lack of thermal decomposition or reactivity.

Indeed, the absence of thermal damage in uracil by ILTD has been confirmed by [9]. In the

following sections we limit the discussion about target decomposition/reactivity induced

by ILTD to thermal decomposition as we have never observed any peaks with m/z higher

than the parent ion which would indicate thermal reactivity.

Investigation of the foil temperature in ILTD experiments can bring new insights into

the desorption process and help optimise the method for volatilisation of more complex

biomolecules. Estimation of the foil temperature upon CW laser irradiation is, however,

not a straightforward process. Camillis et al. [43] estimated the temperature of the

10 µm thick stainless steel foil upon the irradiation with a CW desorption laser beam

(445nm) to be ∼ 150 − 250◦C. No information on the basis for this estimation was

provided, but it is consistent with Townsend and co-workers’ (Heriot Watt University)

“rudimentary estimations” of ILTD foil temperatures rising from 135±30 to 167±30◦C

when the desorption laser power increased from 0.15 to 0.41W [9]. The method applied

at Heriot Watt involved placing a chromel-alumel K-type thermocouple at the centre of the

desorption beam focus (a focused CW laser beam, 445nm, 1mm spot diameter) with the

expectation that the thermal conductivities and reflectivities of chromel and alumel are

similar to those of the stainless steel foil in their ILTD system. Clearly, a thermocouple in

air represents only a loose analogy for the thermal system of the foil in an ILTD system

under vacuum. Furthermore, the state of the foil surface (e.g. polished, cast, oxidised,

etc.) will have a big effect on emissivity [270] so the presence and properties of the

condensed sample will modify the foil temperature. Considerations such as these led to

the large estimated errors (±30◦C) on the ILTD temperatures reported in the paper. As

the desorption laser beam was unfocused in the present measurements, we consider that
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the estimations by the Heriot Watt group should be treated as upper limits of the possible

local foil temperatures in our experiments at equivalent laser powers.

5.4 Testing for thermal decomposition in experiments at

the OU

5.4.1 ILTD for gas-phase experiments on the nucleobase guanine

Guanine is a building block of both RNA and DNA. It is a purine base (a fused pyrimidine-

imidazole ring with conjugated double bonds) which forms three hydrogen bonds with

cytosine in DNA. Guanine has the lowest ionisation energy amongst all nucleobases

and thus is expected to be the main site for electron loss from RNA/DNA in many

ionisation processes [271, 272]. In addition, theoretical work by Sugiyama and Saito

[273] showed that guanine-rich regions are not only preferential sites for initial ionisation,

but also act as “sinks” for “hole” migration through RNA/DNA, i.e. electron-loss centres

will eventually become localised on guanine units. The experimental work on such

an important component of RNA/DNA with respect to radiation interaction has been,

however, hampered by the lability of the molecule with respect to thermal decomposition

[64, 65]. The list of experimental studies on guanine in the gas-phase is reported in Tabs.

5.1 and 5.2. In all of them either conventional heating methods or direct laser-induced

desorption was used as the volatilisation technique. A number of these papers have stated

that there is negligible thermal decomposition in the target but the level of details provided

is generally low. None of these papers actually show the results of any of their tests for

thermal decomposition (for example mass spectra as a function of desorption conditions),

which we consider to be important in the case of such a fragile biological molecule.

Fig. 5.3: Chemical structure of the nucleobase guanine (C atoms are coloured in grey, O in
red, N in blue and H in white). The structure was drawn using ACD/Labs software based
on the 9H−1H−amino−oxo tautomeric form reported by Marian [274] as one of two
biologically relevant forms (also as one of the eight most stable tautomeric and rotameric
forms) of guanine.

Former PhD students in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU (B. Barć, M. Ryszka

and R. Pandey) exploited the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in the molecular beam
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mode (described in detail in Section 3.2.2) for gas-phase experiments on nucleobases

adenine, thymine and uracil using nozzle temperatures up to ∼280◦C [18, 26, 56–58,

115]. Their experiments on cytosine were limited to very weak targets in order to avoid

thermal reactivity [57]. We successfully carried out MPI experiments on the nucleobase

derivative 5-flourouracil [121], while the experiments by the former group members on

5-chlorouracil and 5-bromouracil were unsuccessful due to thermal reactivity. M. Ryszka

also attempted MPI experiments on guanine in a supersonic beam of Ar, but did not obtain

any signal even after heating the sample up to 300◦C. We repeated MPI experiments

on guanine seeded in a supersonic expansion of He and only obtained a signal when

the powder temperature reached 331 − 334◦C (see Fig. 5.4 a)). The ion count rate is

approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than in equivalent experiments on guanine

using the ILTD source (see Fig. 5.4 b)). In addition, peaks above the parent ion m/z value

(at m/z159, 173 and 175) and numerous small fragments in the mass spectrum in Fig.

5.4 a) strongly suggest thermal reactivity and decomposition of the sample. Furthermore,

a subtle change in the colour of guanine powder (see Fig. 5.5 a)) after heating to 300◦C

(see Fig. 5.5 b)) and a more prominent discolouration after heating to 334◦C (see Fig. 5.5

c)) suggest a permanent degradation of the sample during the heating in the supersonic

expansion nozzle.
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Fig. 5.4: Comparison of 225nm MPI spectra of guanine produced by a) heating in
supersonic expansion nozzle and seeding in molecular beam (MB, average UV laser
fluence 5×107Wcm−2, average sample temperature 332.4◦C, pressure of He 1bar) and b)
indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD, average UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2,
445nm desorption laser power 0.03W above the ion detection threshold of 0.40W ). Red
dash-dotted lines indicate presence of thermal reactivity products in MB experiments and
absence in ILTD experiments. Higher UV laser fluence in MB experiments was used to
increase the probability of signal detection at the lowest possible temperatures.

Fig. 5.5: Comparison of guanine sample a) before heating; b) after heating to 300◦C and
c) after heating to 334◦C in the supersonic expansion nozzle. White arrows are used to
help the reader recognise the discolouration of the sample induced by heating.

We tested for possible thermal decomposition of guanine produced by indirect laser-

induced thermal desorption by searching for differences in the production of fragment

ions as a function of desorption laser power. MPI mass spectra were compared in the

desorption power range of 0 − 0.21W above the ion detection threshold of 0.40W . Fig.

5.6 shows a comparison of two MPI mass spectra of guanine at desorption laser powers of

0.03 and 0.15W above the ion detection threshold. It should be noted that guanine+ signals
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are saturated and are plotted only to give the reader an idea of the low relative intensities

of fragment ions with respect to the parent ion. No significant changes in the relative

peak heights of the prompt fragment ions (see Section 3.3.1 for the distinction between

prompt and metastable fragment ions) were observed that could indicate thermally-driven

decomposition or reactivity. The only noticeable difference between the two mass spectra

is in the intensities of the peaks arising from metastable dissociation signals that appear

at around m/z125. Metastable dissociation is strongly dependent on the amount of

vibrational energy of the precursor ions (see Section 4.5.3). In addition, it has been

previously shown that different isomeric forms can result in the differences in metastable

dissociation patterns [137]. Therefore, we expect that the differences in the intensities

of metastable peaks in the spectra in Fig. 5.6 are linked to the changes in the amount

of vibrational excitation and/or changes in the relative populations of different isomeric

forms of the molecules resulting from changes in the desorption laser power.

Fig. 5.6: MPI (average UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2) mass spectra of guanine at 445nm
desorption laser power 0.03 and 0.15W above the ion detection threshold of 0.40W . The
MPI mass spectrum at 0.15W above the ion detection threshold was multiplied by 4 in
order to ease the comparison of relative peak heights. The inset shows a detailed view of
m/z10 to m/z140 range of the mass spectrum.
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Fig. 5.7: MPI (225nm, average UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2) signal ratios of the
most intense guanine fragment ions over the m/z43 fragment ion (w.r.t. – with respect
to) plotted against the 445nm desorption laser power above the ion detection threshold
(0.40W ).

The signal ratios of the strongest fragment ions (see Fig. 5.4 b) and Fig. 5.6) over the

m/z43 fragment ion are plotted as a function of desorption power in Fig. 5.7. m/z43 is

the strongest fragment ion in our MPI measurements at 225nm and was used as a reference

as the parent ion signal could not be considered due to its saturation. The ratios do not

show any trend which would suggest thermal decomposition. Taken together, Figs. 5.6

and 5.7 provide strong evidence that ILTD is a suitable method for producing gas-phase

guanine targets without thermal decomposition or reactivity. Moreover, the target density

was sufficient to also enable us to detect normally weak metastable dissociation channels

(see Fig. 3.14 b)).

5.4.2 Thermal decomposition of nucleosides

After nucleobases, nucleosides consisting of a nucleobase unit ((B − H)) and a sugar

unit (S) bound together by a glycosidic bond represent the second step in the bottom-up

approach in the study of progressively more complex RNA/DNA component molecules

(see Fig. 5.8).
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Fig. 5.8: Chemical structures of a) the nucleobase uracil; b) the nucleoside uridine and
c) the nucleotide uridine 5′-monophosphate (C atoms are coloured in grey, O in red, N in
blue and H in white). The structures were drawn using ACD/Labs software. The uracil
structure was based on the diketo tautomeric form which was previously reported as the
only tautomeric form present in gas-phase experiments [57, 275, 276]. The structure of
uridine was based on the U1 isomer reported by Delchev [67] and the structure of uridine
5′-monophosphate was based on gg− 2′− endo− anti isomer reported by Inagaki et al.
[277].

Nucleosides are characterised by even lower volatility than nucleobases due to their large

mass and high polarisability [16]. Ts’o [184] ordered nucleosides according to their

volatility as follows: guanosine < cytidine < adenosine < uridine. Considering its

relatively high volatility and following previous MPI experiments on the nucleobase

uracil [18, 26, 115] in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU, we attempted MPI

experiments on its corresponding nucleoside uridine seeded in a supersonic beam. It was

necessary to heat the powder sample to 252◦C to observe weak ion signals (count rate

1count/pulse). Increasing the temperature to 255◦C (lowered to 247◦C by the end of

the measurement) enabled us to obtain reasonable signals (count rate 3.5counts/pulse),

however, this evidently caused thermal decomposition. The corresponding MPI mass

spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.9 a) and is dominated by strong signals of small fragment

ions and extremely weak production of any ions with higher m/z than 112 (B+). The

powder remaining in the nozzle after the experiment was discoloured. As expected for

ionisation measurements on an extensively thermally-decomposed nucleoside [16, 195,

196] (discussed further below), the B+ signal dominated over the BH+ signal. Our further

attempts to study uridine in the molecular beam (with four separate sample preparations

in the nozzle and heating up to 253◦C) were also unsuccessful; they produced no signals

that could be traced unambiguously to multi-photon ionised uridine and they resulted in

discoloured samples.
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Fig. 5.9: Comparison of 235nm MPI spectra of uridine produced by a) heating in super-
sonic expansion nozzle and seeding in molecular beam (MB, average UV laser fluence
3×107Wcm−2, sample temperature 255 − 247◦C, pressure of He 1bar) and b) indirect
laser-induced thermal desorption (ILTD, average UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2, 445nm
desorption laser power 0.03W above the ion detection threshold of 0.46W ). The MPI
spectrum in a) indicates strong signs of thermal decomposition: a lot of small fragments,
absence of parent ion, higher production of B+ compared to BH+ and weak ion production
at m/z > 112. Higher UV laser fluence was in the MB experiments used to increase the
probability of signal detection at lowest possible temperatures.

Due to their high propensity for decomposition upon heating, thermal decomposition of

nucleosides has been studied by several authors [16, 184, 195, 196]. Ts’o’s experiments

[184] on adenosine and cytidine revealed changes in the production of B+ ions compared

to BH+ ions as a function of sample temperature. Ptasińska et al. [16] studied thermal

decomposition of thymidine in their electron impact ionisation (EII, 70eV ) experiments

by observing the ratio of S+ and B+ ions signal with increasing temperature of the sam-

ple in an effusive oven. They reported thermal decomposition of thymidine starting at

147◦C. Although EII of uridine was studied as well, its thermal decomposition was not

discussed. The DEA mass spectra of thymidine [211] obtained by the same group at

125◦C suggest that the vast majority of the molecules were produced intact, however they

observed changes in the DEA ion yield curves of (B − H)− and (S − 2H)− anions with

increasing temperature which indicate thermal decomposition. Levola’s VUV photoion-

isation experiments on thymidine [195, 196], uridine and 5-methyluridine [196] showed

thermal decomposition of the sample starting at around 135◦C for thymidine and 140◦C
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for uridine, while no sign of thermal decomposition of 5-methyluridine was observed

within the studied temperature range up to 170◦C. The common signature of thermal

decomposition of nucleosides in the above mentioned studies [16, 184, 195, 196] was an

increase in the relative production of B+ and (S − H)+ ions compared to the total ion sig-

nal or some carefully-chosen reference ion. This indicates that the lowest-energy thermal

decomposition reactions of nucleosides result in glycosidic bond cleavage accompanied by

a hydrogen transfer from the sugar part of the nucleosides to the base part, hence increased

formation of B+ and (S − H)+ fragment ions [196]. No previous studies have reported

temperature-dependent effects on the mass spectra of nucleosides at lower temperatures

than the threshold for enhanced relative production of nucleobase ions (B+). The increase

in the B+/BH+ ratio is normally more pronounced than the increase in the (S − H)+/S+

ratio as the sugar part of a nucleoside is generally more prone to dissociation [16, 195].

This is also manifested in our MPI mass spectrum of uridine in the molecular beam ex-

periment in Fig. 5.9 a), where no S+ (m/z133) or (S − H)+ (m/z132) fragment ions

are present and the spectrum is dominated by numerous small fragments. Moreover, the

absence of any protonated base (BH+, m/z113) signal in combination with the significant

B+ (m/z112) signal suggests significant thermal decomposition of the sample.

In contrast to our MPI experiments on uridine produced by heating in the supersonic

expansion nozzle, our MPI mass spectrum of uridine produced by ILTD (see Fig. 5.4 b))

does not exhibit obvious signs of thermal decomposition. BH+ and S+ signals dominate

over B+ and (S − H)+ signals and we can also see the parent ion signal as well as

several fragments of relatively high mass (e.g. m/z141, 171, 209, 226). This, however,

does not provide firm evidence of the lack of any thermal decomposition in the target

produced by ILTD and therefore it was further investigated. As noted above, previous

mass spectrometry experiments on the present nucleosides and others [16, 195, 196]

have led to a general acceptance that enhanced relative production of nucleobase cations

(typically referenced to the protonated nucleobase signal or to the total ion signal) can be

treated as the first indicator of thermal decomposition. This provided the test for thermal

decomposition in the present MPI experiments.

5.4.2.1 Thermal decomposition study of indirect laser-induced thermally desorbed
nucleosides uridine, thymidine, 2’-deoxyuridine, 5-methyluridine

The RNA nucleoside uridine, its DNA analogue thymidine as well as their derivatives 2′-

deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine (see Fig. 5.10) were brought into the gas-phase for MPI

experiments using indirect laser-induced thermal desorption. Greenwood and co-workers

have previously applied ILTD in three studies of gas-phase nucleosides – adenosine,
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guanosine, cytidine and thymidine (not uridine) [8, 43, 66]. These studies showed that a

large proportion of the target comprises intact nucleosides (high yields of parent ions or

alternatively high yields of fragment ions which had previously been shown to be due to

the fragmentation of intact parent ions), but they did not present evidence to rule out some

thermal decomposition induced by the desorption laser. We investigated potential thermal

decomposition by ILTD by studying mass spectra at increasing desorption laser powers.

Fig. 5.10: Schematic representation of the chemical structures of a) uridine (244amu);
b) thymidine (242amu); c) 2′-deoxyuridine (228amu) and d) 5-methyluridine (258 amu).
C atoms are coloured in grey, O in red, N in blue and H in white. The yellow circles
relate to the presence or absence of a CH3 group on the base part and the green circles
relate to the presence or absence of an OH group on the sugar part of the nucleosides.
The structures were drawn using ACD/Labs software. These structures are schematic
to clearly communicate the differences and are not based specifically on any previously
reported lowest energy isomers.

Fig. 5.11 shows the ratios of B+/BH+ as a function of desorption laser power above the

ion detection threshold. The photon energies and fluences used in the present experiments

produce strong signals of uracil+ and thymine+ by 2-photon ionisation of gas-phase uracil

and thymine [18, 115], respectively, whereas we can only speculate about the possible

efficiency of multi-photon ionising (S–H). Therefore, we have followed Levola et al.

[196] in monitoring the B+/BH+ ratio to look for experimental evidence of thermal

decomposition. In the studied desorption power range, no increase in B+/BH+ was

observed for uridine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine, which shows these can be

produced in the gas-phase by ILTD without any thermal decomposition or reactivity to

within the experimental signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns). Slightly higher error bars in the

case of uridine as indicated in Fig. 5.11 a) are due to very weak signals of B+ (see Fig.

5.9 b)). Notwithstanding the statistical errors, the absence of any systematic increase in

the B+/BH+ ratio indicates that uridine did not undergo thermal decomposition in the

present desorption laser power range.
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Fig. 5.11: The ratios of B+/BH+ in multi-photon ionised (225nm, average UV laser flu-
ence 7×106Wcm−2) nucleosides a) uridine (ion detection threshold 0.46W ); b) thymidine
(ion detection threshold 0.37W ); c) 2′-deoxyuridine (ion detection threshold 0.18W ) and
d) 5-methyluridine (ion detection threshold 0.19W ) produced by ILTD. No increase in the
ratio of B+/BH+ in a); c) and d) indicates a lack of thermal decomposition of uridine,
2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine, produced by ILTD (445nm). A slight increase in the
ratio with desorption laser power in b) suggests some thermal decomposition of thymidine
induced by ILTD.

Compared to uridine, thymidine has previously been shown to be a more fragile nucleo-

side with respect to thermal decomposition [16, 196]. Accordingly, a slight increase in

the B+/BH+ ratio with desorption laser power in Fig. 5.11 b) suggests some thermal

decomposition induced by the desorption laser. The mass spectra in Fig. 5.12 were taken

in a separate set of measurements from the ones in Fig. 5.11 b). An increase in the

desorption laser power by 0.15W resulted in a major increase in the production of T+

fragment ions compared to T H+ ions, which is not the case in the measurements in Fig.

5.11 b). Although our experiments have proved that using indirect laser-induced thermal

desorption is not straightforward for thymidine, a systematic investigation of the effect

of foil material and its thickness as well as sample layer thickness could help optimise

the experimental conditions and enhance the capacity of the method for the production of

intact gas-phase thymidine targets. Rapid cooling of thymidine by seeding them in cold

molecular beams as suggested by e.g. Huang et al. for LIAD experiments [215, 247] could

also result in greater stability of these molecules with respect to thermal decomposition

induced by desorption laser. Visiting student T. Hajj built a system to attempt this in the
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Molecular Clusters Laboratory using CW supersonic expansions of Ar and He but the

pick-up efficiency was too low to produce a viable experimental target [278]. Greater

carrier gas flow using a pulsed beam is expected to solve this problem and plans are

underway to adapt the system accordingly.

Fig. 5.12: Increased production of B+ ions compared to BH+ in 225nm MPI (average
UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2) experiments on thymidine when increasing the 445nm
desorption laser power by 0.15W above the ion detection threshold of 0.22W . The insets
show detailed views of m/z18 to m/z108 and m/z30 to m/z250 ranges of the mass spectra.

In contrast to thymidine, we have never observed any signature of thermal decomposition

of uridine or 5-methyluridine produced by ILTD. These molecules were also tested for

potential permanent damage of the sample powder induced by high desorption laser

powers (0.98W ). We did this by measuring MPI (225nm, average UV laser fluence

7×106Wcm−2) mass spectra at 0.06W above the ion detection threshold (0.43W ) before

and 5mins after increasing the desorption laser power to 0.98W for 2.5mins (this before-

and-after approach was adopted because mass spectra measured at 0.98W desorption

laser power were strongly saturated). The B+/BH+ ratio was 0.06±0.05 before the

0.98W laser exposure and it was 0.06±0.02 after. An analogous test was performed for

5-methyluridine where the ratio at the ion detection threshold of 0.30W was 2.80±0.34

before the 0.98W laser exposure and 2.66±0.53 after. It should be noted that the latter

measurement was carried out at 0.23W above the ion detection threshold because the

powder depletion after increasing the desorption laser power to 0.98W did not enable us

to obtain an MPI mass spectrum at the same ion detection threshold power at the same
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spot. As the ratios of B+/BH+ did not show any increase after exposure to a 0.98W

desorption laser beam, we exclude the possibility of any permanent damage of the uridine

and 5-methyluridine samples.

Fig. 5.13: Comparison of 225nm MPI (average UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2) mass
spectra of 2′-deoxyuridine produced by ILTD a) before and b) after increasing the 445nm
desorption laser power to 0.98W . Higher production of B+ ions compared to BH+ ions
after increasing the desorption laser power to 0.98W indicates permanent damage of the
sample at 0.98W . The ion detection threshold power before the 0.98W laser exposure was
0.14W . The insets show detailed views of m/z111 to m/z115 and m/z120 to m/z225
ranges.

A similar test for 2′-deoxyuridine gave clear evidence of a permanent damage of the

nucleoside sample as indicated in Fig. 5.13. This suggests that the OH group at 2′−C in

ribonucleosides (containing ribose minus OH) uridine and 5-methyluridine is likely to have

a stabilising effect with respect to thermal decomposition compared to their respective

2′-deoxyribose analogues (containing 2′-deoxyribose minus OH) 2′-deoxyuridine and

thymidine (see Fig. 5.10). In addition, the CH3 group at 5−C in deoxyribonucleosides

seems to have destabilising effect with respect to thermal decomposition, i.e. in our ILTD

experiments thymidine proved more thermally labile than 2′-deoxyuridine. Although

Levola et al.’s [196] thermal decomposition study using an effusive oven showed greater

thermal stability of 5-methyluridine compared to uridine, we cannot draw any conclusion

about the effect of CH3 group on thermal stability in ribonucleosides, as no thermal

decomposition of uridine and 5-methyluridine was observed in the studied desorption

power range in our experiments.
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5.4.3 ILTD for the production of the gas-phase nucleotide uridine 5’-
monophosphate

The next step in the bottom-up approach in the study of progressively more complex

RNA/DNA related biomolecules are nucleotides, which consist of a nucleoside and a

phosphate group bound to the 5′−C atom of the sugar unit of the nucleoside (see Fig.

5.10). An example of a nucleotide structure is shown for uridine 5′-monophosphate

(5′-UMP) in Fig. 5.8. The literature of gas-phase experiments on nucleotides is even

more sparse than that of nucleosides and is mainly limited to the studies of charged

species produced by electrospray ionisation [279, 280]. To the best of our knowledge, the

only experiments on a neutral isolated nucleotide (2′-deoxycytidine 5′-monophosphate,

produced by conventional heating in an effusive oven) were performed by Kopyra in 2012

[17]. These were followed in 2018 by the experiments on microhydrated 2′-deoxycytidine

5′-monophosphate carried out by Kočišek et al. [70].

Fig. 5.14: Photographs of the ion source with 5′-uridine monophosphate (5′-UMP) sample
a) before and b) after placing the system in vacuum.

We attempted using the ILTD source for the production of the nucleotide 5′-UMP in

the gas-phase. Applying the same sample preparation method as for nucleobases and

nucleosides (described in detail in Section 3.2.3.3) resulted in complete dissolution of

the sample molecules in methanol, forming a transparent layer of a gel-like substance

on the foil (see Fig. 5.14 a)). Inserting the sample into the experimental chamber and

pumping down led to its expansion as shown in Fig. 5.14 b), which prevented us from

carrying out any experiments on 5′-UMP. Replacing methanol for a non-polar solvent

dichloromethane (DCM) in combination with an unsuccessful attempt to dry the sample

for 2.5hrs in a fume hood led to a similar behaviour. We interpret this behaviour in terms

of numerous interactions between the molecules of 5′-UMP cause trapping of the solvent

molecules. The combination of the ambient temperature 23◦C with atmospheric pressure
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is not enough to release the trapped solvent molecules, which then subsequently happens

under vacuum. The solvent molecules under vacuum form bubbles and escape, disrupting

the smooth surface of the sample layer. Possible solutions to this problem might include

gently heating the sample in an oven in an inert gas or using a vacuum desiccator to

remove the solvent in a more “gentle” way before placing the sample inside the high-

vacuum chamber (private communication with Dr. K. Nixon). However, as 5′-UMP is

thermally very labile and should be stored at −20◦C, any unnecessary heating should be

avoided in order to minimise the risk of sample degradation. Alternatively, designing a

new sample holding arrangement which does not require use of any solvent might offer a

convenient solution to this problem in the future. A possible solution could be pressing

powder into small grooves or a rough foil surface, analogously to the system described in

Section 3.2.3.1. In a such a “weakly adhered” sample arrangement, the horizontal foil

assembly in the new ILTD system described in Chapter 7 might be advantageous.

5.5 Summary and outlook

The work outlined in this chapter responds to the experimental challenge of producing

gas-phase targets of intact complex thermally labile biological molecules. While the

production of intact ionic species has been largely resolved using electrospray ionisa-

tion, this chapter demonstrates that generating neutral gas-phase targets of species such

as nucleosides and larger requires further characterisation and optimisation of existing

methodologies. The experimental work presented here focused on potential thermal de-

composition induced by indirect laser-induced thermal desorption for the production of

the most thermally labile nucleobase guanine as well as the nucleosides uridine, thymi-

dine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine. Our experiments show that while nucleobases

are at the limit of biomolecular lability that we could study using our supersonic beam

source, ILTD can be used effectively to generate experimentally-viable targets of the

most thermally labile nucleobase guanine without thermal decomposition. We have also

demonstrated that ILTD can be successfully used for the production of intact gas-phase

uridine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine targets without any thermal decomposition.

However, the experiments on thymidine indicated some thermal decomposition and hence

suggest that nucleosides are at the threshold for how far we can go with the studies of

progressively more complex species using ILTD. Furthermore, our unsuccessful attempts

to produce a uridine 5′-monophosphate target suggest that different samples might require

optimisation of the sample preparation procedure for ILTD. Overall, this chapter provides

the most extensive study to date of the capabilities and limitations of ILTD for the study

of neutral gas-phase biomolecules.
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5.6 Contributions by co-workers

I devised the experimental approach to test for thermal decomposition of nucleosides

drawing on an extensive review of the literature. I performed the experiments on indirect

laser-induced thermally desorbed uracil, guanine, uridine (also in MB), thymidine, 2′-

deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine working with PhD student A. Rebelo and internship

student R. Ward. I analysed the experimental data on nucleosides and carried out the MPI

experiments on guanine in the MB. I analysed the guanine data working with Dr. K. Nixon.

I worked on preparing uridine 5′-monophosphate samples for ILTD experiments and

revising the sample preparation procedure for indirect laser-induced thermal desorption

of nucleotides supported by discussions with P. Landsberg, Dr. M. Batham and Dr. K.

Nixon. All experimental and analytical work was supported by Dr. S. Eden. The MPI

experiments on 5-fluorouracil mentioned in Section 5.4.1 were published in [121]. We

are currently preparing a journal manuscript based on the results in Section 5.4.2. M.

Ryszka, R. Pandey, D. Mészáros, P. Limão-Vieira, P. Papp, N. J. Mason, D. Townsend, V.

Vizcaino, J.-C. Poully contributed to this work through in-depth discussions, aiding the

development of the experimental facility, and/or co-supervising students that worked in

the lab.
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Chapter 6

Multi-photon ionisation experiments on
indirect laser-induced thermally
desorbed uridine

In Chapter 5 we have demonstrated the efficacy of indirect laser-induced thermal desorp-

tion (ILTD) for producing gaseous targets of uridine, 5-methyluridine, and 2′-deoxyuridine

without thermal decomposition. Only one multi-photon ionisation (MPI) fragment ion

channel from any of these intact nucleosides showed notable dependence on thermal des-

orption conditions: the relative production of sugar+ ions (C5H9O4
+, m/z133) from intact

uridine increased with the desorption laser power and this only occurred at wavelengths

below 250nm (full range studied 222− 265nm). This effect can only be rationalised plau-

sibly in terms of changing populations of different isomers in the target as a function of the

desorption conditions. Furthermore, the wavelength threshold behaviour of this thermally

sensitive MPI channel indicates a critical dependence on neutral excited state dynamics

in between the absorption of the first and second photons. Further work is required to

identify the key dynamics but we suspect the involvement of previously predicted charge

transfer states that facilitate isomeric transitions in electronically excited uridine. The

experimental results are complemented by Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations

of the optimised geometries of two key isomers of uridine, which were performed by A.

Rebelo, PhD student in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU.

6.1 Introduction

Uridine (C9H12N2O6) is one of four nucleosides present in RNA, containing a nucleobase

unit and a sugar unit bound together by N-glycosidic bond (see Fig. 6.2 a)). The total

mass of uridine (244amu) is comprised of 111amu belonging to the dehydrogenated uracil
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part ((B − H) in the nomenclature of this thesis) and 133amu belonging to the sugar part

(ribose minus OH, we refer to this part of uridine in this thesis as S). Uracil has a distinct

status amongst other nucleobases as it is present only in RNA, while it is replaced by

thymine in DNA. There have been numerous discussions about what selection rule led

to this substitution in DNA. The two most interesting points with respect to this question

are the greater photoresistance of thymine compared to uracil [281] as well as that such

replacement prevents DNA mutations induced by deamination of cytosine. Deamination

of cytosine leads to the formation of uracil, which can be effectively recognised as a faulty

base (unfamiliar to DNA) and excised by enzyme uracil-DNA glycosylase. This would not

be possible if uracil was intrinsic to DNA [282]. In addition, uracil is the UV chromophore

in RNA. Therefore, the molecule is of great interest and is a natural starting point in the

bottom-up approach applied to studies of radiation-induced processes in RNA. As a result,

there has been a lot of experimental [47, 202, 283, 284] and theoretical [45, 98, 285, 286]

work dedicated to this molecule. Electronic excitation and fragmentation of uracil was

previously the subject of several studies by the Molecular Clusters Group at the OU too

[18, 26, 56, 57]. In addition to the isolated nucleobase, the group also investigated the

effect of clustering on its response to UV irradiation in experiments on uracil-water [18]

and uracil-adenine [26] clusters.

Compared with uracil, the radiation response of the RNA nucleoside uridine has been

much less investigated due to the difficulties with bringing the molecule into the gas-

phase without target degradation, as discussed in Chapter 5. There have been a few

experimental studies investigating the fragmentation pattern of uridine in direct ionisation

experiments, i.e. electron impact ionisation (EII) [16, 194, 263, 265] or single-photon

ionisation (SPI) [196], but to the best of our knowledge no step-wise ionisation study which

could provide evidence for processes happening in electronic excited states. Therefore, we

carried out multi-photon ionisation experiments on uridine for the first time. The present

chapter discusses thermally-dependent and wavelength-dependent effects in the MPI mass

spectra of uridine, which are interpreted in terms of changing populations of isomers with

differences in electronic state energies and dynamics.

6.1.1 Experimental conditions

The multi-photon ionisation experiments on uridine (Sigma-Aldrich with stated purity

≥99%) in the 222 − 265nm wavelength range and on uracil, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-

methyluridine (Sigma-Aldrich with stated purity ≥99%, 99 − 100% and 97%, respec-

tively) at 225nm were carried out using the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up (see

Section 3.2 as well as [18, 26, 56, 57, 114–116]) in the indirect laser-induced thermal
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desorption mode, employing the third generation of thermal desorption systems at the OU

(see Section 3.2.3.3). Two different conditions for the UV lens position were examined

to identify fragmentation pattern of uridine upon MPI at 225nm: focused (beam diameter

at crossing 0.3mm, also in the MPI experiment on uracil) and partially defocused (beam

diameter at crossing 0.54mm) UV lens positions. The former one enables us to achieve

higher UV laser fluence and thus induce more extensive fragmentation which consequently

results in higher signals for smaller fragment ions. In contrast, the latter one enables us to

observe larger fragment ions.

Thermal decomposition tests for uridine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine were re-

ported in Section 5.4.2.1. The experiments on uridine in the present chapter were carried

out at desorption laser powers of up to 0.45W above the threshold for ion detection, which

exceeds the desorption power range studied in Fig. 5.11 a), therefore we report a separate

thermal decomposition test for uridine in Fig. 6.1. The error bars on the ratios in Fig.

6.1 are purely statistical (analogous to Fig. 5.11 a)) and are quite large due to weak B+

signals. Notwithstanding the statistical errors, the absence of any systematic increase in

the B+/BH+ ratio indicates that uridine did not undergo thermal decomposition in the

present laser desorption power range.

Fig. 6.1: Ratio of uracil+ (B+, m/z112) over protonated uracil (BH+, m/z113) MPI
production at 250nm as a function of the 445nm desorption laser power above the ion
detection threshold (0.45W ).

The MPI measurement on uracil was carried out with desorption laser power of 0.64W

(see Fig. 6.3). It should be noted that MPI of uracil was thoroughly investigated by former

PhD students in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory B. Barć, M. Ryszka and R. Pandey
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[18, 26, 56–58] and we provide here only a complementary measurement for comparison

of the fragmentation pattern with uridine in analogous conditions. The present mass

spectrum of uracil agrees very well with our earlier MPI mass spectrum presented in [9]

where thermal decomposition was investigated and excluded. Therefore, we do not present

here an analogous systematic study of thermal decomposition for uracil. The experimental

details for each measurement are stated in the caption of the corresponding figure.

6.2 Fragmentation patterns of uridine radical cation

In this section we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first MPI mass spectrum of

uridine. By comparing the EII [16, 184, 185, 194, 263–265] and SPI [196] mass spectra of

uridine with the ones of uracil [18, 60, 146, 181, 287–293] and ribose [146, 294, 295] we

trace the origin of some of the strongest fragmentation products of uridine to its base and

sugar constituents. We also discuss the effect of bonding of ribose minus OH unit on the

previously observed CO loss channel in multi-photon ionised uracil [18, 26] and compare

the fragmentation pattern of uridine with those of 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine.

6.2.1 Multi-photon ionisation experiments on uridine at 225 nm

MPI mass spectra of uridine measured with focused and partially defocused UV lens

positions are shown in Fig. 6.2 a) and b), respectively. Tab. 6.1 lists all of the ions in

the above-mentioned mass spectra which have ion yields ≥ 5% of the strongest fragment

ion’s yield, i.e. m/z29 in Fig. 6.2 a) and m/z133 in Fig. 6.2 b). The assignments of the

fragment ions are based on the previous assignments from the literature, where available.

For the remaining ions, all possibilities are listed apart from the ones which are strongly

counterintuitive. In addition to the listed fragments, we identified weaker peaks above the

background level at m/z13, 53, 54, 58, 68, 70, 71, 87, 95, 96, 103, 104, 132 and 209.

The main fragment ion masses from uridine in our MPI measurements at 225nm are

broadly consistent with the EII/SPI literature. Most of the differences in the relative

peak heights in mass spectra reported in different papers can be attributed to differences

in the energy deposited in the ionisation process (MPI vs. EII/SPI at different electron

impact energies or photon energies) as well as to differences in the mass spectrometer

configurations. However, it is striking that MPI mass spectra of uridine at 225nm (see Fig.

6.2) feature an exceptionally strong peak at m/z133 compared with any previous mass

spectra. This ion channel is the subject of Section 6.3.
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Fig. 6.2: Multi-photon ionisation mass spectra of uridine produced in the gas-phase by
indirect laser-induced thermal desorption: a) with a focused UV lens position (225nm,
average UV laser fluence 2×107Wcm−2, 445nm desorption laser power 0.17W above
the ion detection threshold of 0.16W ) and b) with partially defocused UV lens position
(225nm, average UV laser fluence 7×106Wcm−2, 445nm desorption laser power 0.03W
above the ion detection threshold of 0.46W ). a) also depicts the chemical structure of
uridine (C atoms are coloured in grey, O in red, N in blue and H in white) which was
drawn using ACD/Labs software. The structure was based on the U1 isomer reported by
Delchev [67].
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Tab. 6.1: Fragment ion products of uridine in MPI experiments at 225nm with UV lens
at focused and partially defocused positions. Only the ions which have ion yield ≥ 5%
of the strongest? fragment ion are listed. The assignments are based on the literature,
where available, otherwise all possibilities are listed apart from those which are strongly
counterintuitive. The intensity of green shading indicates the intensity of an ion’s signal
with respect to the strongest fragment ion signal in the corresponding mass spectra#.

Uridine fragment ions
(m/z) - focused UV beam

(Fig. 6.2 a))

Uridine fragment ions (m/z)
- partially defocused UV

beam (Fig. 6.2 b))
Assignments

12 C+

14 CH2
+/N+

15 CH3
+/HN+

19 H3O+

24 C2
+

25 C2H+

26 C2H2
+/CN+

27 C2H3
+/CHN+

28 C2H4
+/CH2N+/N2

+/CO+

29? CHO+ [16]
30 C2H6

+/CH4N+/CH2O+/H2N2
+/NO+

31 CH3O+ [16]
36 C3

+/H6NO+/H4O2
+

37 C3H+/H7NO+/H5O2
+

38 C3H2
+/C2N+/H6O2

+

39 C3H3
+/C2HN+/H7O2

+

40 C3H4
+/C2H2N+/H8O2

+/CN2
+/C2O+

41 C3H5
+/C2H3N+/CHN2

+/C2HO+

42 C3H6
+/C2H4N+/CH2N2

+/C2H2O+/CNO+

43 CHNO+/C2H3O+ [16]
44 C3H8

+/C2H6N+/CH4N2
+/C2H4O+/

CH2NO+/CO2
+/N2O+

45 C3H9
+/C2H7N+/CH5N2

+/CH3NO+/
C2H5O+/CHO2

+/HN2O+

55 C4H7
+/C3H5N+/C3H3O+/C2H3N2

+/
C2HNO+/H7O3

+

57 57 C3H5O+ [16, 194]
61 C3H11N+/C2H9N+/CH5N2O+/C3H9O+/

C2H5O2
+/CHO3

+/HN2O2
+

69 C3H3NO+ [16, 184, 194]/C4H5O+ [16]
73 73 C3H5O2

+ [184, 194]
86 86 C2H2N2O2

+/C4H6O2
+ [16]

113 113 C4H5N2O2
+ [16, 184, 194, 196, 263]

114 C4H6N2O2
+/C5H6O3

+ [196]
/C4H5N2O2

+ with one 13C
133 133? C5H9O4

+ [16, 184, 194, 196, 263]
134 C5H9O4

+ with one 13C
141 141 C5H5N2O3

+ [16, 194, 196, 263]
171 C6H7N2O4

+/C7H9NO4
+ [196]

?The strongest ion signal in the corresponding MPI mass spectrum of uridine.
#Intensity colour-coding (based on the percentage of an ion signal with respect to the strongest ion signal):

5 − 20%
20 − 40%
40 − 60%
> 60%
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6.2.2 Tracing fragmentation products of uridine ions to their base or
sugar parts based on electron impact ionisation mass spectra in
the literature

Previous EII [16, 184, 185, 194, 263–265] and SPI [196] papers on uridine suggested

possible origins and assignments of some of the fragment ions, however, none of them

presented a detailed comparison of the fragmentation pattern of uridine with uracil and

ribose, or theoretical calculations supporting their assignments. It should be noted that

it is uracil minus H and ribose minus OH which are present in uridine rather than uracil

and ribose, respectively. Uracil and ribose are, however, the closest approximations which

could be used for such comparisons. As sugars do not generally have chromophores in

the wavelength range of our UV laser, we expect the MPI signal of ribose to be extremely

weak in our experimental conditions and therefore we could not provide a comparison

of MPI experiments for all three above-mentioned molecules. Therefore, we will briefly

comment on the origin and assignments of some of the strongest fragment ions in the EII

and SPI mass spectra of uridine from the literature [16, 184, 185, 194, 196, 263–265]:

• m/z113 – This ion was previously assigned by several authors as C4H5N2O2
+

[16, 184, 194, 196, 263], which is formed by the transfer of two hydrogens from the

sugar part to the base part of the ion prior to breakage of the glycosidic bond. We refer

to the C4H5N2O2
+ fragment ion in this thesis as BH+. Biemann and McCloskey

[263] argued that based on the mass spectra of O,N-perdeuterio derivatives, the two

hydrogens have their origin mainly in the hydroxyl groups. They also reported that

the absence of the 2′−OH group (see Fig. 5.10) results in the suppression of the

BH+ channel, which is not the case when the 5′−OH group is absent. This clearly

points to 2′−OH being critically involved in the transfer of one of the hydrogens.

• m/z73 – This ion is the most prominent fragmentation product in the ribose mass

spectrum on NIST [295], AIST [146] and in Zavilopulo et al.’s experiments [294]

when heating the molecule to 117◦C and is completely absent in the uracil mass

spectra [18, 60, 146, 181, 287–293], which strongly points to it having its origin

in the sugar part of uridine+. This is in good agreement with the study by Ts’o

[184], and Rice and Dudek [194] who previously assigned it as C3H5O2
+. Rice and

Dudek identified it also as a product of the metastable dissociation of m/z133 ion

(also [184]), which represents the sugar part of uridine. In addition, Poully et al. [8]

observed the same ion in their proton irradiation experiments on ribonucleosides

cytidine, adenosine and guanosine and assigned it to originate in the sugar part of

these nucleosides.
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• m/z57 – Analogously to m/z73, m/z57 ion is very likely to have its origin in the

sugar part of the nucleoside ion. The fragment was assigned by Rice and Dudek

[194] as well as Ptasińska et al. [16] as C3H5O+. Rice and Dudek [194] identified

this ion as a product of metastable dissociation of the sugar part of the nucleoside

(m/z133). Poully et al. [8] also linked m/z57 fragment ion produced in their proton

irradiation experiments on ribonucleosides cytidine, adenosine and guanosine to the

sugar part of these molecules.

• m/z69 – This fragment ion is more likely to have its origin in the nucleobase part of

uridine+. Rice and Dudek [194] observed this ion in their metastable dissociation

measurements and assigned it as C3H3NO+ resulting from the metastable dissocia-

tion of C4H4N2O2
+ (m/z112), i.e. uracil part of uridine. Later on, Ptasińska et al.

[16] assigned this ion as C3H3NO+ (also [184])/C4H5O+ in their EII experiments on

uridine. In the gas-phase experiments on uracil, m/z69 fragment ion was previously

identified by several authors [18, 26, 46, 60, 115, 288, 292] as a product of neutral

HNCO loss from excited uracil radical cation. This suggests that if the m/z69 ion

from uridine+ has its origin in the base part of the ion, then it is very likely to be

C3H3NO+ rather than C4H5O+. Experiments on isotopically labelled uridine would

provide more insights.

In summary, the dominant small fragments (m/z73 and 57) in the mass spectra of uridine

[16, 194, 196, 263–265] are products originating in the sugar part of the ion (m/z73 and

57). This is in good agreement with Ptasińska et al. [16] and Levola et al. [195] who

reported that the sugar part is more fragile compared to the base part of nucleosides. It

should also be noted that even the strongest fragmentation products of protonated uracil in

electron collisions experiments by Sadr-Arani et al. [296] (m/z70, 85, and 96) and Molina

et al. (m/z44, 70, 95 and 96) are either relatively weak or completely absent in the EII

[16, 184, 185, 194, 263–265] and SPI [196] experiments on uridine in the literature. This

indicates that the fragmentation pathways of m/z113 ions are not prominent channels. The

apparent detection of common ionisation products from ribose minus OH in uridine and

from isolated ribose suggest that OH loss may be the first step in a number of sequential

dissociation pathways of excited ribose+. The value of the ribose mass spectrum for peak

assignments in the uridine mass spectrum is a good example of the efficacy of the bottom-

up approach for interpreting the radiation response of biomolecules. Large fragments

(m/z ≥ 111) are dominated by m/z113 ions. These comprise intact nucleobase part plus

two extra hydrogens which are transferred from the sugar part prior to the glycosidic bond

cleavage. It should be noted that m/z133 fragment ion is discussed in detail in Section

6.3. The other relatively strong large fragmentation products in the previously reported

mass spectra of uridine are:
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• m/z141 – previously identified as C5H5N2O3
+ [16, 194, 196, 263]. This ion was

observed also as a product of metastable dissociation of intact uridine ions in the

experiments by Rice and Dudek [125]. The fragment ion consists of CH2O attached

to the intact base part of the uridine radical cation (i.e. C4H3N2O2
+).

• m/z171 – Levola et al. [196] previously suggested two potential assignments for

this fragment ion, namely C6H7N2O+
4 (i.e. C2H4O2 attached to the base part of

uridine+ C4H3N2O2
+) or C7H9NO+

4 (i.e. C2N attached to the sugar part of uridine+

C5H9O4
+). The m/z171 fragment ion is due to the loss of 73amu from intact parent

ion (m/z244). The m/z73 ion originating from the sugar part of the nucleoside ion

is one of the strongest fragmentation products of uridine in the previously reported

EII [16, 184, 194, 263–265] and SPI [196] mass spectra. Therefore, it is likely that

the same dissociation channel might lead to the production of m/z171 ion, when

the charge is localised on the base part of the molecule prior to the glycosidic bond

cleavage.

• m/z226 – previously identified by Levola et al. [196] as C9H10N2O5
+. This

fragment ion is the result of the loss of neutral water molecule from intact parent

ion. Levola et al. [196] argued that it is more likely that the water loss occurs from

the sugar part than from the base part as the sugar part has three hydroxyl groups

which can potentially contribute to the production of a neutral water fragment.

Fragment ion production from isolated uridine in the EII experiments shows clear signa-

tures of the fragmentation patterns of ribose+. Applying the bottom-up approach has thus

proved to be very useful at this stage for the identification of the origin of some of the

strongest fragmentation products of uridine upon electron impact ionisation. In general,

peaks of m/z < 111 mostly have their origin in the dissociated sugar part of the molecule,

while the ones with m/z > 111 are in principle formed by intact nucleobase unit with a

part of the sugar moiety attached to the molecule by a glycosidic bond. This observation

is in good agreement with previous papers by Biemann and McCloskey [263], Ptasińska

et al. [16] as well as Levola et al. [196]. The low abundance of product ions that can be

traced clearly to a breakage of the base part of uridine suggests that the presence of the

sugar moiety has a stabilising effect on the base.

6.2.3 Comparing MPI mass spectra of uracil and uridine with par-
ticular focus on CO loss

The section above is centred on using the bottom-up approach to recognise the origins of

fragment ions from uridine that can be produced in various different ionisation processes.
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However, multi-photon ionisation mass spectra have the special characteristic that they

can yield information about processes in electronic excited states as well as ionic states.

Therefore this section compares MPI mass spectra of uracil and uridine (see Fig. 6.3).

Fig. 6.3: Multi-photon ionisation mass spectra of uracil and uridine produced in the gas-
phase by indirect laser-induced thermal desorption (focused UV lens position, 225nm,
average UV laser fluence 2×107Wcm−2, 445nm desorption laser power 0.5W above
the ion detection threshold of 0.14W and 0.17W above the ion detection threshold of
0.16W for uracil and uridine, respectively). The chemical structure of uracil (C atoms are
coloured in grey, O in red, N in blue and H in white) was drawn using ACD/Labs software
and it was based on the diketo tautomeric form which was previously reported as the only
tautomeric form present in gas-phase experiments [57, 275, 276]..

The 225nm MPI measurement on uridine with focused UV lens position is dominated by

small fragments with m/z27 to 31, with the exception of m/z30 (see Tab. 6.1 and Fig.

6.3). Ryszka et al. [26] previously assigned the m/z28 ion in their MPI experiments on

uracil as CH2N+. m/z27, 29 and 30 ions are rather weak or completely absent in the

MPI mass spectra of uracil in Fig. 6.3, which gives a strong indication that these peaks

in the uridine MPI mass spectra are more likely to have their origin in the sugar part of

the molecule. In line with the comparison of the EII mass spectra in the literature, this

suggests a greater propensity for the sugar side of the excited ion to fragment despite the

fact that MPI is expected to proceed via the removal of an electron from an orbital localised

on the base part in the present UV laser conditions. Comparing the relative abundance

(see Tab. 6.1 and Fig. 6.3) of uridine parent ion m/z244 (< 5% of the strongest ion yield)

with the one in uracil (m/z112, strongest ion in the EII mass spectrum), suggests that
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uridine is more prone to dissociation rather than uracil due to the presence of glycosidic

bond, which makes its structure more fragile.

One of the motivations to carry out MPI experiments on uridine was to investigate the

effect of binding of ribose on the CO loss channel previously observed in MPI experiments

on uracil between 220 to 232nm. Barć et al. (a previous PhD student in the Molecular

Clusters Laboratory at the OU) carried out wavelength-dependent measurements on uracil

with nanosecond UV laser pulses, which showed evidence for a new UV-induced process in

uracil [18]. The new process led to m/z84 fragment ion production by MPI at wavelengths

≤ 232nm. This fragment was never observed in direct excitation experiments, e.g. EII

[18, 125, 181, 288, 289, 292] or SPI [60], and hence it must depend in some way on a critical

process happening in an electronic excited state of uracil. The possibility of the m/z84

ion being produced by the ionisation of a neutral produced by dissociative MPI of uracil

could be ruled out because the MPI mechanism was identified as 2-photon absorption.

Later on, the MPI experiments by Ryszka et al. [26] on deuterated uracil identified the

m/z84 fragment ion as C3H4N2O+, i.e. uracil+ less CO. This channel was interpreted

as a potential signature of previously theoretically predicted ultrafast neutral electronic

excited state ring-opening. Nachtigallová et al. [45] and Richter et al. [285] reported three

different ring-opening conical intersections (CIs) between uracil’s S2 and S1 states, which

all involved ring-opening at the same position of the ring, i.e. N3−C4 bond breakage

(see the numbering of atoms in uracil structure in Fig. 6.3) which leaves a CO group

exposed at one end of the open-ring structure. Depending on the calculation method,

all of these three ring-opening CIs were energetically consistent with the wavelength

threshold for m/z84 fragment ion production measured in the MPI experiments. In

order to provide additional insights for whether sub-picosecond timescale excited state

ring-opening mechanisms are involved in the production of m/z84 fragment ions in the

MPI experiments at ≤ 232nm, time-resolved ion yield (TRIY) measurements on uracil

were carried out [9]. 220 and 200nm pump excitation wavelengths in combination with

400nm probe were employed in these measurements. However, even delays extending

to 100 ps following the excitation did not lead to the appearance of m/z84 fragment ion.

This result suggests that C3H4N2O+ production is not directly linked to the previously

theoretically predicted ring-opening channels and another as-yet unidentified excited state

process operating at longer timescales (most likely also involving ring-opening) is more

likely to be involved.
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Fig. 6.4: Proof of the absence of CO loss channel in the MPI experiments on uridine at
225nm. a) Selected part of MPI time-of-flight map of uridine and b) selected part of MPI
mass spectrum of uridine at reflection voltage −10V (225nm, average UV laser fluence
7×106Wcm−2, 445nm desorption laser power 0W above the ion detection threshold of
0.30W ). Red dash-dotted lines indicate which peak in the mass spectrum in b) corresponds
to which red spot in the map in a). The blue dash-dotted line indicates the absence
of m/z216 peak. P and M indicate whether peaks are due to prompt or metastable
dissociations, respectively.

Notwithstanding the currently unknown nature of the electronic excited state process lead-

ing to the production of C3H4N2O+ in multi-photon ionised uracil, this channel is of partic-

ular interest as structural changes and bond breaking in electronically excited RNA/DNA

components represent potential radiation damage pathways in these vital biopolymers [26].

Therefore, the impact of intermolecular bonding on the CO loss MPI channel was further

investigated in experiments on uracil-water and uracil-adenine clusters. Barć et al. [18]

showed that hydrogen bonding to water stabilises uracil with respect to the CO loss MPI

channel. In contrast, the channel was enhanced in uracil-adenine clusters compared to pure
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uracil clusters [26]. This was tentatively attributed to a significant presence of π-stacked

complexes in the neutral beam as the production of hydrogen bonded uracil-adenine pairs

was expected to suppress this fragmentation pathway. Any significant modification at C5

atom of uracil, i.e. methylation (thymine) [26] or fluorination (5-fluorouracil) [121] led

to complete suppression of the CO loss route. The closer proximity of C5 atom to C4O8

group in uracil rather than to C2O7 group (see Fig. 6.3) supports the argument that it is

more likely to be the former one that is involved in the loss of neutral CO fragment from

uracil. Analogously to hydrogen bonding of uracil in clusters with water and adenine

[18, 26] and modification of uracil by methylation or fluorination at C5 atom of uracil

[26, 121], the MPI experiments on uridine in the range 222− 265nm showed that bonding

of ribose stabilises uracil with respect to the CO loss channel. Fig. 6.4 shows evidence

that m/z216 fragment ions (i.e. uridine+ less CO) are absent in the MPI measurements

on uridine at 225nm. The peak in the close proximity (indicated by blue dash-dotted

line) is due to metastable dissociation as it cuts-off at more negative voltages than prompt

fragment ions (see Fig. 6.4 a)). For more details on metastable dissociation measurements

see Section 3.3.

6.2.4 Comparing MPI mass spectra of uridine with its analogues 2’-
deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine

Fig. 6.5 compares 225nm MPI mass spectra of uridine (a)) with those of 2′-deoxyuridine

(b)) and 5-methyluridine (c)). Unlike uridine (see Tab. 6.1), very few fragment ion

assignments have been proposed previously for the peaks in 5-methyluridine [196] and

2′-deoxyuridine [263] mass spectra. The agreement of the three strongest peaks aside

from B+, BH+, or S+ (i.e. m/z57, 73, and 86 – all also prominent peaks from ribose) in

the uridine and 5-methyluridine mass spectra is a further indicator that fragment ion pro-

duction from their common sugar part dominates. By contrast, it is intriguing to note that

the mass spectra of 2′-deoxyribose in the literature [297] have relatively little in common

with the 2′-deoxyuridine mass spectrum. For example, the strongest fragment ions from

2′-deoxyribose have m/z44 and 59, both of which are absent in Fig. 6.5 b).

It is worth noting that the B+/BH+ ratio differs significantly for uridine (< 0.1), 2′-

deoxyuridine (∼0.3) and 5-methyluridine (∼3) in Fig. 6.5. BH+ formation requires

double hydrogen transfer from the sugar part to the base part of a nucleoside ion. Therefore,

the low B+/BH+ ratio from uridine compared with 2′-deoxyuridine may appear to be

broadly consistent with the fact that hydrogen bonding between the sugar and the base

parts occurs in the lowest-energy neutral structures of uridine but not in any previously
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calculated 2′-deoxyuridine structures [67].

Fig. 6.5: 225 nm MPI mass spectra of a) uridine; b) 2′-deoxyuridine and c) 5-
methyluridine. The 445nm desorption laser powers in these measurements were 0.02W
above the ion detection threshold (0.47W for uridine, 0.25W for 2′-deoxyuridine and
0.12W for 5-methyluridine). The most prominent fragment ion peaks of uridine are
labelled with their previous assignments [16, 184, 194, 196, 263], whereas the peak as-
signments in panels b) and c) are proposed here based largely on an analogy with the uridine
results. Note that the peak at about m/z233 in panel a) is due to delayed (µs-timescale)
H2O loss from excited uridine+.

6.3 Thermal desorption effects on the multi-photon ioni-

sation products of uridine

Thermal lability of nucleosides, including uridine, was discussed in detail in Section 5.4.2.

We excluded thermal decomposition of uridine as no systematic changes in the ratio of

B+/BH+ as a function of desorption laser power were observed. This section focuses on

the production of S+ (m/z133, C5H9O+
4 ) ions. This stands out because it is the only ion

from intact uridine whose relative yield depends on the desorption laser power. Fig. 6.7 a)

shows that S+ production by MPI of uridine at 225nm increases as a proportion of the total

ion signal with increasing desorption laser power. The plot also shows that no equivalent

thermal dependence is observed on S+ production by 225nm MPI of 5-methyluridine,

which shares the same sugar part as uridine. Hence, the base part of uridine appears to
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be critically involved in this thermal effect. As the lowest-energy electronic transitions of

nucleosides occur between molecular orbitals (MOs) that are localised on the base parts

[43, 67], this provides an early hint that neutral electronic excited state dynamics might

play a role in the thermal dependence of S+ production of uridine shown in Fig. 6.7 a).

We will develop this idea in this section with reference to the sensitivity of this fragment

ion channel on MPI wavelength (drawing on all four panels of Fig. 6.7).

6.3.1 DFT optimisations of selected uridine conformers and dissoci-
ation products

This section focuses on the fragments produced by cleavage of the glyosidic bond between

B–H and S with or without the transfer of one or two hydrogen atoms. Therefore, the

hydrogen atoms that interact with both parts of uridine and those in the immediate vicinity

of the glyosidic bond are particularly relevant in the present discussion.

Fig. 6.6: a) Schematic diagrams of DFT optimisations of two key structures of neutral
ground state uridine. Conformer 1 corresponds to the lowest-energy structure identified
by Peña et al. [231] on the basis of ab initio calculations and rotational spectroscopy
experiments. Conformer 2 corresponds to the lowest-energy structure from DFT calcula-
tions by Delchev [67] and by So and Alavi [68]. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dotted
lines and atoms are coloured as follows: blue for nitrogen, dark grey for carbon, red for
oxygen, and light grey for hydrogen. b) Energies of the non-optimised structures produced
by rotating the hydroxymethyl group of conformer 1 about the C12−C14 bond (i.e. the
C16−C12−C14−O15 angle). This angle is 55◦ and 188◦ in the present optimisations
of conformers 1 and 2, respectively.
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Peña et al. [231] performed an exhaustive conformational search using force field and semi-

empirical methods and then carried out ab initio optimisations of the five lowest-energy

structures. The resultant lowest-energy optimised structure showed excellent agreement

with their rotational spectroscopy measurements on a target produced by laser ablation

followed by cooling in a supersonic expansion. A. Rebelo, PhD student in the Molecu-

lar Clusters Laboratory at the OU, performed a DFT optimisation of Peña et al.’s [231]

structure in order to establish the starting point for subsequent calculations. The struc-

ture (conformer 1 in Fig. 6.6 a)) is characterised by four cooperative hydrogen bonds

and the similarity of their distances in the present optimisation (H29•••O5 = 1.92 Å,

H28•••O21 = 2.05 Å, H20•••O15 = 2.57 Å, H23•••O15 = 2.94 Å) with Peña et al.’s

higher-level optimisation (H29•••O5 = 1.93 Å, H28•••O21 = 2.02 Å, H20•••O15 =

2.41 Å, H23•••O15 = 2.97 Å) indicates that our level of theory is a suitable choice of

framework for describing the structure of isolated neutral uridine (M05/aug−cc− pV DZ,

see Appendix B for details).

Earlier DFT calculations by Delchev [67] and by So and Alavi [68] identified a different

lowest-energy structure of uridine, corresponding to conformer 2 in Fig. 6.6 a). Delchev

[67] presented another five uridine isomers with higher energies but these did not include

conformer 1. In the present optimisations, conformer 1 is more stable than conformer 2

by 0.1eV . The two conformers have very similar structures aside from the orientation

of the hydroxymethyl group (CH2OH) on the sugar. The hydroxymethyl group rotation

required for the conformers to approach each other must overcome barriers associated

with interactions of the O15 atom with the C7−H23 and C19−H20 bonds. To obtain a

first approximation for the barriers between conformers 1 and 2, A. Rebelo calculated the

energies of the non-optimised structures produced by rotating the hydroxymethyl group

of conformer 1 about the C12−C14 bond (see Fig. 6.6 b)). The lowest barrier is thus

estimated at ∼0.33eV . As an aside, it is worth mentioning that an optimisation starting

from the third minimum in Fig. 6.6 b) resulted in a structure that has not been reported

previously in the literature. The C16−C12−C14−O15 angle in this conformer is 289◦

and it features an O15−H27•••O18 bond; otherwise its structure is close to that of

conformers 1 and 2. Its energy is 0.11eV greater than conformer 1 (i.e. very similar to

conformer 2).

Possible thermal decomposition products of uridine were investigated as follows. Starting

from conformer 1, we split the molecule at the glycosidic bond with the transfer of up

to two hydrogens from the base part of the molecule to the sugar part or vice versa,

and then optimised the resultant structures at infinite separation. We then compared the
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summed energy of each product pair with the energy of conformer 1. This was repeated

for hydrogen transfer between all of the possible sites on either side of the glycosidic bond

and many of the transfers resulted in multiple stable structures. The summed energy of the

lowest-energy pair (B and S–H) was 0.63eV higher than conformer 1 (see Appendix B).

The lowest dissociation barrier (not calculable practically with the present computational

resources) must be higher than this minimum energy difference, which is almost double

our estimated barrier between conformers 1 and 2. This confirms that thermally-driven

conformational changes in gas-phase uridine can be expected at temperatures which are

too low for decomposition to take place.

6.3.2 m/z 133 fragment ion production from ILT-desorbed uridine

Fig. 6.7 a) shows that S+ production by 225nm MPI of uridine increases as a proportion

of the total ion signal with increasing desorption laser power. We observed no equiva-

lent thermal desorption dependence of the relative production of S+ by 225nm MPI of

5-methyluridine, which shares the same sugar part as uridine. Hence, the base part of

uridine appears to be critically involved in this thermal desorption effect. As the lowest-

energy electronic transitions of nucleosides occur between MOs that are localised on the

base part [43, 67], this provides an early hint that neutral electronic excited state dynamics

might play a role in the thermal desorption dependence of S+ production from uridine

shown in Fig. 6.7 a). We will develop this idea in the next paragraphs with reference to

the sensitivity of this fragment ion channel to MPI wavelength (drawing on all four panels

of Fig. 6.7).

S+ ions have been observed and assigned previously in experiments that involved direct

ionisation from the electronic ground state [16, 184, 194, 196, 263, 264]. Significantly,

however, Levola et al.’s study [196] of thermally-driven effects on the single-photon

ionisation mass spectra of uridine did not identify any dependence of the relative signal

of S+ on the sublimation temperature. The thermal desorption dependence seen in Fig.

6.7 a) is new and, furthermore, it depends critically on MPI wavelength. Fig. 6.7 b)

shows that the relative production of S+ by 250nm MPI of uridine is independent of the

desorption laser power.
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Fig. 6.7: a) 445nm desorption laser power dependence of S+/total ion production by
225nm MPI of uridine (ion detection threshold 0.37W ) and 5-methyluridine (ion detection
threshold 0.19W ); b) 445nm desorption laser power dependence of S+/total ion production
by 250nm MPI of uridine (ion detection threshold 0.45W ); c) wavelength dependence of
MPI production of S+ and C3H5O+ ion signal/total ion production from uridine (average
445nm desorption laser power 0.02W above the ion detection threshold of 0.46W ); d)
265nm MPI mass spectrum of uridine (445nm desorption laser power 0.03W above the
ion detection threshold of 0.46W ). Average UV laser power 5×106Wcm−2.

Fig. 6.7 c) shows the dependence of the S+/total ion production from uridine on MPI

wavelength from 222 to 265nm. The ratio increases steadily with falling wavelength below

a threshold of about 250nm. Wavelength threshold behaviour of this kind in our multi-

photon ionisation experiments indicates a critical energy threshold in a neutral electronic

excited state. If the threshold corresponds to an isomeric transition or a dissociation then

this is likely to modify fragment ion production by MPI [18, 115]. Ionic state thresholds do

not manifest themselves as distinct wavelength thresholds in our experiments because any

MPI laser fluence that produces reasonably high ion signals involves several different or-

ders of photon absorption within a given measurement (typically 2-photon absorption and

3-photon absorption dominate, while 4-photon absorption contributes relatively weakly

[18]). To provide a further indication that the present wavelength threshold behaviour

of the S+ signal is not related to an ionic state threshold, Fig. 6.7 c) also shows the

corresponding wavelength dependence for the C3H5O+ fragment ion signal. Ptasińska

et al.’s EII measurements [16] revealed that C3H5O+ has a similar appearance energy

(10.20±0.05eV ) as S+ (10.39±0.15eV ) but Fig. 6.7 c) shows that its relative signal does
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not change significantly with MPI wavelength.

Fig. 6.7 d) shows that S+ production is small but not negligible at the longest wavelength

studied here. Taken together, the results in Fig. 6.7 suggest that two different processes are

responsible for producing S+ ions from uridine in the present experiments: (i) a process

activated at MPI wavelengths below 250nm that is sensitive to desorption laser power and

(ii) a process that is insensitive to MPI wavelength and to desorption laser power. It is

natural to attribute process (ii) to the same mechanism as S+ production in electron impact

ionisation [16] and single-photon ionisation experiments [196], which have shown no

dependence on thermal desorption. Neither the neutral electronic excited states accessed

en route to ionisation (which naturally depend on wavelength) nor the thermal desorption

conditions have significant effects on this dissociation process. The following discussion

considers the possible causes of the MPI wavelength threshold behaviour and the thermal

desorption dependence of process (i).

As thermal decomposition can be discounted, the desorption laser power dependence of

S+ production from uridine in Fig. 6.7 a) is most likely to be due to changes in the popu-

lations of different isomers in the target. There are numerous examples in the literature of

isomeric effects on the relative production of fragment ions in mass spectrometry exper-

iments (e.g. see the contrasting mass spectra produced by single-photon ionisation of α-

and β -alanine [298], or by electron impact ionisation of selected isomers of pyrrolobenzo-

diazepines [299]) so the plausibility of this attribution depends primarily on the idea that

the relative populations of different uridine isomers can change significantly as a function

of the desorption laser power in the present experiments.

The calculations in Section 6.3.1 confirm that isomeric transitions of uridine can occur

at markedly lower temperature than decomposition. Previous experiments to estimate the

stainless steel foil temperature in an ILTD system [9] indicated that increasing the desorp-

tion laser power by 0.25W (as in Fig. 6.7 a)) raises the foil temperature by ∼ 50K. The

previous experiments used a focused desorption laser whereas we applied an unfocused

beam here, so the rise in the local foil temperature in the Fig. 6.7 a) measurements is likely

to be significantly lower than this. Furthermore, the foil temperature represents the upper

limit for the possible vibrational temperature of the gas-phase uridine molecules. There-

fore, we consider it to be unlikely that the 4-fold increase in the relative production of S+

in Fig. 6.7 a) could be driven solely by the temperature post-desorption. We hypothesise

that variations in the molecules’ specific structural dynamics during desorption are critical

for determining the relative populations of isomers in our gas-phase targets. Fig. 6.6 b)
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provides an example of how quite subtle differences in the starting geometry of uridine

(the orientation of the hydroxymethyl group) can lead to relaxation into different stable

conformers. It is natural to expect a molecule’s structural dynamics during desorption to

be affected by surface morphology and also by the desorption of neighbouring molecules.

The uridine desorption rate in the present experiments rises sharply with the desorption

laser power (an increase of 0.02W approximately triples the total MPI signal), so we con-

sider that resultant changes in the distribution of uridine geometries leaving the surface

are entirely plausible. Indeed, there are numerous precedents in the literature for differ-

ent sublimation temperatures leading to different gas-phase isomer populations [300–302].

The paragraphs above argue that the thermal desorption dependence of S+ production

from multi-photon ionised uridine via what we have called process (i) can be traced to

changes in isomeric form prior to MPI. Furthermore, process (i) demonstrates wavelength

threshold behaviour and this is indicative of a critical mechanism in an electronic excited

state. These two points can be viewed as being inter-related when we consider that

vibronic excitation is an excellent tool for changing molecular structure. Delchev’s time

dependent DFT calculations [67] provide an intriguing clue into how this might account

for the present MPI results. His potential energy surface (PES) calculations showed that

internal conversion between S1 (nπ∗) or S2 (ππ∗) states and relatively dark charge transfer

(CT) states of nπ∗ character can dramatically reduce the energy required for isomeric

transitions in electronically excited uridine. Hence, these CT states can act as bridges

for structural changes in uridine following excitation to the bright S2 (ππ∗) state in the

present experiments. The calculated vertical excitation energies of the CT states vary

significantly (4.801–5.822eV ) in the different uridine isomers considered by Delchev

[67]. This variation suggests that the initial isomeric form of the ground state molecule

is likely to have a significant effect on the excitation energy required for access to a CT

state via a conical intersection (CI). Therefore, we speculate that structural changes in

electronically excited uridine via CT states can enhance S+ production in the present MPI

experiments and that the lowest-lying CI for internal conversion from S2 into a relevant CT

state requires < 250nm (> 5.0eV ) photoabsorption. In this case, increasing the photon

energy beyond this threshold could enable access to CT states from more initial isomeric

forms of uridine in the target and/or could access parts of the S2 PES that relax more readily

to a relevant CI. The desorption power dependence could be explained by increasing the

relative populations of isomers that give access to CT states at lower photon energies.

Further work is required to test this idea and, if it is correct, to identify the specific isomers

and CIs involved.
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6.4 Summary and outlook

The first part of this chapter discusses the fragment ion channels of uridine that show no

clear dependence on desorption conditions. The fact that the dominant small fragment

ions of uridine in EII and MPI experiments have their origin in the sugar part of the ion

suggests that ribose is more prone to dissociation than the uracil part of the molecule.

The relatively high instability of ribose was previously discussed with respect to the early

evolution of biomolecular building blocks by several authors, e.g. Larralde et al. [303]

and Concinero et al. [304]. They concluded that it is unlikely that the primordial ge-

netic material contained ribose or other sugars due to their high instability. Our results

are in good agreement with the above-mentioned studies. On the other hand, our MPI

experiments on uridine showed that bonding to ribose minus OH suppresses the CO loss

channel previously observed in isolated multi-photon ionised uracil. It is important to

mention that previous studies showed that methylation and halogenation of uracil also

disrupt this channel and so does intermolecular hydrogen bonding. This suggests that the

CO loss channel is unlikely to survive within almost any larger molecule or condensed

environment. Recognising examples like this where processes are unique to sub-units is

an essential part of the bottom-up approach.

The second part of the chapter reports MPI experiments showing that desorption laser

power dramatically affects the MPI production of sugar-unit ions (m/z133) from uridine

via a critical process with a threshold energy of 5.0eV in the neutral electronically excited

molecule. This dependence on thermal desorption conditions can only be understood

plausibly in terms of changing isomeric populations in the target, and my co-worker’s

DFT calculations indicate that isomeric transitions of uridine can occur at markedly lower

temperatures than decomposition. Therefore, although the key dynamics are yet to be

identified, this chapter’s most significant contribution is the first experimental evidence

supporting isomeric effects on the radiation response of uridine. To our knowledge, this

is the first experimental result of this kind for any gas-phase nucleoside. It highlights the

importance of developing methods to produce neutral gas-phase nucleoside targets that

are pure in terms of structure as well as in terms of eliminating thermal decomposition.

6.5 Contributions by co-workers

I carried out metastable dissociation measurements on uridine working with internship

student in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU D. Mészáros. I carried out

wavelength dependence measurements on uridine in the range 222 to 265nm. I carried
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out thermal decomposition measurements on uridine at 250nm working with PhD student

in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory A. Rebelo and Dr. V. Vizcaino. A. Rebelo carried

out DFT calculations on uridine presented in Section 6.3.1 and Appendix B with support

of Dr. J.-C. Poully. I analysed the experimental data and worked on their interpretation

with A. Rebelo and Dr. S. Eden. The time-resolved ion yield measurements on uracil

mentioned in Section 6.2.3 were published in [9]. We are currently preparing a journal

manuscript based on the results in Sections 6.2.4, 6.3 and Appendix B. M. Ryszka, R.

Pandey, P. Limão-Vieira, P. Papp, N. J. Mason, D. Townsend and K. Nixon contributed

to this work through in-depth discussions, aiding the development of the experimental

facility, and/or co-supervising students that worked in the lab.
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Chapter 7

New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up
for probing indirect laser-induced
thermally desorbed or Stark deflected
molecules

This chapter describes the design and principles of operation of a newly built experimental

set-up in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the Open University. The main objective

of this set-up is to carry out dissociative electron attachment (DEA) experiments on

biomolecules of low volatility such as nucleosides from an indirect laser-induced thermal

desorption (ILTD) source. Adapting ILTD for electron collision experiments has required

some significant and original modifications of the design concept. Whereas our ILTD

assembly for the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up aimed to replicate Greenwood

and co-workers’ simplest ILTD system as closely as possible, this chapter presents a truly

new desorption system that tackles the specific challenges of DEA. Even the fundamental

desorption process will not be exactly same as it will feature some initial conventional

heating. Besides the DEA experiments, the set-up has been built to also enable multi-

photon ionisation (MPI) and electron impact ionisation (EII) experiments in the same

conditions. Complementary MPI and EII experiments can provide us with valuable

information on electronic excited state dynamics of biomolecules, which can be further

exploited to understand DEA processes. In addition to ILTD, the system gives the option

to probe Stark-selected isolated molecular targets and clusters produced in molecular

beam as the new chamber is attached to the previously built Stark deflection set-up. The

optimisation of the experimental system is on-going and progress to date is presented here.
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7.1 Introduction

The overall aim of this PhD thesis is to enhance our understanding of the processes by

which radiation initiates damage to RNA/DNA through studies of progressively more

complex RNA/DNA components. Primary damage of biomolecules induced by direct in-

teractions with UV photons is addressed in Chapters 4 and 6. The experiments presented

in those chapters were performed using the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in the

Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU, which is described in Section 3.2. However,

it should be noted that direct radiation interactions with biomolecules are not the only

cause of the damage and that most of the energy deposited in cells by ionising radiation is

directed into the production of low-energy (1− 20eV ) electrons, radicals and ions through

the excitation, dissociation and/or ionisation of surrounding molecules (dominantly wa-

ter) [20]. As discussed in Chapter 1, the interaction of low-energy electrons (LEEs) with

molecules can lead to a resonant process called dissociative electron attachment (DEA)

which has been found to play a significant role in radiation damage to DNA [20].

Despite longstanding interest linked to radiation chemistry/biology [20] and astro-chem-

istry/biology [305], the current understanding of LEE-driven processes in isolated bio-

molecules has mainly been limited to the complexity of nucleobases [61, 63, 111], simple

sugars [110, 306] and amino acids [307, 308]. This stems from the major computational

demands of running high-level DEA calculations on larger components of nucleic acids

or proteins [109] and also from the difficulties with bringing such species intact into the

gas-phase (discussed in detail in Chapter 5). In addition, DEA experiments generally apply

low electron beam currents and/or probe channels with low cross sections and thus depend

on high target densities of intact molecules. To tackle the complexity problem in the DEA

studies on RNA/DNA constituents, we have designed, built and commenced optimisation

of a new experimental system for studying low-energy electron interactions with ILT-

desorbed biomolecules using reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry. ILTD not only

enables the production of pure intact neutral nucleoside targets of uridine, 2′-deoxyuridine

and 5-methyluridine as proved in our MPI experiments presented in Chapter 5, but also

the extremely high signals obtained in MPI experiments in Chapters 5 and 6 indicate

high target densities which are key for experiments such as DEA. To date, ILTD has only

been used in experiments involving laser interactions [8, 9, 43, 66] and proton collisions

[8]. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to adapt it for electron collision experiments.

When doing photon excitation/ionisation experiments on targets produced in the gas-phase

by ILTD, it is easy to avoid interactions with condensed samples. Relatively low velocities
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and high masses mean that ion beams are not strongly affected by stray magnetic fields

and can be collimated quite readily. By contrast, using ILTD with electron beams brings

significant challenges associated with preventing electrons directly hitting the solid-phase

sample. This is mainly due to the following reasons:

• Electron beams are hard to focus due to electrons being repelled from each other

(sometimes characterised in terms of “space charge”). This can be reduced by

using low beam currents and adding collimating magnetic fields but it can never be

eliminated and some electrons will “escape” from the beam’s central axis.

• Electrons are extremely sensitive to electric fields (even at the level of those produced

by dielectric surfaces in the chamber accumulating charge). This means that mass

spectrometry experiments need to be designed very carefully to shield electric fields

in MS from the electron beam pulses. Of course, this is not possible during the

ion extraction pulse which will also accelerate residual electrons present in between

electron pulses (again, inevitable if the experiment applies high pulsing rates to

maximise signal).

• Electrons are extremely sensitive to any magnetic fields. This can be harnessed to

improve collimation of the electron beam but it can also disrupt the beam if there

are any unwanted magnetic fields.

Direct interaction of electrons with solid sample will result in “processing” of the sample

(and might even lead to desorbing molecules and ions from the surface directly), which

will cause ambiguities in the interpretations of measured mass spectra. All of these

problems are exacerbated when working with low-energy electron beams. To the best

of our knowledge, the only studies of DEA processes on neutral RNA/DNA components

or their derivatives produced in the gas-phase by laser desorption where performed by

Bald et al. [245, 309] using LIAD. Furthermore, these are - to our knowledge - the

only previous electron collision experiments on any molecules produced by an indirect

laser-induced desorption method (see Chapter 5). However, Bald et al. do not describe

any system that had been added to the experiment with the specific aim of preventing any

direct interactions of stray electrons from the electron beam with condensed samples.
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Fig. 7.1: Schematic diagram of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up and the pre-
viously built Stark deflection set-up (diagram of the Stark deflection set-up adapted from
[57]).

A great advantage of the new apparatus is that it is designed to enable dissociative electron

attachment (DEA), electron impact ionisation (EII) and multi-photon ionisation (MPI)

experiments in the same target conditions (see Fig. 7.1) and therefore to draw direct

comparisons between them. Complementary MPI and EII experiments can provide us

with valuable insights into the electronic excited state dynamics of biomolecules, notably

because any fragment ion channels detected by MPI that cannot be accessed by EII can

be attributed to dissociations or isomeric transition in neutral electronic excited states [9].

Some critically important DEA processes take place via electronic excited states of tem-

porary negative anions (so-called core-excited shape resonances or Feshbach resonances,

see Section 2.5.2.2). Knowledge of the neutral electronic excited states of a molecule,

their dynamics, and their dissociation pathways can provide a useful starting point for

understanding these DEA resonances, even though the precise fundamental basis for such

analogies remains an important open question in the DEA community. In addition, the

dissociation and reactivity of excited neutrals compete with DEA as a radiation damage

process caused by low-energy secondary electrons. Hence, neutral excited state dynamics

and DEA are complementary both from a fundamental and applied perspective. Further-

more, accumulating DEA, EII and MPI data on the same biomolecular target can help

to define the isomeric structures present in the target (a major issue for nucleosides and

some nucleobases and highly specific to the desorption method applied, as discussed in

Chapters 5 and 6). All three processes can exhibit strong and specific dependences on
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initial isomeric form so analysing data for all three together enables a more complete char-

acterisation of the target structures than could be achieved with single-process data sets.

DEA is particularly sensitive to initial isomeric form as dipole moment plays a critical

role in electron attachment (for example, see Haranczyk et al.’s theoretical study of DEA

to different guanine structures [310]).

Being able to carry out MPI and EII experiments in the same conditions as DEA experi-

ments is not only interesting from the scientific point of view as discussed above, it also

proves to be very useful in the process of optimising the new apparatus. This is because

MPI and EII experiments generally yield considerably higher signal rates than DEA ex-

periments. DEA cross sections are generally much lower than EII cross sections and MPI

laser fluences are many orders of magnitude greater than typical electron beam fluences.

Moreover, mainly MPI but also EII of several biomolecules have been previously investi-

gated in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU, which provides a useful reference

for optimisations of the new system. Therefore, the first tests of the new set-up have been

performed using EII and MPI.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, in parallel with experiments on progressively more complex

biomolecules, studies of clustering effects represent the second approach of the Molec-

ular Clusters Group at the OU in tackling the problem of how to link insights from the

gas-phase experiments on relatively simple biomolecules to effects in biological environ-

ments. The Stark deflection set-up was built by M. Ryszka, a former PhD student in the

Molecular Clusters Laboratory, with the aim of probing neutral clusters of a well-defined

size and structure produced in supersonic molecular beams. The Stark deflector applies

a strong electric field gradient to deflect isolated molecules and/or clusters in supersonic

molecular beams as a function of their effective dipole moment-to-mass ratio. M. Ryzka

and subsequently R. Pandey and A. Rebelo were able to perform EII and MPI experiments

on Stark-manipulated beams [58]. Unfortunately, however, the design of the interaction

chamber of the Molecular Clusters Group’s original Stark deflection set-up has not en-

abled us to probe DEA processes due to poor transmission of ions from the low-energy

electron beam to the extraction region of the mass spectrometer. Therefore, this chamber

was replaced by the main vacuum chamber of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up,

which means that MPI, EII and DEA experiments can be performed on Stark manipulated

targets as well as on ILTD targets (see Fig. 7.1).

As this PhD thesis is about studying progressively more complex molecules rather than

clustering effects, the Stark deflection mode of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up
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is described here only briefly and the main focus is on the indirect laser-induced thermal

desorption mode. It should be noted though that the molecular beam from the Stark

deflection set-up proved to be useful in the optimisation stage of the new experimental

apparatus. The design as well as progress with the testing and optimisation of this set-up

is presented below.

7.2 Indirect laser-induced thermal desorption mode

Fig. 7.2 shows the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up in indirect laser-induced

thermal desorption mode. The system was designed and developed with the central aim of

using reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry for probing low-energy electron

interactions with relatively large biological molecules such as nucleosides, which are

difficult to produce in the gas-phase with high target density and without any thermal

decomposition by conventional heating (see Chapter 5). An additional specific motivation

is to carry out electron impact ionisation and multi-photon ionisations experiments on

indirect laser-induced thermally desorbed uridine in the same experimental conditions to

further support our investigation presented in Chapter 6.

Fig. 7.2: Scheme of the main vacuum chamber of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental
set-up in indirect laser-induced thermal desorption mode. The main vacuum chamber is
depicted from a front view, i.e. the molecular beam shown in Fig. 7.1 would come out of
the page towards the reader in this diagram.

Very briefly, an optical fibre is used to direct the CW desorption laser beam onto the reverse

side of the stainless steel foil (i.e. the side without the condensed sample). The desorbed
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molecules interact with a pulsed electron beam produced by a home-built electron gun

(for DEA and EII experiments) and the electron current is measured using a home-built

Faraday cup. A current in the Helmholtz coils produces a uniform magnetic field which

serves to collimate the electron beam. Alternatively, UV laser pulses can be used instead

of electrons for MPI experiments. The resultant ions are detected using a reflectron

time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS).

7.2.1 General description and the vacuum system

The New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up consists of three vacuum chambers:

1. Main vacuum chamber – contains the central components of the experiment: an

ILTD source, a calibration gas inlet system, the ion source part of the mass spec-

trometer, an electron gun (EG) and a Faraday cup (Fc). As LEEs are sensitive to

any stray magnetic fields, the choice of the materials used for the main vacuum

chamber as well as individual components inside of the chamber was limited to

those with relative permeabilities close to 1, i.e. titanium (relative magnetic perme-

ability ≤1.00005 [311]) or stainless steel 316LN (relative magnetic permeability

≤1.005 [312]) where possible, alternatively stainless steel 316L (relative magnetic

permeability ≤1.1 [312]). The main body of the main vacuum chamber is made

of stainless steel 316L. The tubing is made of stainless steel 316L throughout the

experiment because rollable stainless steel 316LN sheet is not commercially avail-

able. The “open” flanges of the chamber are the only parts that could have been

made of stainless steel 316LN but this proved to be impractical in terms of cost and

lead time. However, the “closing” flanges closest to the electron beam (the ones

onto which the EG, the Fc, the ion source and the ILTD source are mounted) are

all made of stainless steel 316LN. The “closing” flanges contain far more mate-

rial than the “open” flanges so their magnetic properties are more critical for the

experiment. The ion source, EG, Fc and their holders are made of titanium. The

electrical feedthroughs for the EG and Fc are made of stainless steel 304 (relative

magnetic permeability≤1.3 [312] and therefore two 316LN stainless steel DN40CF

full nipples (the tubing is 316L and the DN40CF flange parts are 316LN) are used

to move the magnetic electrical feedthrough for the EG and a single 316LN stainless

steel DN16CF (the tubing is 316L and the DN16CF flange parts are 316LN) full

nipple is used to move the magnetic electrical feedthrough for the Fc further away

from the electron beam. The support frame as well as bolts, nuts and washers used

for tightening individual flanges are made of aluminium (relative magnetic perme-

ability ≤1.000022 [313]) for the same reason. It should be noted that replacing the
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stainless steel (304) bolts, nuts and washers with the aluminium ones dramatically

improved collimation of the electron beam.

2. Reflectron vacuum chamber – sits on the top of the main vacuum chamber and

houses the flight tube, the reflectron part of the mass spectrometer and a micro-

channel plate (MCP) detector. An important element of the mass spectrometer - the

X and Y deflector plate assembly – is mounted on a back-to-back flange in between

the main and reflectron chambers (stainless steel 316L).

3. Cross vacuum chamber – connects the main vacuum chamber to the Stark deflection

set-up as shown in Fig. 7.1 (stainless steel 304). Most of the experiment’s pumping

comes through this chamber. A gate valve between the Stark deflection set-up and

the cross vacuum chamber separates the two experiments and it is normally closed

when using the system in the indirect laser-induced thermal desorption mode.

Fig. 7.3: Photographs of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up: a) side view (molec-
ular beam propagating from left to right) and b) the system for attaching a turbomolecular
pump to the cross vacuum chamber.

A new support frame has been designed and built for the main vacuum chamber and the

cross vacuum chamber (part of it also supporting Helmholtz coils). The experiment is

pumped by two turbomolecular pumps. An Oerlikon Leybold TURBOVAC SL700 (with

N2 pumping speed of 690 ls−1) is attached to the cross vacuum chamber via two DN100CF

radiused elbows and a DN160CF-to-DN100CF reducing nipple. The pump is supported

in the vertical position by a specially designed plate (built with the help of K. Dewar and

M. Abbott from Research Design and Engineering Facility at the OU) which is attached
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to the DN160CF ring of the turbomolecular pump. The plate is mounted on a support

frame, which is also partially connected to the support frame of the main vacuum chamber

and the one previously built for the Stark deflection set-up in order to increase the stability

of the whole apparatus and the turbomolecular pump. The second turbomolecular pump

(Oerlikon Leybold TURBOVAC 151 with N2 pumping speed of 145 ls−1) is attached to

the flight tube of the reflectron vacuum chamber. Both turbomolecular pumps are backed

by an Edwards XDS10 Dry Scroll Vacuum Pump. The pressure in the experimental

apparatus is measured using the Leybold IONIVAC ITR 90 pressure gauge attached to

the cross vacuum chamber. The typical base pressure in the chamber is of the order of

10−8 mbar.

7.2.2 Principles of operation

The main vacuum chamber houses the core components of the experimental set-up as

shown in Fig. 7.2. The foil of the ILTD source is negatively charged to repel electrons

and is placed 3mm underneath the grounded backplate grid of the ion source to prevent

disrupting the pulsed extraction field. The foil is mounted on a rotating system which

allows sample replenishment and consequently longer measurement times, which will be

particularly important in DEA experiments and any others with low signals. Heating

tapes mounted on the outside of the main vacuum chamber will be used during ILTD mea-

surements to heat the whole chamber to moderate temperatures (80 − 90◦C) to prevent

condensation of the ILT-desorbed molecules on the grids of the ion source. It should be

noted that heating the skimmer base to about 100◦C in the Compact MPI/EII experimental

set-up has been adequate to prevent the condensation of nucleobases at the skimmer orifice

(which must be cooler than the base) even though all experiments on nucleobases using

conventional heating sources heat to much higher temperatures than this. The tempera-

ture of the ion source will be monitored using a thermocouple (OMEGA Engineering)

attached to the ion source. The neighbouring chambers (reflectron vacuum chamber and

the cross vacuum chamber with the pump) will not be heated so the desorbed molecules

will end up condensed on surfaces inside those chambers. There will be numerous cold

surfaces between the heated chamber and the MCP in the reflectron chamber, so we are

not particularly concerned about condensation on the detector. Nonetheless, the detector

will be baked regularly. Despite baking the detector and the main vacuum chamber to

temperatures higher than 100◦C prior experiments, we are anticipating producing large

background signals, particularly in EII experiments where the ion production process is

essentially non-selective. If this background does not allow us to perform experiments,

more localised heating system will be required, e.g. setting up one or more radiative

heating lamps aimed at the ion source. The disadvantage is added complexity of construc-
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tion (particularly considering the limited space) and less-uniform heating. It should be

noted that the EG filament will be several thousand ◦C during operation so an additional

∼ 100◦C will make little difference to its operation. The design of the ILTD system is

discussed in more detail in Section 7.4.1.

A new ion source was designed by A. Rebelo, a PhD student in the Molecular Clusters

Laboratory at the OU, and it was built with the help of C. Hall and his colleagues from

the Research Design and Engineering Facility at the OU. The ion source electrodes (see

Fig. 7.2) are supported by four pillars which are mounted on a DN160CF zero-length

reducer flange (stainless steel 316LN), which is placed between the main and the reflectron

vacuum chamber (see Fig. 7.1). The distances within the ion source are the same as in

the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up and they were provided by KORE technology.

The ion source electrodes and pillars are made of titanium, while the grids are made of

stainless steel (gold grids, preferable to avoid any magnetisation, proved to be too fragile

for practical use in this experiment). Unlike in the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-

up, the backplate electrode is not a solid disk (see Fig. 3.3); a stainless steel grid is used

instead in order to enable the desorbed molecules enter the interaction region (see Fig. 7.2).

After passing through the backplate grid of the ion source, the desorbed molecules interact

with electrons produced by the home-built pulsed electron gun for DEA or EII experi-

ments. In both cases the electron beam current is monitored by a home-built Faraday cup

and Helmholtz coils are used to collimate the beam (magnetic field ∼6mT ). The EG,

Fc and Helmholtz coils were all designed by Prof. E. Krishnakumar (Tata Institute of

Fundamental Research Mumbai and former Marie Curie visiting professor at the OU) and

built by C. Hall and his colleagues from the Research Design and Engineering Facility at

the OU. More details on the EG and the Fc are given in Section 7.4.2. The UV laser beam

arrangement for MPI experiments is described in Section 7.4.3.

Analogously to the Compact MPI/EII experiment, ions formed after the interaction of

the desorbed molecules with electrons/UV laser beam are extracted by the electric field

produced by applying a voltage pulse (+380V in DEA experiments and−380V in EII/MPI

experiments) to the extraction electrode, then accelerated to about 2keV and deflected by

X and Y deflectors in order to direct them into a detector (analogous to Fig. 3.3). For

DEA experiments, the EG has to be pulsed such that there is no temporal overlap of the

electron beam and the ion extraction field established by the pulsed extraction electrode, in

order to avoid extracting electrons from the interaction region onto the detector (for more

details on pulsing the EG see Section 7.4.2.3.1). After passing through the deflectors,
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ions then travel through the field-free region (FFR), are decelerated in the retarding field

and reflected to pass through the FFR again before reaching a micro-channel plate (MCP)

detector. As in the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up, the pre-amplified ion signals

are timed using a Fast ComTec P7887 time-to-digital conversion (TDC) card with 250 ps

minimum bin size. Data are collected using a LabVIEW acquisition system developed by

M. Ryszka (the same system as used for the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up, see

Section 3.2.2).

7.3 Stark deflection mode

As mentioned in Section 7.1, Stark deflection is not exploited in this PhD thesis, therefore

we will describe the Stark deflection set-up here only very briefly. It should be noted

though that the molecular beam from the Stark deflection set-up was used for optimising

the performance of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up, notably the pulsing of the

EG and the mass spectrometer as discussed in Sections 7.4.2.3.1 and 7.4.4. In addition,

the MPI experiments on uridine presented in Chapter 6 showing the evidence for thermally

driven isomeric transitions highlight the importance of developing methods to produce gas-

phase neutral targets that are pure not only in terms of eliminating thermal decomposition

but also in terms of structure. This may be achievable in the future by seeding molecules

from ILTD in a supersonic expansion or noble gas atoms for Stark deflection.

Fig. 7.4: Two-wire Stark deflector built by J. Küpper and co-workers at DESY. a) Cross-
sectional view of the Stark deflector showing the electric field strength with 4kV applied
to the rod and b) 3D drawing of the Stark deflector (adapted from [58]).

The Stark deflector (see Fig. 7.4) employs a strong electric field gradient to deflect

molecules and/or clusters in supersonic molecular beams based on their effective dipole

moment-to-mass ratio. In order to achieve controlled deflection a rotationally cold molec-

ular beam has to be produced. In high rotational states the specific rotational state

occupied by a polar molecule dominates its deflection and hence Stark deflection be-
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comes a much less effective tool for separating out different molecular structures in the

beam [57, 58]. Therefore, extensive pumping is applied in the expansion chamber (up to

4000 ls−1 compared with 500 ls−1 in most experiments using the Compact MPI/EII exper-

imental set-up) in combination with a differential pumping stage (intermediate chamber

pumped at∼500 ls−1) (see Fig. 7.1). Despite the importance of rotational cooling, a CW

expansion is applied because DEA experiments will require high pulsing frequencies of

the electron beam and mass spectrometer (typically several tens of kHz) in order to achieve

reasonable signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns) in practical acquisition times. To our knowledge

no commercial supersonic expansion nozzle can be pulsed at such high frequencies and in

any case the cooling benefit is reduced as the pulsing frequency is increased, raising the

residual pressure in the expansion chamber.

The CW expansion of Ar, He or Kr in the Stark deflection set-up is seeded with the

molecules of interest (either liquids or solids vaporised by conventional heating) in essen-

tially the same way as in the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up (see Section 3.2.2 for

more details). The beam passes through three skimmers (see Fig. 7.1) before reaching the

Stark deflector (built by J. Küpper and co-workers at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron -

DESY). The Stark deflector deflects polar species vertically (see Fig. 7.4). The beam then

passes through a flexible nipple which connects the deflection chamber to the gate valve.

This is kept open in the Stark deflection experiments. Afterwards the beam passes through

the cross vacuum chamber where a movable skimmer is used to sample different parts of

the beam and then it enters the interaction region of the main vacuum chamber where it

interacts with electrons (DEA/EII) or photons (MPI). The resultant ions are detected using

the reflectron TOF mass spectrometer as described in Section 7.2.2. It should be noted

that in order for the Stark deflected beam system to be compatible with the new chamber,

the flexible nipple, the gate valve and the cross vacuum chamber had to be designed and

built.

7.4 Design, development, testing and optimisation of the

New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up

7.4.1 The indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system

The design of this ILTD system was modified for the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental

set-up as follows (see Fig. 7.5):

1. The most important change is that the foil is separate from the backplate, which

means a negative bias voltage can be applied to the foil. The bias voltage prevents
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electrons in DEA and EII experiments from hitting the sample in its solid state

(powder) by repelling them from the foil. This is essential for excluding any contri-

bution of such interactions in the measured mass spectra as well as for preserving

the sample molecules intact prior sublimation.

2. Heating tapes mounted on the outside of the main vacuum chamber will be used

during ILTD measurements to heat the whole chamber to 80 − 90◦C to prevent

condensation of the indirect laser-induced thermally desorbed molecules on the

grids of the ion source and subsequently the interaction of the electrons with the

solid-state targets. Therefore, the volatilisation of molecules will not be “pure”

ILTD, but it will be a combination of conventional heating to moderate temperatures

and “standard” ILTD. Due to increased sample temperature induced by heating of

the chamber, we are expecting to use much lower desorption laser powers than in

ILTD experiments. The baseline temperature of the foil (i.e. when the desorption

laser is turned off) will be estimated using a thermocouple (OMEGA Engineering)

attached to the sample holder. During the measurements we will regularly monitor

the temperature of the ion source using this thermocouple.

3. The static foil holder is replaced by a rotatable one, which has the following advan-

tages:

• It provides 29-times larger surface area for sample deposition and therefore

longer measurement times. This is particularly valuable for DEA measure-

ments in view of the long acquisition times expected. Furthermore, the relevant

flange’s position at the bottom of the experiment makes its removal and instal-

lation relatively awkward so minimising the frequency of these interventions

is desirable.

• After using a given desorption laser power, the foil can be rotated to provide

a completely fresh sample without breaking the vacuum and opening the

experimental system. In the case of the ILTD system in the Compact MPI/EII

experimental set-up, it is necessary to open the experimental system and change

the sample to make sure we can desorb from a completely fresh spot unaffected

by previous measurements. This is due to relatively small sample deposition

area and limited control over changing the laser spot position.

4. The use of fibre optics to direct the desorption laser light onto the foil makes the

optical alignment much easier and safer. As the desorption laser and the optics

needed to focus the light into the optical fibre are located on an optical bench

relatively far from the vacuum chambers, the risk of unintentionally disrupting the
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alignment is reduced. To the best of our knowledge, fibre optics have not been

previously used for ILTD experiments. It should be noted that the suitability of

readily-available fibres and associated optical components for typical ILTD CW

beams is very different to that required for pulsed infrared (IR) beams. Therefore,

a commercial system outside of its normal specifications had to be tested as a part

of the design process.

5. The foil holder is mounted horizontally, which was made possible by the fibre optics

system. The horizontal orientation was essential because both the pulsed UV laser

and molecular beams are horizontal. If the foil holder had been mounted vertically,

the pulsed UV laser beam would have needed to be directed upwards at some

stage, which would not be safe nor practical. In addition, the horizontal orientation

reduces the risk of powder falling from the foil. By contrast, in the Compact MPI/EII

experimental set-up the foil is mounted vertically just above a turbomolecular pump

which has to be therefore protected by inserting an arc-shaped piece of copper sheet

below the ion source to prevent any dislodged powder falling into the pump.

6. A DN100CF viewport on the side of the main vacuum chamber allows us to check

the state of the sample (i.e. whether it has been depleted or not).

7.4.1.1 The rotatable foil holding system

The rotatable foil holding system is attached to the bottom DN160CF flange of the main

vacuum chamber as outlined in Fig. 7.2 and 7.5. It consists of a mechanical rotary

feedthrough (stainless steel 304, moved away from the chamber by inserting a 316LN

DN40CF full nipple), a titanium bar and a titanium sandwich system with a stainless

steel foil. The titanium bar and the sandwich system were built with the help of A. Jones

from Research Design and Engineering Facility at the OU. The rotary feedthrough allows

controlled rotation of the foil. The titanium bar is attached to the rotary feedthrough

using a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) piece of studding and a ceramic washer, in order

to electrically-insulate the rotary feedthrough from the bias voltage which is applied to

the titanium bar (and hence also to the sandwich system with the stainless steel foil). The

sandwich system used for attaching the foil is similar to the one used in the ILTD system

for the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up, i.e. the foil is gripped between two titanium

parts as shown in Fig. 7.6. The gap in the bottom titanium ring (see Fig. 7.5) allows the

CW laser beam to irradiate the foil and therefore to desorb the sample molecules attached

to the opposite side of the foil in the same way as described in Section 3.2.3.3. It should

be noted that sample is not spread around the whole surface of the foil, but only on the

reverse side of the parts which can be irradiated by the desorption laser (see Fig. 7.6 c)).
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Fig. 7.5: a) and b) pictures of the bottom flange of the main vacuum chamber showing
the new indirect laser-induced thermal desorption source (without sample on the foil), the
system for applying bias voltage to the foil and the calibration gas inlet system. c) Detailed
view from below of the sandwich system holding a stainless steel foil.

Fig. 7.6: Sandwich system for the foil: a) in the process of assembling; b) top view
(assembled) and c) bottom view (assembled).

7.4.1.2 The fibre optics arrangement

The same laser (CW diode laser DLM−445−1000, Eksma Optics, 445nm, the maximum

power 1.28W ) is used to desorb the molecules from the foil as in the ILTD system in the

Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up. The major difference is in the way the laser beam

enters the vacuum chamber and reaches the stainless steel foil. While in the Compact

MPI/EII experimental set-up, the desorption laser beam enters the chamber via a viewport,

in the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up a fibre optics arrangement is used instead.

The schematic diagram of the fibre optics arrangement is depicted in Fig. 7.7. Briefly,

the desorption laser beam is reflected by two broadband dielectric mirrors positioned at

approximately 45◦ to the beam propagation before reaching a lens. The lens focuses the

light to an appropriate beam width to enter the outside vacuum optical fibre component.
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The light then passes through a vacuum feedthrough for optical fibres and the inside

vacuum optical fibre component. The CW laser light exits the optical fibre via a SMA905

termination, which is positioned approximately 3mm underneath the stainless steel foil

as shown in Fig. 7.5 a) and b). All of the fibre optics components were provided by

Anglia Instruments and contain stainless steel (304). Specifications of individual optical

components are mentioned in Fig. 7.7.

Fig. 7.7: Schematic diagram of the fibre optics arrangement of the ILTD system for the
New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU.

Optical fibres are typically used in the IR range of the electromagnetic spectrum, notably

for telecommunications. In our application, 445nm laser light of relatively high maxi-

mum CW power of 1.28W is used. Optical fibres for high-power applications normally

use air-gap-ferrule technology to connect the terminals instead of energy-absorbing ma-

terials such as epoxies. However, air-gap-ferrule technology is not vacuum-compatible

and therefore inside vacuum fibres and feedthroughs for the fibres normally use epoxy to

connect the terminals. At 445nm there is a high risk of burning the epoxy, causing it to

vaporise and deposit a residue on the face of the connector (private communication with

D. Farrer, technical support engineer from Thorlabs). Therefore to test the suitability of

the fibre optics for our application, the first tests were run on a test kit provided by Anglia

Instruments, which consisted of a collimating lens, an optical fibre and a vacuum fibre

feedthrough. We passed the desorption laser beam at its maximum power through these

components for an hour. The test kit was checked under a microscope by the company

before and after our test and no obvious damage due to high power of 445nm laser beam

was observed. The test kit was then returned and new fibre optics has been installed and

aligned as shown in Fig. 7.7.
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A set of two broadband dielectric mirrors and two iris diaphragms are used to allow fine

alignment of the desorption laser with the outside vacuum optical fibre component (see

Fig. 7.7). The alignment is done as follows:

1. The initial alignment of the mirrors is achieved by placing a laser pointer in the

place of the collimating lens, shinning the laser pointer light through the two iris

diaphragms with minimum possible opening and tuning the mirror positions until

the laser pointer beam enters the opening of the desorption laser.

2. The laser pointer is replaced by a collimating lens and the position of the mirrors is

finely tuned until the desorption laser beam passes through the two iris diaphragms

and the collimating lens.

3. The outside vacuum optical fibre component is connected to the collimating lens and

a UNO laser power meter (Gentec-EO) is used to measure the power of the desorption

laser beam after the outside vacuum optical fibre component. The desorption laser

is kept at low powers (≈0.01W ) in order to protect the optical fibre from potential

damage if the alignment is not optimal. Fine-tuning of the mirrors positions can be

performed while watching the response of the desorption laser power.

7.4.1.3 Testing and optimisation of the ILTD system

The following tests have been already made on the new ILTD system:

1. Vacuum tests

The flange with the ILTD source (the rotatable foil holding system, the vacuum

fibre feedthrough and the inside vacuum optical fibre component), the system for

applying a bias voltage on the foil, the calibration gas inlet system (for more details

see Section 7.4.2.1) as well as a feedthrough for thermocouple (see point 2. in

Section 7.4.1) has been installed in the main vacuum chamber and vacuum-tested.

The electrical feedthroughs and the feedthroughs for thermocouple and calibration

gas are made of stainless steel 304 separated from the flange by 316LN DN16CF

full nipples. The calibration gas tube inside vacuum is made of titanium.

2. 445nm transmission tests

The average transmission of the 445nm light through the collimating lens is only

around 72±2% due to a small defect. The combined transmission of the 445nm

light through the outside vacuum optical fibre component, the vacuum fibre feed-

through and the inside vacuum optical fibre component is 88±1%. Therefore the

maximum power deliverable to the foil under vacuum using the current desorption

laser and fibre optics arrangement is 0.65W . This is above the desorption laser
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powers applied in the vast majority of the measurements presented in Chapter 6

(e.g. 0.49W in the Fig. 6.2 experiments).

3. Uridine desorption tests

The fibre optics arrangement has been successfully used for desorbing uridine from

the foil. This was tested by placing uridine sample on the foil and irradiating the

foil under vacuum which resulted in blank spots indicating that all molecules were

desorbed.

The tests above show that the new ILTD system can be used to produce similar targets to

the ones we have studied in the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up. However, it should

also be noted that the planned experiments using the electron beams will be carried out

in a heated chamber (as explained in Section 7.4.1) so in fact we expect lower desorption

laser powers to be required.

7.4.2 The electron beam

The electron beam in the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up is produced by a home-

built thermionic emission EG and the electron beam current is measured using a home-built

Fc. The key advantage of using the home-built EG is that the same EG has been previ-

ously proven to give high current (i.e. from hundreds of pA up to a maximum of about

2nA during the pulses [314]) even at low energy. The current from this type of EG typi-

cally only begins to drop below 5eV and DEA resonances have been studied successfully

using this system down to ∼ 1eV [314]. For DEA experiments high electron currents

are essential as DEA typically have low cross sections (for comparison Feil et al. [181]

measured maximum total cross section for EII of uracil of about 16×10−20 m2 around

100eV and for DEA of about 25×10−22 m2 around 1eV ) and it is not possible to maintain

a dense target using ILTD over very long periods due to the thinness of condensed sample

layer. Furthermore, the target densities of the Stark-deflected beams will be very low. In

addition, the collimating magnetic field makes it robust and convenient to work with even

when residual magnetic and electric fields cannot be eliminated entirely. This reduces

cost and complexity of the experiment. This disadvantage of the design is that it has

no “monochromator” function. Therefore the energy resolution can be no better than

the thermal (Maxwell-Boltzmann) distribution of the hot filament. At the temperatures

required for thermionic emission from tungsten (∼2200◦C), this corresponds to an energy

resolution of about ±0.5eV . Higher resolution than this would be extremely valuable in

DEA studies but improved resolution necessarily comes at the expense of beam current.

This will be targeted after it has been established that the method can work with high

electron beam currents.
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The only modification to the design of the EG was adding an extension to the front part of

the EG (see Fig. 7.2) which fits between the backplate grid and the extraction electrode

of the ion source (approximately 5mm overlap) and therefore helps to shield the electrons

from the electric fields generated by other electrodes of the ion source, mainly the focusing

electrode (see Fig. 3.3). A similar extension is used for the Fc. It should be noted that

without these extensions turning on the mass spectrometer voltages led to complete loss

of the current measured on the Fc, while with the extensions the corresponding drop in

the current measured on the Fc was never greater than 0.1 µA. New holding systems

were designed to mount the EG and the Fc in the main vacuum chamber as indicated in

Fig. 7.2. In both cases, the holding system consists of a titanium plate and four titanium

rods attached to DN100CF flanges (stainless steel 316LN). The external housing of the

EG is attached to the plate which is then mounted to the four rods and enables the EG

to be moved closer/further from the centre of the chamber. The Fc can be moved in an

equivalent manner. The separation between the exit of the EG and the entrance of the Fc

is kept at around 8cm.

7.4.2.1 Principles of operation of the electron gun and the Faraday cup

A schematic diagram of the EG and the Fc is shown in Fig. 7.8.

Fig. 7.8: Schematic diagram of the EG and the Fc. Cathode aperture (1.5mm, grid
aperture 1mm, anode aperture 1.5mm, electron gun extension aperture 4mm, Faraday
cup extension aperture 3mm, separation between cathode and grid apertures 2.9mm and
separation between grid and anode apertures 4mm (adapted from [314]).

Briefly, a current of about 2.2A is passed through the tungsten filament (A & J Scientific)

which leads to thermionic emission. Two 1MΩ resistors are connected parallel to the

filament (in a so-called Wheatstone bridge configuration) to ensure that the tip of the
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filament is at the same potential as the point between the two resistors. The electrons

emitted by the filament are extracted by the cathode in the forward direction, then pass

through the grid towards anode which is grounded and therefore positive with respect to

the filament, cathode and grid. An Aim−T TiEX752M power supply is used to supply

voltage for electron beam energy. The filament, cathode and grid are floated at this voltage

with respect to ground, but an offset still needs to be applied because the voltage across the

filament means that the filament tip will not be at the float voltage. The electrons will have

energy equal to the potential difference between the filament tip and ground. Therefore, it

will be necessary to calibrate the electron beam energy and this will be performed using an

effusive flow of calibration gas (see Section 7.4.2.1). An ISO−T ECHIPS1603D power

supply is used to supply current for the filament, and Aim−T TiEX752M and FARNELL

LS 30−10 supply voltages for cathode and grid, respectively.

To align the electrons produced by the filament an external magnetic field is applied

which is generated by a pair of water-cooled Helmholtz coils (see Fig. 7.2, designed by

Prof. E. Krishnakumar and built by C. Hall and his colleagues from Research Design

and Engineering Facility at the OU). This magnetic field is essential as without applying

the magnetic field, no beam current is measured on the Fc. Normally, a current of 4.5A

supplied by GW INST EKSPS−606 power supplies passes through the coils (335 turns,

radius ≈22cm) producing a magnetic field of approximately 6mT , which was measured

using a GM04 gaussmeter with a transverse probe (Hirst Magnetic Instruments). The Fc

is placed opposite the EG at the end of the interaction region and is connected to a 36V

power supply (i.e. four 9V batteries) to attract the electrons. The electron current on the

Fc is measured using a U1232A Handheld Digital Multimeter (Keysight Technologies,

sensitivity 0.01 µA).

7.4.2.1.1 The calibration gas inlet system
As noted above, the absolute electron energy scale has to be calibrated to account for

the voltage across the filament as well as for possible minor effects on electron energies

by any stray fields in the interaction volume. Often such calibration is based on a well-

known resonance for the formation of O− from O2 by DEA, at 6.5eV [315]. Therefore,

a calibration gas inlet system was built in the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up as

shown in Fig. 7.5 a) and b). The system consists of a stainless steel tube (1/4 in inner

diameter) welded in the DN16CF flange. A Lewvac FLV − 16CFR fine control leak

valve (flow adjustable from 10−3 to 10−11 mbar ls−1) is attached at the end of the outside

part of the tube to regulate the calibration gas flow. The inner part has a titanium tube
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(6mm inner diameter) attached at the end to minimise possible magnetisation close to the

electron beam. The titanium tube is bent in the way to direct the calibration gas towards

the centre of the interaction region of the TOF mass spectrometer as shown in Fig. 7.5 a)

and b).

7.4.2.2 Testing and optimisation of the electron gun performance at 70 eV for
electron impact ionisation experiments

As mentioned in Section 7.2, MPI and EII experiments represent a natural starting point

for the optimisation of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up. Therefore, the perfor-

mance of the EG was first optimised for EII experiments without pulsing of the electron

beam. Pulsing of the electron beam is not essential for EII because the electrons are not

attracted into the MS in cation detection mode. However, it will degrade the effective

electron energy resolution in the measurement. An electron beam energy of 70eV was

chosen for this optimisation work because this is a standard energy in EII experiments

as it is close to energy of maximum EII cross section for most molecules in spectral

libraries. It generally causes significant fragmentation of molecules and at this energy

small changes in the electron energy do not significantly affect the fragmentation pattern.

Furthermore, high energy electrons are deviated less by stray fields and collimated more

effectively by the magnetic field from the Helmholtz coils so optimising at 70eV is more

readily-achievable as a first step than optimising at DEA energies.

Prior to this optimisation work, stray magnetic fields had to be minimised as effectively

as possible. As already mentioned in Section 7.2.1 replacing the bolts, nuts and washers

significantly improved the collimation of the electron beam. The electron current was

measured on the Fc systematically after adding new components in the chamber one

by one. The pumps as well as pressure gauges were kept as far as possible from the

electron beam. The “weak points” of the main vacuum chamber with respect to the use

of materials that can be magnetised (mainly stainless steel 304, although we do not have

a full breakdown of the materials in some of these components) are the stainless steel

foil mounted on the sample holder, stainless steel grids, X and Y deflectors, fibre optics

components, viewports for the UV laser beam and a DN100CF viewport (at the end of the

molecular beam path) which enables to visually check the alignment of the EG and Fc as

well as the state of the sample. The Helmholtz coil positions were adjusted to correct for

the potential effect of the above-mentioned components on the trajectory of the electron

beam. The Helmholtz coils positions were adjusted by moving the coils closer/further to

the chamber and by changing the angle between the coil plane and the axis of the chamber

parallel to the propagation of the magnetic field. The coil placed closer to the EG had a
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bigger effect on the resultant Fc current than the one closer to the Fc. Fine-adjustment

was achieved by tightening and/or releasing the screws which allow tilting of the coils

after adding any new component in the chamber. The position of the coils was normally

not significantly affected by adding new parts in the vacuum chamber. It should be noted

though that the position of the coils had to be adjusted also after opening the chamber

to adjust the position of EG or the Fc, replace the EG filament, or make any changes to

the ILTD source including replenishing the sample on the foil. This is because the ILTD

flange can only be removed by first removing a Helmholtz coil and the fine adjustment

systems of the Helmholtz coils, the EG and the Fc do not have a scale to enable a return

to exactly the same position. Therefore each intervention of this kind requires a new

optimisation of the Helmholtz coil positions.

Fig. 7.9: Optimisation of the electron gun (EG) performance at 70eV . The electron beam
current measured on the Fc and the grid current (red and grey data points, respectively)
as a function of a) current supplied to the EG filament (cathode voltage 29V and grid
voltage 31.8V with respect to −70V , Helmholtz coils current 4.5A); b) voltage supplied
to the grid with respect to −70V (EG filament current 2.25A, cathode voltage 29V with
respect to −70V , Helmholtz coils current 4.5A); c) voltage supplied to the cathode with
respect to −70V (EG filament current 2.25A, grid voltage 31.8V with respect to −70V ,
Helmholtz coils current 4.5A) and d) current supplied to the Helmholtz coils (EG filament
current 2.25A, cathode voltage 29V and grid voltage 31.8V with respect to −70V ).

The optimisation of the EG performance was carried out as follows (see Fig. 7.9)

1. The current on the Fc was optimised as a function of the current supplied to the EG
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filament (see red data points in Fig. 7.9 a)).

The voltages on the cathode and grid were set to 29V and 31.8V (based on prelim-

inary search of the parameter space) with respect to −70V (electron energy power

supply). The position of the Helmholtz coils was adjusted prior to this optimisation

process and the current was set to 4.5A. The maximum Fc current was achieved for

the EG filament current of 2.25A. It should be noted that all of the plots in Fig. 7.9

show also how the current on the grid evolves with the EG settings (see grey data

points). We can see in Fig. 7.9 a) that the electron current measured on the grid is

higher compared to the one on the Fc in the whole range of the EG filament currents,

i.e. the majority of electrons does not leave the EG. The maximum current on the

grid does not follow the maximum current on the Fc. The difference between the

grid and the Fc currents is smallest at 2.25A, where the latter one reaches maximum.

We assume that increasing the emission of electrons from the filament by increasing

EG filament current above 2.25A results in space charge starting to have a negative

effect on the number of electrons leaving the gun and then reaching the Fc. The

filament current was not increased above 2.38A to avoid damaging the filament.

2. The current on the Fc was optimised as a function of the grid voltage with respect

to −70V (see red data points in Fig. 7.9 b)).

The EG filament current was set to 2.25A (maximum current on the Fc in Fig. 7.9

a)), the voltage on the cathode was set to 29V with respect to−70V and the current

on the Helmholtz coils was set to 4.5A. It should be noted that both Fc and grid

current were increasing with increasing voltage on the grid in the measured data

range (0 to 31.8V with respect to −70V ). The maximum current on the Fc and on

the grid was limited by the maximum output voltage of the power supply. The Fc

current is beginning to flatten out at the end of our range, so we do not expect to

gain much more Fc current by continuing to increase the grid voltage beyond the

range of our power supply.

3. The current on the Fc was optimised as a function of the cathode voltage with

respect to −70V (see red data points in Fig. 7.9 c)).

The EG filament current was set to 2.25A (maximum current on the Fc in Fig.

7.9 a)), the voltage on the grid was set to 31.8V with respect to −70V (maximum

current on the Fc in Fig. 7.9 b)) and the current on the Helmholtz coils was set

to 4.5A. The current on the Fc increased with increasing voltage on the cathode

from 0 to 33.5 − 34V where it reached the maximum and then started decreasing

again (although only subtly). The current on the grid evolved in the opposite way,

slowly decreasing until the voltage on the cathode reached 30V and then showed
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constant behaviour. Increasing the cathode voltage to more positive values helps

to pull electrons away from the filament. When the voltage on the cathode gets

more positive than 2.2V with respect to the grid, electrons are attracted back to the

cathode and the current on the Fc begins to drop.

4. The current on the Fc was optimised as a function of the current passing through

the Helmholtz coils (see red data points in Fig. 7.9 d)).

The EG filament current was set to 2.25A (maximum current on the Fc in Fig.

7.9 a)), the voltage on the grid was set to 31.8V with respect to −70V (maximum

current on the Fc in Fig. 7.9 b)) and the voltage on the cathode was set to 33.5V

with respect to −70V (maximum current on the Fc in Fig. 7.9 c)). Increasing

the current which passes through the Helmholtz coils resulted in stronger magnetic

field, which helped to collimate the electron beam, hence increasing current on the

Fc and decreasing current on the grid. Comparing the evolution of the current on

the grid and the Fc suggests that the magnetic field is not essential for the electrons

to pass through the cathode, but it is essential for directing the electrons to leave

the EG. It should be noted that further increasing the current in the Helmholtz coils

and hence the magnetic field would be risky as it could result in damaging the coils

and/or permanently magnetising some parts in the chamber. Therefore, to avoid the

above mentioned complications the coils were normally operated at 4.5A.

The optimisation of the EG performance at 70eV resulted in the Fc currents of

around 3 µA. This is comparable with the currents obtained by other groups using

a similar design of the EG (private communication with I. Jana, [314]). The EG

was successfully used in 70eV electron impact ionisation experiments on methanol

seeded in He which are presented in Section 7.4.4.

7.4.2.3 Testing and optimisation of the electron gun performance for DEA experi-
ments

Two key steps were taken to prepare the experimental system for DEA experiments:

pulsing of the EG and installing the calibration gas inlet system. These are discussed in

more detail below.

7.4.2.3.1 Pulsing of the electron gun
In DEA experiments, the TOF mass spectrometer will be operated with positive voltages

on the mass spectrometer electrodes and the MCP). In order to avoid extracting electrons

onto the MCP (which would have the effect of significantly shortening its lifetime), the
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extraction electrode (see Fig. 3.3) and the EG will be pulsed in such a way that the beam

will be turned off during the ion extraction pulses. Pulsing of the EG is achieved by

pulsing its grid component (see Fig. 7.8). The pulsing scheme of the EG grid and the ion

extraction electrode is illustrated in Fig. 7.10 a).

Fig. 7.10: a) Pulsing scheme for the grid of the EG. b) m/z33 ion signal in EII experiments
on methanol (molecular beam, average sample temperature 23◦C, electron energy 70eV ,
pressure of He 1.1bar) as a function of the grid pulse – extraction pulse delay and of the
duty cycle of the grid pulse (i.e. EG grid pulse time/pulsing period). The pulsing period
and the extraction pulse width were fixed at 51 µs and 2 µs, respectively.

When the EG pulse is off, the voltage on the EG grid is kept at a value that ensures that

electrons do not leave the EG. This can be confirmed by measuring the current on the

EG grid. For example, Fig. 7.9 b) shows that EG grid current is ∼0 µA (to within the

sensitivity of the multimeter) when the EG grid voltage is equal to the electron beam

voltage. A positive pulse then needs to be applied to the EG grid to allow electrons to

leave the gun (as evidenced by the non-zero grid current) and reach the interaction region

(as evidenced by the Fc current). For this purpose, an Aim−T Ti T GP110 pulse generator

is used to generate +10V (maximum amplitude) pulses, which are then amplified to the

desired value by a home-built amplifier (R. Seaton and his colleagues from Intra-Faculty

Electronics and Computing Facility at the OU). During the EG grid pulse (see Fig. 7.10

a)) electrons leave the EG and interact with molecules, and this coincides with the extrac-

tion electrode of the mass spectrometer being grounded so neither electrons nor ions are

extracted onto the MCP detector. After the end of the EG grid pulse, a delay is applied to

allow the voltage on the grid to return to the “electron beam off” value and to allow all

the emitted electrons to leave the interaction region. After this delay, the extraction pulse

is applied to extract ions from the interaction region. The pulsing frequency is normally

set to 19,607Hz. This is currently limited by the maximum frequency of the BEHLKE

GHT S 30 pulser, which supplies pulses to the power supply for the extraction electrode

(+380V in DEA experiments and −380V in EII/MPI experiments).
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The electron beam duty cycle (EG grid pulse time/pulsing period) and the delay between

the EG grid pulse and the extraction pulse were tested in EII experiments on methanol in

a molecular beam (MB) produced in the Stark deflection set-up. As the main goal of the

electron gun testing was to enable EII experiments with the best possible S/N, the signal

intensity in EII experiments is a more relevant parameter to use in such tests than, for

example, the current on the Fc. Methanol was evaporated at room temperature and seeded

in 1.1bar of He. The supersonic molecular beam from the Stark deflection set-up then

interacted with 70eV electrons. The duty cycle of the EG and the delay between the grid

pulse and the extraction pulse were tested based on the signal of m/z33 ion (the fragment

ion from the MB with the best S/N), which is a fragmentation product of methanol clusters

(protonated methanol). A fragment ion was chosen for this testing instead of the He+

signal because fragment ions will leave the interaction region quicker due to kinetic energy

release and hence will be more sensitive to the delay. As shown in Fig. 7.10 b) the m/z33

signal intensity was measured as a function of the delay between the grid pulse and the

extraction pulse in steps of 1 µs for four different duty cycles (1/5 to 4/5). The strongest

signals were obtained for the duty cycle 1/5. Normally, we would expect the signal to be

flat or increase with increasing duty cycle. The observed behaviour might be caused by

instabilities in the electron beam related to a dissipation/accumulation of space charge or

possibly charging on the insulator elements or even residual condensed molecules (or dirt)

within the gun. Alternatively, charging of insulators or thin layers of condensed molecules

outside the gun could play a role. As expected, the shorter the delay, the stronger the

signal. However, in order to eliminate the presence of electrons in the interaction region

during the ion extraction, we keep the delay set to 1 µs as indicated in Fig. 7.10 a).

7.4.3 The UV laser beam

Designing and building the optical system to deliver the UV pulses into the experiment

was complicated by:

1. limited space and no optical bench in between the Compact MPI/EII experimental

set-up and the main vacuum chamber of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up,

2. close proximity of the Helmholtz coils and their support/adjustment structures to

the windows of the chamber,

3. angular and positional offset of the laser beam path through the two chambers (see

Fig. 7.11).
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Fig. 7.11: The schematic diagram (above view) of the angular and positional offset of
the UV laser beam path through the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up and New
DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up.

The same UV laser beam that is used for the experiments in the Compact MPI/EII exper-

imental set-up (for more details see Section 3.2.4) is also used in the New DEA/EII/MPI

experimental set-up. After the UV laser beam passes through the interaction chamber of

the Compact apparatus, a UV-grade fused silica plano-convex lens (50cm focal distance)

and a vacuum UV enhanced mirror (120− 700nm, average reflectance≥88%) are placed

in the path of the UV laser beam to focus and direct the beam into the interaction region

of the TOF mass spectrometer of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up. The angle

between the UV laser beam propagation direction and the axis of the imaginary line con-

necting the centre of the viewport with the centre of the interaction region of the main

vacuum chamber is 135◦.

7.4.3.1 Testing and optimisation of the experimental set-up for multi-photon ioni-
sation experiments

The UV-grade fused silica plano-convex lens on a slider and the vacuum UV enhanced

mirror were aligned for MPI experiments in the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up.

Custom mounting parts were commissioned for the optics from the Research Design and

Engineering Facility at the OU. The alignment was made by adjusting the position (vertical

translation stage with micrometer adjustment) and angle (kinematic mount) of the mirror

so that it enters the main vacuum chamber through the centre of a DN40CF viewport and

leaves the chamber through the centre of a viewport on the opposite side of the chamber.
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A laser pulse energy meter (Spectrum Detector SPJ−D− 8) was installed to measure

the energy of the UV laser pulses after passing through the main vacuum chamber. Fine

optimisation of the lens and mirror positions will be done in the future based on observing

the response of the signal intensities in the MPI experiments.

7.4.4 Optimisation of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer

The ion source of the mass spectrometer designed by A. Rebelo (a PhD student in the

Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU) based on the one obtained from KORE Technol-

ogy is shown in Fig. 7.12. The flight tube and the reflectron part of the mass spectrometer

were obtained from KORE Technology.

Fig. 7.12: a) The ion source of the mass spectrometer designed by A. Rebelo and b) the
ion source mounted on the main vacuum chamber (the molecular beam would come out
of the page towards the reader in this diagram).

The functioning of the re-designed mass spectrometer was tested in EII (70eV ) experiments

on methanol seeded in a supersonic expansion of He. The mass spectrometer voltages were

optimised to enhance the relative contribution of the methanol parent/fragment ions and

methanol clusters fragment ions signal compared to the background ion signal (primarily

water and hydrocarbon molecules that diffused in the main vacuum chamber before and

during the pumping down stage) and signals coming from molecules scattered in the main

vacuum chamber. The EII mass spectrum obtained with optimised mass spectrometer
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voltages is shown in Fig. 7.13. The peaks with 1m/z difference can be clearly separated in

the mass spectrum in Fig. 7.13 and those above the background level have been previously

reported in the literature on methanol/methanol clusters [316, 317]. The strongest peak in

the mass spectrum m/z33 reached a count rate of 0.003counts/pulse, which corresponds

to 52.17counts/s in the present experimental conditions. It should be noted that signal

rates can be increased at the expense of mass resolution by adjusting the mass spectrometer

voltages, notably the reflection voltage, which was set to−350V in the present experiment.

Additional compensation for lower count rates in DEA experiments can be achieved by

longer acquisition times. The first tests of the experiment for MPI-TOF will be carried out

by my colleagues in the Molecular Clusters Group imminently.

Fig. 7.13: EII mass spectrum of methanol (molecular beam, average sample temperature
23◦C, electron energy 70eV , pulsed electron beam - 1/5 duty cycle, 1 µs delay between
the grid pulse of the EG and the extraction pulse, pulsing frequency 19,607Hz, average
Fc current 0.84 µA, pressure of He 1.1bar).

7.5 Summary and outlook

This chapter explains the motivation behind building the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental

set-up in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU. In addition to a general description

of the experiment, detailed information is provided on the design and principles of oper-

ation of the indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system, the home-built thermionic

emission EG and the Fc. It should be noted that the literature for DEA on laser-desorbed

targets is extremely sparse and nobody has ever done an electron collision experiment

on an ILTD target. In addition, nobody has ever combined DEA with Stark deflection.
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Optimisation of the experimental set-up is on-going. Up to now, the following challenges

have been addressed and the following progress has been achieved:

1. Challenge: Producing ILTD targets without any electron interactions with con-

densed molecules.

• An original design solution has been devised based on hiding biased foil behind

a grid and combining conventional heating with ILTD.

• The ILTD source (the rotatable foil holding system, the vacuum fibre feed-

through and the inside vacuum optical fibre component) has been built and

installed in the main vacuum chamber and no leaking/degassing was observed.

• The desorption laser and fibre optics was aligned. The arrangement was

successfully used for desorbing uridine under vacuum at ambient temperature

23◦C.

2. Challenge: Producing pulsed electron beams with high currents.

• The EG and the Fc were installed, Helmholtz coils position was optimised and

stray electric and magnetic fields were successfully reduced.

• The current (continuous mode) measured on the Fc at beam energy 70eV up

to ∼4 µA, in line with the optimised performance of electron guns with the

same design in experiments by Krishnakumar and co-workers.

• Pulsing of the EG was set up as well as tested and optimised based on sig-

nal intensities in electron impact ionisation experiments (70eV ) on methanol

seeded in He.

3. Challenge: Optimising the mass spectrometer for Stark deflection experiments.

• The cross vacuum chamber and the main vacuum chamber were aligned with

the Stark deflection experimental set-up.

• The mass spectrometer was tested and optimised for electron impact ionisation

experiments (70eV ) on targets produced in molecular beam.

4. Challenge: Optimising the experimental set-up for MPI experiments.

• The vacuum UV enhanced mirror and the UV-grade fused silica plano-convex

lens were positioned and aligned for the UV laser beam to pass through the

centre of the interaction region of the ion source.

The further work on the New MPI/EII/EA experimental set-up in indirect laser-induced

thermal desorption mode will continue as follows:
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1. Multi-photon ionisation experiments on uridine produced by indirect laser-induced

thermal desorption. This will involve the following optimisations:

• Fine tuning of the mirror and lens positions based on the signal intensities in

MPI mass spectra.

• Optimisation of the mass spectrometer for targets produced by ILTD.

2. Electron impact ionisation experiments on uridine produced by indirect laser-

induced thermal desorption. This will involve the following:

• Testing the electron beam performance and the EII background levels in a

heated chamber and possibly adopting a more localised heating system (e.g. a

halogen lamp) and/or testing how low the chamber could be heated to prevent

condensation of key ILTD molecules on the grid.

3. Dissociative electron attachment experiments:

• Characterisation and optimisation of the EG performance at low energies

(< 20eV ).

• Optimisation of the mass spectrometer when operating in negative mode.

• Calibration of the electron beam energy using O2 targets.

• DEA experiments on ILT-desorbed nucleosides.

7.6 Contributions by co-workers

Dr. S. Eden proposed the idea of building a new experimental system combining the

EG, Fc, and Helmholtz coil hardware belonging to Prof. E. Krishnakumar and Prof. N.

J. Mason with the Molecular Clusters Group’s reflectron MS, UV laser for MPI, Stark

deflection/MB system, and a new ILTD source. I then worked closely with Dr. S.

Eden and A. Rebelo on devising the overall design for the experiment before we divided

responsibility for detailed design and construction work between us. I designed and built

the support frame for the new experimental system and installed the main vacuum chamber

and Helmholtz coils working with D. Mészáros (an internship student in the Molecular

Clusters Laboratory at the OU). I installed the reflectron vacuum chamber and aligned

the new system with the Stark deflection set-up working with A. Rebelo (a PhD student in

the Molecular Clusters Laboratory). I designed the support system for the turbomolecular

pump attached to the cross vacuum chamber and built and installed it with the help from

T. Hajj (an internship student in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU). I also

designed the bottom flange arrangement of the main vacuum chamber as well as the new
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indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system. I devised, aligned and optimised the

fibre optics arrangement for the ILTD system. Both the EG and the Fc were designed by

Prof. E. Krishnakumar and built by C. Hall and his colleagues from the Research Design

and Engineering Facility at the OU. Prof. E. Krishnakumar also provided valuable advice,

notably with respect to shielding the electron beam from electric fields within the mass

spectrometer. The electronics for the EG was built by ourselves (based on the diagrams

provided by Prof. E. Khrishnakumar) with the support from D. Pound from Intra-Faculty

Electronics and Computing Facility at the OU. I designed the holding system for the EG and

the Fc. I worked on installing and optimising of the EG and the Fc mainly with A. Rebelo,

D. Mészáros, Dr. K. Nixon (a visiting researcher in the Molecular Clusters Laboratory

at the OU), I. Jana (an internship student in the Velocity Map Imaging Laboratory at

the OU) and T. Hajj. A. Rebelo designed and built the new ion source and provided

drawings shown in Fig. 7.12. I worked on the optimisation of the new ion source mainly

with A. Rebelo. Building of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up was supported

substantially by the Research Design and Engineering Facility at the OU. In particular, C.

Hall and K. Dewar provided advice on materials and design of individual components, T.

Jones built the ILTD source, the EG and Fc holding systems and the extension for the EG

and M. Abbott built the ion source and the plate which is part of the support system for

the turbomolecular pump attached to the cross vacuum chamber. All of the design work

was supported by Dr. S. Eden.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and outlook

This PhD thesis is centred on applying the bottom-up approach in the study of radiation-

induced processes in nucleic acids. In this context it reports on multi-photon ionisation

experiments on nucleosides as well as on the development of a new experimental set-up for

dissociative electron attachment experiments on indirect laser-induced thermally desorbed

nucleoside targets. The thesis also showcases the recent advances of the OU Molecular

Clusters Group’s experiment to probe complex metastable fragmentation pathways of

excited molecular ions. This chapter first highlights the most important contributions of

the thesis (see Section 8.1) and then provides a more thorough summary of the outcomes

of Chapters 3 to 7 (see Section 8.2). It finishes with a short overall summary and some

proposals for future experiments and development work (see Section 8.3).

8.1 Highlights

Here we present four major outcomes of this PhD thesis:

1. This work provides the first full experimental evidence showing that indirect laser-

induced thermal desorption (ILTD) can be used to produce intense neutral gas-phase

targets of nucleosides (in this case uridine, 2′-deoxyuridine and 5-methyluridine)

without thermal degradation. This clarifies the value of ILTD as a tool in the

bottom-up approach in the study of radiation-induced processes to nucleic acids. In

our MPI-TOF experiments, it enabled to progress one step further in complexity

from nucleobases to nucleosides. However, our observations of some thermal

decomposition of thymidine indicate that nucleosides are already at the threshold of

thermal lability that we can study effectively using this technique. This highlights

the importance of target decomposition/reactivity tests for nucleosides and larger

species as well as the need to continue developing and testing methods for the

production of intact neutral gas-phase targets of thermally labile biomolecules.
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2. The contribution above laid foundations for developing a unique experimental system

for probing dissociative electron attachment processes to nucleoside targets produced

by ILTD. DEA has been up till now limited mainly to smaller biomolecules such

as nucleobases and sugars. A further strength of the apparatus is its versatility as it

enables also multi-photon ionisation and electron impact ionisation experiments in

the same conditions. In addition to probing molecular targets produced by ILTD, the

experiment was built to probe targets produced in a molecular beam which can be

structurally purified by Stark selection prior the interaction with electrons/photons.

3. The multi-photon ionisation experiments on uridine produced in the gas-phase by

ILTD provide evidence supporting changes in the population of uridine isomers as

a function of ILTD conditions. In addition, these experiments are, to the best of our

knowledge, the first ones showing that the excited state dynamics and photostability

of uridine are sensitive to the isomeric form of the molecule immediately prior to

photo-excitation. Indeed, we are not aware of any previous experimental evidence

for isomer-dependent radiosensitivity of any nucleoside. This result highlights the

importance of experiments with greater control over the neutral target structures.

4. The Matlab simulation developed for the analysis of metastable dissociation results

from reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer has significantly enhanced the

capability of the Molecular Clusters Group to analyse complex metastable fragmen-

tation pathways.

8.2 Summary of conclusions from Chapters 3 to 7

8.2.1 Chapter 3: Experimental

Chapter 3 presented the previously built Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up in the

Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU and my contributions towards the enhancement

of the system, which we can summarise as follows:

• A new ion source was built and tested.

• A new indirect laser-induced thermal desorption system was set-up, which involved

installing a more powerful desorption laser and optimising the alignment with the

aim of improving the signal-to-noise ratio in multi-photon ionisation experiments.

• The performance of the Nd:YAG/dye laser system was characterised and optimised.

Most importantly, this gave us a new level of control over laser pulse energy fluctu-

ations as a function of energy and wavelength.
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• A Matlab simulation was developed for analysing metastable dissociation results

measured using reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS). Compared

to the previous approach of the Molecular Clusters Group, the simulation enabled

analysis of much more complex metastable fragmentation patterns.

8.2.2 Chapter 4: Fragmentation pathways of excited 3-aminophenol
ions

Chapter 4 presented the results of multi-photon ionisation experiments (225 and 270nm)

on 3-aminophenol (3-AP) seeded in a supersonic helium beam. The technique of map-

ping ion detection using reflectron TOF-MS against flight-time and reflection voltage in

combination with the Matlab simulation was used to elucidate complex metastable frag-

mentation pathways of excited 3-aminophenol+. The key findings can be summarised as

follows:

• A rich array of metastable dissociation channels of multi-photon ionised 3-AP was

detected. 18 channels were identified in the MPI experiments at 225nm with the

help of the Matlab simulation, which showcases the capability of this approach for

the elucidation of complex metastable fragmentation patterns.

• A sequential fragmentation route: 3-AP+ (m/z109)→HCO +C5H6N+ (m/z80)→
→CNH + C4H5

+ (m/z53)→C2H2 + C2H3
+ (m/z27) was detected and assigned

with the help of Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations performed by my

collaborator Dr. J.-C. Poully.

• Extensive hydrogen scrambling accompanying metastable dissociation of 3-AP was

revealed both theoretically as well as experimentally. DFT calculations showed

that numerous atomic rearrangements preceded each of the fragmentation steps in

the above-mentioned sequential fragmentation pathway. The experimental evidence

was based on detecting a double hydrogen loss channel (H2 or two separate atoms)

from an excited fragment ion of 3-AP. Previous experimental observations of double

hydrogen loss from excited fragment ions are very rare in the literature.

• Comparison of our MPI experiments at 225 and 270nm revealed strong wavelength

effects on the metastable dissociation pattern. In particular, the first metastable

dissociation step of the excited parent ion (m/z109→80) was much stronger at

270nm than at 225nm. We argue that this strong wavelength dependence is most

likely linked to the level of vibrational excitation of the electronically excited neutral

prior its ionisation.
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• Comparison of our complementary experiments for the estimation of vapour pres-

sure of 3-aminophenol and thymine suggests the unusually strong signals of multi-

photon ionised 3-AP and hence the rich metastable fragmentation pattern are unlikely

to be explained only by high target densities. We expect electronic excited state ab-

sorption cross sections and/or dynamics to be at least partially responsible for very

efficient multi-photon ionisation of 3-aminophenol in the present conditions.

8.2.3 Chapter 5: Indirect laser-induced thermal desorption for the
production of intact gas-phase nucleobase, nucleoside and nu-
cleotide targets

Chapter 5 addressed one of the major experimental challenges of the bottom-up approach to

study the radiation response of nucleic acids, which is producing neutral gas-phase targets

with adequate number densities of thermally labile molecules without target degrada-

tion. The suitability of ILTD for the production of intact gas-phase targets of the most

thermally labile nucleobase guanine, nucleosides uridine, thymidine, 2′-deoxyuridine and

5-methyluridine, as well as nucleotide uridine 5′-monophosphate was investigated. The

outcomes of this chapter are summarised below:

• The multi-photon ionisation experiments on guanine and uridine produced in the

gas-phase by conventional heating in a carrier gas showed that nucleobases are at the

limit of thermal lability that can be studied using the OU molecular beam system.

• The chapter provided evidence that the ILTD can be successfully used for producing

an intact gas-phase guanine with sufficient density to study very weak MPI channels,

including metastable fragmentation.

• Potential thermal decomposition of nucleosides uridine, thymidine, 2′-deoxyuridine

and 5-methyluridine produced in the gas-phase was investigated by studying the ra-

tio of base/hydrogenated base ions signal with increasing desorption laser power.

This study showed that the above-mentioned nucleosides can be produced in the

gas-phase by ILTD without target decomposition/reactivity with the exception of

thymidine. The experiments on thymidine suggested that some thermal decompo-

sition occurs even at relatively low desorption laser powers. This result suggests

that nucleosides are already at the threshold for how far we can go in the produc-

tion of intact progressively more thermally labile nucleic acid constituents using

ILTD and highlights the need for thorough tests of target degradation to accompany

experimental studies of radiation-induced fragmentation processes.
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• The experiments on uridine 5′-monophosphate suggest that the same sample prepa-

ration procedure which was applied for the ILTD experiments on nucleobases and

nucleosides is not suitable for nucleotides. Therefore, the sample preparation pro-

cedure might need to be optimised for different species in order to avoid changing

their chemical/physical properties prior sublimation.

8.2.4 Chapter 6: Multi-photon ionisation experiments on indirect

laser-induced thermally desorbed uridine

Chapter 6 presented the results of multi-photon ionisation (222− 265nm) experiments on

uridine produced by ILTD. The key result obtained is the first experimental evidence sup-

porting changes in the population of different isomers of uridine as a function desorption

conditions. The main outcomes of the chapter can be summarised as follows:

• The multi-photon ionisation experiments on uridine at 225nm indicate that the

ribose moiety has a stabilising effect with respect to the CO loss channel that had

been observed in previous MPI experiments on isolated uracil.

• The 222 − 265nm MPI experiments on uridine show that ILTD conditions dramat-

ically affect the production of sugar-unit ions (m/z133) via a critical process in an

electronically excited state of neutral uridine with a wavelength threshold at 250nm.

• The experimental observation above was rationalised in terms of changes in the

population of uridine isomers in ILT-desorbed targets. This was supported by

DFT calculations which indicated that isomeric transitions of uridine can happen

at noticeably lower temperatures than decomposition. This result supports the

importance of developing methodologies for the production of intact and structurally

pure gas-phase targets.

8.2.5 Chapter 7: New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up for prob-
ing indirect laser-induced thermally desorbed or Stark deflected

molecules

Chapter 7 presented the new experimental set-up which was developed to study dis-

sociative electron attachment (DEA), electron impact ionisation (EII) and multi-photon

ionisation (MPI) processes using reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometry under the

same experimental conditions. The system was built with the main motivation to carry

out DEA experiments on nucleoside targets produced in the gas-phase by ILTD in order to

extend the knowledge on low-energy electron interaction processes from nucleobases to
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nucleosides. An additional motivation is to perform EII and MPI experiments on uridine

with the same target conditions and thus strengthen the interpretations presented in Chap-

ter 6. The new apparatus was connected to the previously built Stark deflection set-up

which extends the capability of the new system to carry out experiments also on targets

seeded in molecular beams. Moreover, this opens the possibility of Stark selection prior

the interaction with electrons or photons. The key achievements in developing and testing

the new apparatus are listed below:

• The new experimental system was designed and completely built. The key work in-

volved setting-up and installing a new ILTD system, installing a home-built electron

gun and Faraday cup, building and installing a new ion source, installing Helmholtz

coils and aligning the new apparatus with the previously built Stark deflection set-up.

• A new version of the ILTD system was built which has improved design compared

to the one in the Compact MPI/EII experimental set-up. Notably, a rotatable foil

holding system is used which enables longer measurement times. In addition, a

fibre optics arrangement was designed and built for directing of the desorption laser

beam onto the foil inside of a vacuum chamber. The system was successfully tested

for desorbing uridine under vacuum.

• Electron gun performance was optimised for electron impact ionisation experiments

at 70eV . The pulsing of the EG was tested and optimised in EII experiments on

methanol seeded in He.

• A new system of optics was installed to align the UV laser beam for MPI experiments

in the new set-up.

• The TOF-MS was optimised for EII (70eV ) experiments on targets in molecular

beams.

8.3 Overall summary and outlook

The current work has addressed the issue of thermal lability of nucleosides which has

not been fully explored in the literature of gas-phase experiments on progressively more

complex neutral nucleic acid constituents. The thesis brought detailed insights into the

applicability of ILTD for the production of intact neutral gas-phase nucleoside targets of

uridine, thymidine, 2′-deoxyurdine and 5-methyluridine. This has opened up plenty of op-

portunities for future experiments including dissociative electron attachment experiments

for which a new experimental system has been built. In addition, the experiments also

showed limitations of the technique, which should in turn inspire further experimental
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work towards enhancing methodologies to bring neutral thermally labile biomolecules

into the gas-phase. The experiments on indirect laser-induced thermally desorbed uridine

have not only shown evidence for interesting neutral electronic excited state dynamics,

but also indicated that such dynamics as well as associated fragmentation pathways can

be strongly dependent on the initial isomeric form of the molecule. This highlights the

importance of developing methods which can separate different isomeric structures from

a mixture of isomers produced in the gas-phase. The metastable dissociation experiment

has proved capable of elucidating complex metastable fragmentation pathways which can

be exploited in the future for tracing the origin of products resulting from sequential frag-

mentation routes of large biomolecules.

We propose the following steps to build on the research in this thesis:

1. Indirect laser-induced thermal desorption of nucleosides:

• Testing the suitability of ILTD for the production of intact neutral gas-phase

targets of the remaining RNA/DNA nucleosides (adenosine, guanosine and

cytidine). This has a potential to provide adequate targets for DEA, but also

MPI and EII experiments which can be studied in the newly developed system at

the OU once the optimisation and testing of the new set-up has been completed.

Such experiments are likely to provide further insights into how bonding of the

sugar molecule affects the radiation response of neutral nucleobases isolated in

the gas-phase as well as how the site-specific chemical modification affects the

response of nucleosides which could be used as a tool to mimic the response

of larger RNA/DNA constituents.

• Investigating the effect of the foil properties (material and thickness) as well as

sample thickness on the thermal decomposition of thymidine produced in the

gas-phase by ILTD has a potential to enhance the robustness of the technique

even for more fragile biomolecules.

• Testing and optimising the system (mentioned only very briefly in this the-

sis) for seeding the ILT-desorbed molecules in cold molecular beams. If a

reasonable pick-up efficiency is achieved, the system can be tested on thymi-

dine for whether rapid cooling in supersonic beams can affect the thermal

decomposition threshold. Analogously to the point above, this could extend

the applicability of ILTD for more fragile species.

2. Indirect laser-induced thermal desorption of nucleotides:

• Optimising the sample preparation procedure for ILTD of nucleotides could
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potentially extend the range of biomolecules which can be produced intact in

the gas-phase by ILTD. We propose the following steps for the optimisation:

- Trying to dry off solvent molecules by placing the sample holder in a

vacuum desiccator prior exposing it to high vacuum of the experimental

chamber and/or testing different solvents.

- Designing and testing alternative sample holding arrangement which does

not require use of any solvents. For example, a rougher foil surface may

be amenable to producing a lightly-adhered layer by dry packing. The

horizontal orientation of the foil in the new experiment will be valuable

in this case.

3. S+ (m/z133) fragment ion production from ILT-desorbed uridine:

• Carrying out multi-photon ionisation and electron impact ionisation exper-

iments on uridine produced by ILTD in the same experimental conditions

should help to strengthen the interpretations presented in Chapter 6 of this

PhD thesis, i.e. that the increased production of m/z133 fragment ions with

increasing desorption laser power in the MPI experiments at 225nm is linked

to a critical process happening in the neutral electronic excited state of uridine.

Accordingly, our prediction is that the ratio of S+/total ion production by EII

will be essentially independent of the desorption laser power.

• Carrying out rotational spectroscopy experiments on uridine produced by ILTD

should bring more insights into how changing the desorption laser power affects

the production of ground state isomers of uridine in the gas-phase.

• Carrying out time-resolved photoion yield experiments on uridine in coinci-

dence with photoelectron-energy analysis compared with dynamics calcula-

tions of several different isomers of uridine should help to understand which

electronic excited state(s) of uridine are involved in the S+ production.

• In the future, seeding ILT-desorbed uridine in the molecular beam for Stark

deflection should enable to probe radiation response of uridine with control

over relative populations of different isomers in the target.

• If we can achieve the production of intact neutral gas-phase 5′-UMP, it will

be interesting to see effect of the phosphate group on MPI production of S+

ions as well as on other fragment ion channels that may or may not have any

dependence on neutral electronic excited state dynamics.

4. Optimisation and testing of the New DEA/EII/MPI experimental set-up:
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• The following action has to be taken to enable multi-photon ionisation experi-

ments on targets produced by ILTD:

- Optimising the performance of the mass spectrometer for the targets pro-

duced by ILTD.

- Fine tuning of the optics alignment for the UV beam based on signal

intensities in the MPI mass spectra.

• The following action has to be taken to further enable electron impact ionisation

experiments on targets produced by ILTD:

- Fully test and optimise the electron beam in the heated chamber (80 −
90◦C).

• The following action has to be taken to further enable dissociative electron

attachment experiments on targets produced by ILTD:

- Optimising the EG performance at low electron beam energies < 20eV .

- Optimising the mass spectrometer in the negative ion detection mode.

- Calibrating the absolute electron energy scale of low-energy electron

beam, which can be done based on the well-known resonances from

DEA experiments to O2 targets.

8.4 Final remarks

Studying UV- and electron impact-induced dynamics of neutral RNA/DNA subunits in the

gas-phase has potential to provide important insights into the radiosensitivity in nucleic

acids. This PhD thesis has shown that the intricacy of the experimental work escalates

very quickly with increasing size of biomolecules. In addition to investigating thermal

lability, structural purity of increasingly large gas-phase biomolecules is an important

point which should be addressed in the future experiments.
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Appendix A

Matlab scripts for the analysis of
metastable dissociation data

A.1 Matlab script for visualisation of experimental data

Fig. A.1: Matlab script “import data.m” for importing experimental data (commands are
in black and magenta, the explanation of individual commands is in green).
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Fig. A.2: Matlab script “contour plot.m” for creating a contour plot from the matrix of
experimental data imported using a script in Fig. A.1 (commands are in black, blue and
magenta, the explanation of individual commands is in green).
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A.2 Matlab script for simulation of metastable dissocia-

tions

Fig. A.3: Matlab script “results.m” for creating a scatter plot of flight-times at different
reflection voltages for candidate dissociations (commands are in black, blue and magenta,
the explanation of individual commands is in green).
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Fig. A.4: Matlab script “results.m” for creating a scatter plot of flight-times at different
reflection voltages for candidate dissociations (commands are in black, blue and magenta,
the explanation of individual commands is in green); continued.
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Fig. A.5: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend in
reflectron MS (commands are in black and blue, the explanation of individual commands
is in green).
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Fig. A.6: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend in
reflectron MS (commands are in black and blue, the explanation of individual commands
is in green); continued.
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Fig. A.7: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend
in reflectron MS (commands are in black, the explanation of individual commands is in
green); continued.
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Fig. A.8: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend
in reflectron MS (commands are in black, the explanation of individual commands is in
green); continued.
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Fig. A.9: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend
in reflectron MS (commands are in black, the explanation of individual commands is in
green); continued.
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Fig. A.10: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend
in reflectron MS (commands are in black, the explanation of individual commands is in
green); continued.
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Fig. A.11: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend
in reflectron MS (commands are in black, the explanation of individual commands is in
green); continued.
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Fig. A.12: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend
in reflectron MS (commands are in black, the explanation of individual commands is in
green); continued.
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Fig. A.13: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend
in reflectron MS (commands are in black, the explanation of individual commands is in
green); continued.
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Fig. A.14: Matlab script “in ffr for loop.m” for the calculation of total time ions spend in
reflectron MS (commands are in black and blue, the explanation of individual commands
is in green); continued.
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A.3 Matlab script for the superposition of experimental

and simulated maps

Fig. A.15: Matlab script “superimpose.m” for the superposition of the experimental
contour plot created by “contour plot.m”, see Appendix A.1, and the simulated scatter
plot created by “results.m” and “in ffr for loop.m”, see Appendix A.2, (commands are
in black and magenta, the explanation of individual commands is in green).
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Appendix B

DFT optimisations of selected uridine
isomers and possible pairs of
dissociation products

As a starting point for subsequent calculations of neutral ground-state energy barriers and

optimised structure and energy of dissociation product pairs, A. Rebelo, PhD student in

the Molecular Clusters Laboratory at the OU, ran DFT optimisations of structures at 0K

with input geometries close to those of the lowest-energy isomers of uridine that had been

reported in the literature [67, 68, 231]. All the energies reported below have been calculated

at 0K and have not been corrected by the vibrational zero-point energy. The absence of

negative frequencies was checked to ensure that the optimised structures are indeed energy

minima and not saddle points. The Minessota functional M05 [318] and the Dunning’s

double zeta basis set [319] augmented with diffuse functions (M05/aug− cc− pV DZ)

were used throughout the calculations. The combination of this functional with this basis

set shows good performance in estimating atomisation energies and heats of formation

[320]. A restricted formalism was employed for closed-shell species whereas open-shell

species (radicals) were described by unrestricted wavefunctions. The spin contamination

of radicals was monitored to avoid inclusion of higher spin states in the wavefunction.

The maximum value was 0.7506, meaning that the wavefunctions are mostly free from

contamination and hence suitable to use in the calculations. All the calculations were

performed using the default algorithms of Gaussian 09 [171].
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Fig. B.1: Histograms showing energy differences between conformer 1 of uridine and
the summed energies of optimised product-pairs that can be produced by glycosidic bond
cleavage of uridine. The histograms are grouped according to the number of hydrogens
transferred from the molecule’s sugar part (S, 133amu) to its base part ((B–H), 111amu)
or vice versa. The dissociation products are noted on the panels using the nomenclature
described in Section 5.2.4.

Fig. B.1 shows that by-far the lowest-energy calculated product-pairs of glycosidic bond

cleavage are produced by single hydrogen transfer from the sugar to the base part of uridine.

The resulting lowest-energy optimised B and (S–H) pair is shown schematically in Fig.

B.2 and has 0.63eV greater energy than conformer 1, as noted in Section 6.3.1. Fig. B.1

shows multiple energies corresponding to product-pairs whose optimisations began with

different possible hydrogen transfers during glycosidic bond cleavage. By contrast, only

a single optimisation of the S and B–H product-pair was carried out with the assumption

that these are produced by a simple cleavage of the glyosidic bond without any reciprocal

hydrogen transfers. The resultant optimised S and (B–H) pair has 3.61eV greater energy

than conformer 1 and is shown schematically in Fig. B.2 b). This large minimum energy

difference appears to be broadly consistent with the experimental evidence in Section 6.3.2

that the observed m/z133 ions are not caused by thermal decomposition.
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Fig. B.2: a) The lowest-energy optimised product-pair following glycosidic bond cleavage
of conformer 1 with single hydrogen transfer from the sugar to the base parts of uridine (i.e.
giving uracil and an (S–H) isomer). b) The optimised product-pair following glycosidic
bond cleavage of conformer 1 without any hydrogen transfer between the sugar and base
parts (i.e. giving dehydrogenated uracil and an S isomer).
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Appendix C

Proof of publication
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Fig. C.1: Front page of publication [9]. The time-resolved ion yield measurements on
uracil mentioned in Section 6.2.3 were published in [9].
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Fig. C.2: Front page of publication [176]. The results presented in Sections 4.3, 4.5 and
4.6 were published in [176].
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Fig. C.3: Front page of publication [121]. The MPI experiments on 5-fluorouracil
mentioned in Section 5.4.1 were published in [121].
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